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To: SAC, New York
RE&12L

From: Director, FBI ]-/2 /

b2 -1,2

TECIP

ReBuairtel 1-14-70 andurlet 1-14-70.

Immediately comply with Instructions In realrtel. Forward

your recommendations regarding continued payments to captioned source.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK

0 >cpnf,hW£3;

date: 1/14/70

b2 -1,2

ReBulet , 7/22/695 NYlet, 11/5/69-

Informant was paid l

'

I on U/9/69 and 12/15/69 and
will be paid l Ion 1/16/70 for information furnished and
expenses incurred during the period 11/5/69 through 1/4/70.

b2 -3

Informant is considered to be emotionally stable
and reliable and has furnished no information known to be false

\b6 -

b7C

Daily contact is maintained with this informant and
he continues to furnish high caliber intelligence information
regarding the JOSEPH COLOMBO "family" as well as other LCN
"families" in the New York area. Informant has also furnished
considerable information which may culminate in prosecutable
cases within Bureau's jurisdiction. It is noted at the present
time, the NYO is awaiting a departmental opinion regaring possible
prosecutions of JOSEPH COLOMBO, JR., ROCCO MIRAGLIA and JOSEPH
IANI^CI, on a Hobbs Act violation, which was predicated upon
information furnished by captioned informant.

THEFT FROM' INTERSTATE
SHIPMENT
INFORMATION CONCERNING
NY 15-NEW

-<f ; 0

RiC-124

On II/6/69, informant advised that at the present
time there's a group of individuals acting as a gang who
hangout on Avenue M, Brooklyn, New York, and who are responsible
for numerous current hijackings. The informant said thi s b2
gang is

TCormerlv with CARMINE
-
](LNU)

,

S

PERSICO, as well as
| |

Informant related that these were the individuals who
hijacked five loads' of liquor earlier this year from the

,
<V

l I

dcfAjy

,.3-Bureau
~1-New York

RV : dbm
(5) 4

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Reguld, 7 Savings Plan



b2 -2

Highbridge Station, and have hijacked a number of loads of

stereo and TV equipment and who are also act ive in buying
loads from hijackers., Informant stated that l I

friendly Witt
and that he usdb the telephone at this auui'ess to transact
most of his hijacking bus iness. Informant
that
but

Brooklyn, New York b6 _ 2 ,3
b7C -2,3

further related
is presently a fugitive of the FBI

tnai ne ±s nuo presently in the New York area.

SEBASTIAN ALOI aka
AR-TFIS
NY 92-1877

On 11/17/69, -j nfnrmant. a.rivi sftrt that SEBASTIAN ALOI
jg immlvpri in hi iacki nsrsl

I

b7C -2

1 Informant saidl |hangs out in
a bar on Rockaway Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

AR-TFIS

—

NY 92-2997

On II/26/69, informant advised tha,t
|

presently has a group under him who are active in the

hijacking field and most recently had a large load of

Jean Nate Perfume, which was valued at S60 an ounce and
which they were attempting to sell for $l8 an ounce.
Informant advised that l |

is. close to two individuals

b6 -2

b7C -2

in his hijacking endeavors known as
drives a late model black Buick Electra and also one

(LNU). Informant advised that

who

a hotel in Manhattan Beach, Brooklyn, New York.
makes his hangout at

JOSEPH COLOMBO aka
f

AR b2 -1

NY 92-1965

during recent past has advised he has

held a number of highly secretive meetings with COLOMBO, primarily

- 2 -

CLEMENTE-668



in regard to the recent disappearances of SALVATORE D.'AMBROSIO
(NY 92-2673) and FRED DE LUCCIA

;

(NY 92-267'd) (bisth members of.

COLOMBO "family"). Informant stated COLOMBO ,aV; first was. Of
.opinion that D ' AMBROSlo. and DE LUCCIA had been arre.sted and
being held incommunicado, but during e'venlng, ‘12/2/69,
COLOMBO, advised he was. confident that both h,^vbeen filled and

, the,ir, bodies buried. * Informant advised he is/pf opinion that
DE. LUCCIA and D'AMBROSIO were, responsible for '.I'hits". on
FRANKIE

1 MARI and MIKE ADAMO and their disappearances , are
‘./retaliatory . .

’* '

’

NYO during 12/1 and 2/69, ha,s been" interviewing
relatives' of DE LUCCIA arid D'AMBROSIO and all- admit they have not

(“heard from either above during recent past and could. not -explain
their- absence

. 4 ,

Informant continued during recent .past COLOMBO
has been leaning heavily on him giving informant, two "hit"

’ contracts and kidnapping contract which informant has. :be,en-

able to defer based on logical arguments which ^COLOMBO agreed
. Was..,.,be’st course of .action. On 12/1/69, secretive meet with

• COLOMBO, COLOMBO confided that' his "consigliere" BENEDETTO
• D'ALEOsANDRO- (RY;92-3i91) is retiring .and UOLbMfeO' asked who;
informant would^-sugge,st as successor." Informan

t

v said' his
immediate reaction.- would have been to suggest .an old-time

, "yes man" suchlas RICHARD FUSCO, or
.
,SEBAS,TIA5f .

'

;Al0I but- 'feeling
COLOMBO might be testing, informant 1 s loyalty and knowing COLOMBO
Was ayrare of his close, friendship with NICHOLAS BIANCO, informant

...suggested BIANCO and as he anticipated COLO^O* disagreed .

saying,' he was too ,ypun'g,.‘
‘‘' Informant ‘ feels,,' hbwever, his; ploy

was successful and' that .COLOMBO will continud/to seek informant 1 s

advice and- service's. f /

BENEDETTO ’ D 'ALESSANDRO aka ,

'

r

:

-
,

' .

AR . .
"

,

. ' ’

••

' NY 92-3191 ' r "
-

.. , ..
/"

. Oh 12/7/69, informant advised that JOSEPH YACOVELLI
was named to replace subject as "consigliere?' of the COLOMBO
"family" . ?

*
• \

•

- 3 -
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b2

b2

,
l
advlsed on, 12/11/6$, that as a result

of the continued FBI inquiries into the disappearance of
COLOMBO members, SALVATORE D'AMBROSIO and FRED DE LUCCIA,
..three "weeks ago, COLOMBO has expressed .deep concern and
continued uncertainty regarding their fate . jGOLOMBO has
indicated that' there would be a 'meeting of. ^11* high ranking
COLOMBO family members in the very near fdt'upe to discuss
-this matter.

. . In explaining only a possible cohnection between
DE LUCCIA and D'AMBROSIO on 12/11/69, informant idvised that
he last. heard that D'AMBROSIO was partners with DE LUCCIA in the
whnl pgfl.1 p di stri hnt.i nn nf nhsp.snfi films Whi r.h- ha was obtaining

J „ | b6 -2

I 1 It .is noted during the;
. recent past b 7 c -2

I I was arrested on a number of occasions by the FBI
- in- ITOM violations. ’

' j
'

Informant anticipates that he Vi;Ll ,be invited to
attend this meeting and expects to have orie'-day notice
regarding the ’tittle and' location for same’

;
' *

•
' '

- „•

.

'

‘

,
On 12/16/69. 1 1 advised that he had just

. then been informed that the planned, meeting 'which was to be .

held at the home of MICHAEL SAVINO was being changed- to .

.
another' location, inasmuch as SAVINO was -111;, arid further that
COLOMBO intended to drastically reduce the' number .of ']?ersons
who would attend this meetihg. • Informant advised"' that, he,
himself would be "picked up" and brought to .this meeting’.

5 j, 1
(

’

~
’

>• 'h
*

In view of the foregoing, whi<?h
;
;.w6uld indicate that

only ,a small number of persons would attpnd/this meeting, it
was ;felt that no action should be taken b/"the.„NYO for obvious
security reasons. It was also felt that serving subpoenaes
on a small group would not have the desired' impact and
dissruptive effect on the COLOMBO "family?!-

.

On 12/17/69,' informant was contacted and advised the
following persons were in attendance at thih« meetihg:

JOSEPH COLOMBO
'

’• ' CHARLES MINED -
'"

•/ •

CARMINE PERSICO '

7 .

.
.

• " - 4 - ’ \
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,

r.*

,
?• X

VINCENT ALOI . -

NICK BIANCO
ROCCO MlkAGLIA
GREGORY SCARPA -

JOSEPH YACOVELLI

Informant also advised- that above. meeting was- extremely
brief w,i’th JOE COLOMBO'S opening his remarks stating that he
•had cancelled many invitations to this meeting because of the
tremendous pressure being exerted, by Federal Agents, in the Brooklyn,
NY. area because of the disappearance of D'AMBROSIO and DE LUCCIA

.

COLOMBO advised that instead he was instructing' members of
his family" to contact him in small groups at ,'Cantolupb .Reality

• sometime during the week be^nning 12/22/69. - COLOMBO advised
at that time he would give specific instructions and information
regarding the above disappearances. •

COLOMBO at this meeting again expressed pride with
the deportment of .his family. COLOMBO also,, advised he was
surprised at all. the "heat" being brought 'on. his family
stating that. "they", should be greatful at' the way his' "family"
behaves, noting -that he. would not tolerate narcotics, ^prostitution
or - disrespect !in , general . COLOMBO then officially introduced JOE
YACOVELLI as the new "consigliere" and stated that YACOVELLI Vs
regime would be taken over by LOMBARDINp. Informant advised that he
could, riot re.call which .of the LOMBARDIITO brothers would be made
a r"caporegima" .

-
.

COLOMBO also advised that JIMMY MUCE was presently
"in- hiding" because efforts are being made .to subppena him in
Nassau County and also that ANTHONY PERAINO. ..was likewise
"ducking! 1

. COLOMBO said he had ordered all members of his
"family" , to invoke the Fifth Amendment: if subpoenaed, and if
granted immunity they were instructed to go tp their "capofegimas"

.

Informant advised this meeting was held in the basement
] thp. owner, of which house wasof a house located at|

believed by the informant to be a close assbcihte of DICK .FUSCO.

b6 -3

b7C -3



b2 -2

Of
by

Tt is to be noted

non-memoer yuuiud

is the residence be -2
uvvvui

. , ,, _ _J,

who has been characterised m the past

as being a part of the , old MAGLIOCCO
b7C

"family."

.

UNSUBS; Theft of
;

Plutonium, Possibly
Newark, New Jersey December, 1909

ITSP 1
‘ \

'

NY '87- ~

,

.

During the period 12/12/69 through. 1/7/70, informant

was' contacted on almost a daily basis. At 'tha -outset,
.

informant advised that he had' heard that, a quantity of Plutonium

was being offered for sale in Brooklyn, New -Yolk, which was allegedly

stolen from the Newark area sometime in early December,

Informant was instructed to attempt to obtain^ additional det

concerning the theft and the specific items being* offered. It

is', noted the Newark Office was contacted;
, th£ office of. Special

service, USAP: as well as the Atomic Energy; Commission, all with

negative results regarding a shortage or theft of plutonium

'anywhere in the Spited States . . .’f
1'/-

AR ,

.NY. 92-567I

b6 -2

b7C -2

On 12/19/69, informant advised- he. learned that

1 had been" attempting to recruit a^number of gun men who^

would stick up a coin show being held on 6th.bAv.enue, i,n Brooklyn,

‘and at which show there were allegedly a few nundred thousand

dollars worth of rare coins. Informant s.tated,/that apparently,

| |
was unable to get any interest aroused.

AR
NY- 92-2660

b6 -2

b7C -2

' Informant advised he had heard... that; captioned

individual, who is a member of the COLOMBO, .''family' had recently

beerf released from prison and was presently ph parole

.



. w*
*' >* >

* 4

b2 -2

AR.
NY '92-2684

i <
*

, .

’

^Informant advised that he had not- heard from <?r
.

_J"in a number of years. He stated. /thatLcppn I XI 1 Cv tiumuux j w— - — -
t z

formerly was very clo,se and. active under J£)E; PROFACI and

nossiblv does not feel "comfortable" with J0f3 /.COLOMBO ,
and

consequently has become inactive.
1 Informant ;said„ he last heard

thalj ^]was Hying on Long Island. / ''

In view of the above, the NYO is giving serious
as a target under the

b6 -2

b7C -2



2/12/70SAC, Sew York

Director, FBI
!, / n>•** r*r\TvTCQaffiJHES,

b6 -1

b7C -]

ReNYlet 1/14/70.

Your attention is directed to the information reported

on Page 1 concerning a new Theft From Interstate Shipment matter

involving a group of individuals responsible for a number of

current hijackings. The Informant identified four persons fully,

including
| Uogether with others K last names not

1

known) , as being responsible for a series of liquor thefts and be 2

tbe hijacking of a number of stereos and televisions.

The Theft From Interstate Shipment Section of the Hew

York Division handling such matters should furnish the Bureau

return mail to the attention of the Criminal Section what acti<gfe|:f-|

has been and is being taken by your office to pursue the infors^te^
mation furnished by captioned Informant.

DTP : dkh ^

(4) Vv£g
j 1

NOTE: New York Informant identified several individuals by

names as being responsible for a series of hijackings in the Nl|p|U

York area. Based on "the general nature of some of the informat iq.rp§

it is not possible to link this data specifically with any thegtjf

New York is being instructed to advise the Bureau what steps ar^.J

being taken to make certain full use of this Informant data is

being made.

IMILESS
Tolson

DeLoach
Walters

Mohr

Bishop

Casper

Callahan _t_

Conrad —JL-

Felt 3LL

Gale M
Rosen —lO
Sullivan JEl
Tavel

Soyars

Tele Room .

Gandy > 1

FEB 12 1970

COMM.FBI'
(

W /7P/99£. -

14 feb^HsW

TELETYPE ITMIT l I CLEMENTE-674



SAC, New Yorkl 2-4-70

Director, FBI

O cONF.Dfft*

I

TECIP

b6 -1,2
b7C -1,2

Reurairtel 1-27-70, and Bolet 1-30-70.

Your attention is again directed to the absolute necessity to

conform with Bureau instructions regarding administrative handling of

the above-captioned informant.

Make certain progress letters and recommendations regarding
continued payments are forwarded on a timely basis. Appropriate

f' administrative procedures should be utilized to assist you in this regard.

t il/ Your handling of the informant will be closely followed.

i

b2 -2

59

1 w^u . min i IMU
y

\

n FEB 4 1970

CLEMENTE-675



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 2/16/70

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code

)

Via AIRTBL

6

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

/I SAC, NEW- YORK
^gONF. INEI

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

b2 -1,2

if
A.

11
TECIP

As the Bureau is aware, at the current time there are
4 grand juries in session which are, in part or wholly, aimed
at the JOSEPH COLOMBO "Family" of LCN. These Grand Juries are
EDNY, Strike Face, Nassau County Grand Jury, the Joint Legis-
lative Committee of SIC and Brooklyn Rackets Grand Jury. Con-
sequently, numerous COLOMBO "Family" members have been subpoenaed.

he expressedDuring recent contacts with
great concern over the fact that he had not personally been sulj

poenaed. It was explained to him^that no efforts had been m3
to preclude his bbing subpoenaed at which time he stated he per-
sonally desired, if possible, to be subpoenaed, in the EDNY,Strike
Force, which would definitely assist in diverting suspicion from
him.

It is to be noted, as previously pointed out to the
Bureau, the NYO is making a concentrated effort to expose all
phases of the COLOMBO "Family's" operations and has exerted con-
sideralle investigative pressure which has been highly successful.

In line with this continuing
planned on subpoenaing

I

/7?r/?7&-
investigation, the NYNYO had

b3 FGJ

1

1 It would be logical, therefore, to serve sub-
poenas to the foHnwihg

/ 2f - Bureau
l* - New York (92-2308)
1 - New York (92-318?

)

1 - New York (92-2657

j

1 - New York (92-2671
1 - New York (92-1610
1 - New York

A

RBC 1C
ARV :

j' la

(9)
b2 -2

b6 -1

b?c -U'if FlB 17 1970

3^
13 Agent in Charge

Sent
CLLMLN I

L-6/1
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum,
TO

1

DIRECTOR, FBI|
ATTNs TFIS DESK

date: 2/16/70

SAC, NEW YORK
O

b2 -1,2

sgt:

1WFT.

ReNYlet to Bureau, 1/14/70 and Bulet to New York, 2/12/70,
both captioned as above.

In referenced communications mention .is made of a "hangout"
at Avenue M, Brooklyn, NY, for a number of hijackers. For the infor-
mation of the Bureau, the NYO has had under periodic surveillance
for a number of months activities at Avenue M. This case is opened as
a drop and is the subject of NY 15-53168. From the surveillances at
this location l hnd b6 ~ 2

others (BUFILE 15-64847 and NYFILE 15-53232). b7c ~ 2

I I are
I who are the subjects of NY 15-53846.

No arrest has been made in this matter.

and are tne surgeons ot

Concerning

and others have been arrested by the NYO
NY 15-51870.

a-

] it will be noted that
] is the subject of a closed TFIS investigation in

the NYO, (NY 15-53494), However,, no arrest was made in this matter
on the TFIS Statute.

b6 -2

b7C -2

],on the Bank Robbery Statute and was sentenced to an inde-
terminate term in the United States District Court, EDNYj I

tfY 91-6732; BUFILE 91-30572)

.

Investigation is continuing to determine the activities b6 ~ 2

of the above individuals, with the exception of I b7c ~ 2

> Bureau
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

(15-51870)
(15-53168)
(15-53232)
(15-53494)
(15-53846)
(91-6732)

TJFsMTM

U1

b2

REC-3

jy /s4
— }

/ o f

Q FEB 26 1970

b6 -1

b7C -1

CLEMENTE-678
Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly . on the Bayroll Savings Pl\



Hu
X OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.0

UNITED STATES (^^ERNMENT

\

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI

* SAC, NEW YORK

0 SrStf. 1S1FT.

subject: r 1

date: Z/J0/1O

b2 -1,2

ReBulet dated 2/4/70.

Informant was pai d 1 for information furnished
by him during the period 1/5 ~ 2/4/70 and will be paid|
for information furnished during the period 2/5 - 3/4/70"!

—

Informant is considered to be emotionally stable
and reliable and has not furnished any information known to
be false.

MY 92-5671

thatf
On 1/15/70, informant advised he had recently hsprH

had recently approached one of the MAGLIOCCO's to intercede
I
in an effort to have JOE COLOMBO cancel anv

outstanding debts which'

Informant related he did not hear the outcome as
to whether or not COLOMBO was willing to forget repayment.

b2 -3

JOSEPH COLOMBO
NY 92-1965

Informant was quiered as to any new girl friends
JOE COLOMBO might have and he related that he was only aware

Informant advised COLOMBO usually leavesms home early most mornings does some shopping, visits his
barber regularly and usually drops over to see

M 9^-3195"

b6 -2

b7C -2

J79'/9?<Z
Informant advised on 1/30/70 that l icontinnea

in his Shylock and gambling activities downtown Manhattan but f
was unable to furnish any specifics J L

£Weau I 1 $ 7? '

I-New York - DFtV 62
ARVtmme

_

^
lb 1970

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularl^on^t^e^ayril?Savings PI,



' ANTHONY ABBETMARCO :

;

:

NY 92-2588 ‘

;

r r M ~ r”"'
.

'

v ,

:
. On 2/10/70,, informant advised that- ABBETMARCO ' s

mainincome is derived from a good numbers "operation in
downtown Brooklyn and that most of his customers were Negroes
,He .heard of nd difficulties that" ABBETMARCO iii^ht be having
'froii Negroes attempting to. "take over",.

. \ ’7
,

. NY, 92«34Q6

Informant advised on 2/10/70, that |is
basically, a . cheap skate but .usually attends everycpenlhg
night at the CopaCabana and the Diplomat Bar in Brooklyn,
NY,| IJOE COLOMBO. ,

informant advised on 2/10/70, that based on recent
contacts with]_ I he believes that , he/is not doing
anything big lately.: | will make any score he can
by ’"swindle and non games" Such as selling, fake oriental
'rugs .to doctors .and other marks . Informant! stated:

|

is considered to bea "real dog in the street"
. | |

was underr~ |
arid usually visits a restaurant

located at 13th;. Avenue between 75th and! 76th Streets

,

Brooklyn, NY, every morning.
;

.

alfRonse TIERI ' ,'v
NY 92-2476 , ,, v

-
'

, ( Informant advised on 2/10/70 , he had recently met
with TIERI who inquired as to whether informant would see .

JOE COLOMBO, lafer that day . When informaht4 .replied in the
affirmative, TIERI stated he desired that Informant carry .

the following messages , to him: , ...
‘

.. TIERI said that COLOMBO, on hiS next. visit with
CARLO GAMBINO, should inform CARLO that "everything is OK
with the letter ", Informant advised that helater gave this
message to COLOMBO, and COLOMBO replied he, did not know what
TIERI was talking about but would relay the "mesSage that day.

" Clemente-





0
b2 -2

intends to, grant him immunity. (This information is not
true).

NY 92-3208

On 2/19/70, informant advised that]
|
is

presently driving a. rented Ford or Chevrolet and runs poker
games including one at a social club on 63rd Street between
10th Avenue and Fort Hamilton Parkway every Friday night which
he attends. .

THEFT OF SECURITIES
• itsp \ :

INFORMATION REGARDING
NY- 87-0

On 2/25/70. informant advised he had learned recently
thatl I who is undet|

1 179-72 ,

is presently handling stolen securities in large quantities.
He had also heard that

l

~| has outlets in Philadelphia
..and other locations in the US for legitimate individuals who
use. securities for collateral. Informant said!

~

Informant said that although! is not a
made guy he is nonetheless highly respected; by. JOE COLOMBO
and reports directly to COLOMBO concerning- ihis, criminal
activities..

,

" 1

: -

JIGGS FORLANO aka
NY 92-2086

Informant advised on 2/27/70, thatfhe.’ had recently;
been in contact with; JOE COLGBO at Cahtitl^po; Fealty and on
this occasion also present were the PERAINO'brOthers , DUKE
SANTORO and JIGGS FORLANO. He said Oh this,j.<|ebasion he met
two individuals who he harned were "under " JIGGj| FORLANO and
whom he never knew before to be LCN members ^iihlnthe COLOMBO
family.

.

'

'
•-

'

•.

- 4 -
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>*-V v-v

‘
. Informant; said the. first indiyidualL.is named

I who . is ; fyom New Jersey and^is involved

In union, activity there.
__

‘

' V ,

-

. -
?:*' The" second 1 ndividuai was I I /Who was formerly

nnder .M FONTANA and he described! l as/small , thin,

Wekrihgfg^asses, /elderly and apparently inactive,//

.. /•.. in view of the foregoing two neifi$.2. cases are
,

‘'being- opened ‘oh
-

above- individuals. :

-
'.fir;;-':

•

NIGHOIA^/BIANCO ./
\

"

•NY, '92-3407
. ,

y -V - : /
5

>
•

' v;

b7C -2

;• : . The ! informant related/,on .2/27/7$ after/

‘leaving COLOMBO/ -he; -met with NICHOLAS BIANC'0^ho;-Mh|;..dh1v'',thd-.

W&initv [ahdtBIANCd informed ;him that botfe^e^fflNqg,^

fodfeffi y-IT; / BTA'Itfeb^ltd^ifefed ’.that. nb. mention ^as,/^ad.e,; dt-tills : time

as -to wid IwouidiSe 55placed , within their; tegimds rpr.^hohe ./

•regimes •thdyr'Wddittedld -over../ Informant feit^ tdat COLOMBO;’ p

choice /of^."BlANdo; ^as><an affirmation /‘of inforteairt confidence

in him as eaepreide^ ^idn. he suggested to 1COLOMBO; that; BIANCO

be, made. ConsA^lldri/bf ; the
.
family rjnfprmant/

.

further Opined

thktr Tpbeara to ,be a poor choice; .sjneel
, ^ , ,

.
, ) ;iB ’-. a '

,

"not too sharp
F
arid a broketer -but r that’';-'?

Thfioaiise of
|

Iblind ioyaifctd ; h|ja..jand/sinde

, he had "uOedT^ for S o many years

1

;Intprmanh further
,

stated that • COLOMBO is very.; scirireWd in maihtalning .a balance

of pewar/in the. family.- informant fel
t

~ thatj
,

,

t
, —I

• ,v .

elevation w6ul4 b c met pooriy but that* it^ wob-Jd r.

palatable,
.
because it was coupled, with the

. w ;®ir^
c
r

. whdv is highly respected throughout the' fa||ily |f?;

r

, -
;

;

:

v-BENlB'ETTO-lj’ALLESANliRA' (&'£'L .

.

^ iw *

NY? 92*»3.191
' ''

'1 •••
'

/
'/ '

-

.
, Informant advised, on 3/1/70 , the

former COhsiglieriy ds extremely old, inapt|fe ahd-he/doea^

not pee him in the ;86th\ Street area of Bt,ofl|lyn, ;NY,- except

on /'rare /Occasions. -
•

'

; / ?yfciK/{\ , V'/
-
'

'

1

,

- 5 - ,/•/
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Ar

,
I

INFORMATION CONCERNING

. Informant related on 3/V70, that he had recently
met yjj-bKl Iwho is presently residing in| . I

I and thatl Impressed
informant as being involved in numerous large scale criminal b6 _ 2

: activities : I Ireiated that he is partners with an individualb7c _ 2

whbv,owns a factory in Texas, -has connections, in, South
America^ is able to purchase large amounts ' of stolen
securities^ is preparing to set. up a scheme. whShby ' he will
purchase stolen automobiles in NIC and then? ship them to

•South America.

Informant was advised to develop confidence

in an attempt to furnish additional details doneernin
criminal activities. •

.

- 6 -
'
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UNITED STATES GBpgRNMENT

Memorandum
TO

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK

date:
5/5/70

b2 -1,2

ReBulet, 2/4/70 and New York letter, 3/5/70.

Informant was paid| |for information furnished
during the period 3/5 - 4/4/70, and will be paid a like sum for
information furnished during the period 4/5 - 5/4/70 .

Informant Is considered to be emotionally stable
and reliable and has not furnished information known to be false.

NICHOLAS BIANCO
AR
NY 92-3407

On 3/17 and 4/16/70, informant advised that he ha,d
a number of conversations with BIANCO at which time, BIANCO
advised that to date COLOMBO had given him nothing more than
a title, which did not put "cne extra dollar in my pocket".
BIANCO is apparently very disappointed that COLOMBO had not
assigned any men to him and recently has been talking about
possibly moving back to Rhode Island with his wife and new
baby

.

had

0

b6 -

b7C

7m
NY 92-5989

On 3/31/70, informant furnished descriptive and
background data concerning, an individual he previously referred
to as

On 4/9p/70, informant identified a photograph of
as being identical with I ~ii

t'ta /tsas 7-xr.

2-Bureau
ew J£pj?k

ARVtdbm/
0)

'AT2° B70

’REC 99

S MAY 8 1970

’ 5orb-ioa-oi
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TF
’ NY 92-6026

:hat£
On 3/28/70, informant advised he had heard rumors
J and possibly two other Chicago hoods had been b6

ISC 'to NYC ’ two or three times during past month seeking to purchase b7c “ 2

stolen securities to bring back to Chicago where they
intended to upe as collateral for bank loan. Informant advises
he heard that Jwas a big shot LCN member from- Chicago
but that his accomplices were merely hot securities experts.

Informant continued he heard
|

^Jwas interested
in stolen US Treasury Bills

,

' Municipals a,nd ^ "street " name
.securities. Informant heard that a 'list of' stolen municipals
valued at $550, 000- was circulating in Brooklyn., NY, and this
list', included Kansas City Sewerage Bonds in 1 $1,000 bearer
denims p City of Columbus bearer bonds 3n $5,'000; City of
Cleveland bearer .bonds in $5', 000; Dallas County bearer 1 'bonds i
$1,-000 denoms;" as well as numerous others': Informant advised
hems .unab.le to obtain the exact serial numbers but x\rould try
to 1 "reach out" fo‘r original list. Informant was directed to
obtain any possible additional information-.

n

On 4/6/ZIL
Saturday

- (4/4/7 0.)|_

purchase stolen securitie
any- additional details .

•

ROBERT STASSI
'

•
,

'INFORMATION CONCERNING

i n pnrman h advised he Hbard that on
was again in NYC attempting to
. Informant was unable to obtain

b6 -2

b7C -2

;0n 4/1/70, informant advised he is;a close associate
of ’ROBERT STASSI and heard the following '"story from him:

A n i nrH vi rlnw 1 k
r
own as[
GEORGE

in the .GENOVESE '"family" and thatl
that he, fhadbeen assigned

] (L/UV. is close to one.
SMURRA .

’ .Q2-247Q . an LCN member

|

had confided to|
job- of- "setting up" STASSI akatie

- 2 -
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"RABBIT" for a "hit", since it was suspected that RABBIT was a
"stoolie" for the "feds".

CARMINE PERSICO. 92 -2895,1“ I 22-3106. Informant
stated that although

! |
had never been highly though of, he

felt such a "story" would be too fantastic and therefore believed
there must be some credence to it

.

It is noted STASSI had been an unsuccessful target
of the NYO, TECIP and was discontinued approximately 6 months
ago

.

Informant advised that when this information became
known to GREGORY SCARPA, 92-2657, SCARPA called in ."RABBIT"/
•and confronted him with this information. Informant explained
'that RABBIT was in SCARPA'S "crew" and would naturally be
answerable to him. RABBIT was completely astounded with this
information and said he could sot understand how such a baseless
accusation could have started. RABBIT explained that approximately
two weeks previously he had met a friend whom he offered to sell
a hijacked truck load of semi-precious metal (tin or lead) and
that this individual brought RABBIT to JERRY LANGELLA, who
is in PERSICO's "crew". At that meeting, LANGELLA .accepted a
sample of this metal worth approximately $150 and before any
definite arrangements were made RABBIT explained that the load
had not yet been hijacked and that it would be necessary to
meet again on the following day with RABBIT'S boss, SCARPA
so that arrangements could be finalized. However, on the
following day when SCARPA and RABBIT kept the', appointment,
LANGELLA never appeared.

When RABBIT, approximately one week later sought out
his friend who introduced him to LANGELLA, his friend supposedly
said "Are you trying to get me' killed?"

Informant continued that during this period' of time
JOSEPH COLOMBO was away and was not expected tp return that
week (-3/29- - %/5/70 ) . Informant pointed out fhat proper procedure
for suc,h a "hit" of

r
this nature, would have 'be.en for PERSICO

'and YACAVELLI to "sit" with COLOMBO, confront him’’ with their
suspicions or facts and then COLOMBO would .have ' brought in
SCARPA to settle the matter. In the absence of' COLOMBO, PERSICO
should have himself sought out RABBIT'S boss .SCARPA and explained
the situation to him as a mere courtesy. '

.

^CLEMENTE-687
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*

Informant continued that it was suspected by SCARPA
that since there had always been "bad blood" between him and

PERSICO that PERSICO was using this as an opportunity to

make SCARPA look bad before COLOMBO returned

.

Informant advised immediately upon learning this

SCARPA went to NICHOLAS BIANCO, explained the situation to

him and attempted to enlist BIANCO '‘S aid' to get
| K LNU)

and .make, him instead set up PERSICO and YACAVELLI so that
'SCARPA and his group could ."hit them" dn self-defense.
BIANCO, however, said this would hurt JOE COLOMBO by such a

rude act and requested that -SCARPA wait for COLOMBO to

return before doing anything. >,

Informant continued that after CQLOMBO returned,-.

SCAKPA allegedly went to him and made •‘a. grievance thereafter

-COLOMBO called in PERSICO and YACAVELLI", ‘ who denied the,

entire episode. COLOMBO then. brought SMURRA in from Miami

and. confronted him with this story so that-., SMURRA could find be -2

the truth out ‘

.

b7c ~

:
‘

• Informant said that COLOMBO allegedly told SCARPA

"this matter is .not over by a long shot"-.

m :

—
NY 92-4850 -

Oh 4/16/70, informant advised he leaned that
|

~|

Iwas openingl '

|

to CANTALUPO Realty and than ne would nave, a regie ima-ue
;

individual "front" the business for' him. . , , be -2

b7C -2

CARMINE PERSICO
'

AR
NY 92-2895

'

On 4/16/70, informant advised -he- .learned that one

. (LNU) who was a. close associate of l I

-dEMENTE-688
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AR
NY 92 -41] 71 .

b6 “ 2— >

_

b7C -2

. On 4/16/70, Informant advised he had heard that
I in partnership with JOE COLOflBO had taken over •

|
in NYC. Informant advised he would attempt

to learn more specific details in this regard.

LEGALIZED OFF-TRACK
BETTING
IGA

On 5/1/70, the effects of legalized off-track
betting were discussed with the .informant. Informant said
he did not believe. this would have any' effect whatever on
gambling with bookmakers for the following reasons:

1. As proposed there would only be 100 locations
to serve bettors ,

whereas there are many' times that number of.

bookmakers available at all hours

.

2. Bettors usually do not have extra, money to place
as credit.

3 . Bookmakers enjoy a personal relationship that
would be lacking.

4 . The large bettors would not wapt to pay income
tax- on their winnings

.

5 . Most importantly, it is agreed that . legalized
betting will give all bookmakers a "license ’1 since if arrested
with betting slips they could alibi it by stating they were
going to a legal off-track betting location to place these
bets. This in turn would end police corruption in the

gambling field

.

b6 -2

I I (LNU) b7C -2

ITSP
INFORMATION CONCERNING
NY 87 - '

'

Informant advised on 5/1/70 , he
who

, . s ... had heard that an
could' be" contacted on telephone numbei

. ^ holm securities, and allegedly as a

highly placed individual in|
CLEMENTE~689

I
and

individual named [

1 is handling
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*

who can place stolen securities as collateral. Informant will

attempt to obtain additional details.

ET AL
AR

1

NY 92-5791

Informant advised that he was contacted at approximately

6:00 p.m. last evening and was instructed to assemble his

"crew" as soon as possible and proceed to see JOSEPH COLOMBO.

He met, with COLOMBO who was ir worst rage he had ever observed

COLOMBO in. COLOMBO was shouting that his son had been framed

and that we "turned enough cheeks "1
; COLOMBO ranted "we got

to take steps, enough is enoug" . Also present was|

who insisted that they picket the FBI "around the crock . be -2

and that they should seek assistance from AID (Italians of b?c -2

American Decent). Informant c-haracterized l fr
s an

imbecile who is close to JOE COLOMBO and who nancu.es his

catering interests

.

Source advised that they then departed for the NYO

and commenced picketing. Informant advised that NICK BIANCO

advised he was disgusted but resigned to the fact that he must

•placate COLOMBO.

Source advised to date no mention was made as to the

victim or possible source of Information re these arrests

.

Source advised that he discontinued picketing at

approximately 1 a.m. and then had a discussion ‘With. JOE COLOMBO

who "advised he intended to get more people and continue picketing

in the morning. -

Source again contacted this date,, and a,dvised COLOMBO

still acting highly irrational and advised he was instructed

to once again picket at the NYO and that COLOMBO was also

planning a demonstration at the US Courthouse in Brooklyn, NY.

Source is of the opinion that COLOMBO’S actions ar.e

idiotic and will cause "family" to be laughing stock of Brooklyn.
.

Other sources of NYO are advising that COLOMBO'S action is becoming

the- laughing stock of NY and feel that COLOMBO . himself will be

ridiculed and in serious trouble with LCN element in NY.

CLEM^NTE-690
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J
TO

FROM

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

3Memorandum
Mr. DeLoachP^

^

J. H. Gal« *

ToJson

DeLoach .

Walters

Mohr

CONF. JUFT-
SUBJECT:

c

DATE 7-9-70

*£
6 '

b2 -1,3

Bishop .

Casper .

Callahan .

Conrad .

Felt __j

Gale

Rosey
Sullivan*

Tavel

Soyars

Tele Room .

Holmes
Gandy

SYNOPSIS:

b2 -

b6 -

b7C

1

1,2
- 1,2

This is to recommend continuation of authority to pay

Jn a C. O. D. basis.

] who has been a top echelon informant

since 1962, is one of the most effective sources developed to date

in the organized crime field. He is a veteran member of La Cosa

Nostra (LCN) and affiliated with the Joe Colombo '‘family. " He
consistently supplies extremely valuable and sensitive data regard-

ing top level LCN activity. His information enabled our New York
office to arrest Joe Colombo, Jr. , and two racket associates in ,

-

April, 1970, on a charge of violating the Hobbs Act. As you know

/

j J
Joe Colombo became incensed over these arrests and initiated (y

picketing at the New York office. V

The informant has furnished detailed and precise information

regarding Colombo’s leadership of anti- FBI demonstrations. The
informant has reported he is of the opinion Colombo’s actions are idiotic

and will cause the "family" to be the laughingstock of LCN. , _
y

The informant, a close confidant of Colombo, is in a unique

position to furnish highly-significant information on a consistent basis.

REG-33

/

ACTION:
ST-106

"ZZ HTT- i y / 0

It ishrecommended the attached letter be apprbyed authorizing.

Enc.

1 - Mr.

lw York office, to continue payments to the informant
j

'on a strictly .C. O. D. basis.

ecoach 1 l

1 - Mr. Row - 6221 IB 1 - Mr,, Kelly
1 - Mr. Gale

]

)2 -2,3i
b6 -1

/
b7C ” 1

h
/-

/ir\-

m
rjo 1

*
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re:

b2 -1,3

DETAILS :

SAC, New York, requests authority to continue payments

to |

* "|on a C, O. D. basis.

The informant is one of our most valuable sources developed

to date with respect to organized crime matters. He has been a top

echelon informant since March, 1962.

This source is a long-time member of LCN and affiliated

with the Joe Colombo ’’family. ” His arrest record dates back to

1950 and includes charges of possession of stolen goods from inter-

state shipment. By virtue of his membership in LCN, he was one

of the first sources to furnish precise information with respect to

the structure and membership of LCN. He has identified in excess

of 200 members of LCN in the New York-New Jersey area.

The informant is a close confidant of Joe Colombo gild

one of his choice lieutenants. As you know, Colombo is a member
of the ’’Commission" and one of the most prominent LCN leaders

in the country. Through his relationship with Colombo, informant

ha p been able to supply extremely valuable intelligence data regarding

! LCN activity.

The informant provided information which predicated the

Hobbs Act investigation of Joseph Colombo, Jr. ,
and two of his

racket associates, Joseph Iannaci and Rocco Miraglia. Our Agents

arrested these three individuals on 4-29-70.

As you know, Joseph Colombo became highly incensed

over these arrests and initiated picketing at the New York office.

Our informant has made available precise information regarding

Colombo’s actions in directing the picketing. The informant,

himself, at Colombo’s direction, has been on the picket lines.

- 2 -
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re

j

Source has expressed the opinion that Colombo’s actions

are idiotic and will cause the "family” to be the laughingstock of

LCN. Source further pointed out that Colombo acted highly irrational

as a result of his son’s arrest.

Informant has also advised the New York office in detail

regarding Colombo's issuance of instructions to members of his

"family" to participate in the picketing. The informant has
provided extremely valuable intelligence coverage of this important
underworld development.

Informant has also reported the information regarding the

promotion of Nick Bianco to the rank of caporfegima in the Colombo
"family. " Source also provided pertinent details with respect to the

activities of numerous LCN racket figures receiving investigative

attention at the present time.

Because of his close association with Colombo, and his
long-time involvement in LCN affairs, this source has an exceptional
potential to continue to render extremely valuable services.

- 3 -
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b7C -2
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SAC, New Yor]

Director, FBI

EX-U5 BBC V

7777776 ' (3 <T

TECIP

b2 -1,2
b6 -1

b7C -1

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Row
1 - Mr. Gale

1 - Mr. Kelly

- \

Reurlet 7-240.

Authority granted to continue payments to the informant
|

:
|on a strictly C.O. D. basis lor a six-month

period effective 7-5-70. This authority includes monies to pay

for services rendered as well as expenses incurred by the informant

at the specific request of your office.

Forward progress letters by 9-5-7® and 11-5-70 setting

forth a succinct summary of significant data furnished by this

source. Recommendations regarding continued payments should be

submitted two weeks prior to the expiration of this authority.

Keep in mind the necessity to vary payments in line with

the value of the informant's services.

b2 -1



TO

FROM

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1M2 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-ll.S

UNITED STATES GO\A*MENT

idumMemorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK

SUBJECT

CO' TECIP

date: 7/2/70

b2 -1,2

ReBulet, 1/30/70.

Informant was paid_ for Information furnished during
the period 4/5 - 5/4/70, is being paid ^[for information
furnished during the period 5/5 - 6/4/70, and will be paid a like
sum for information furnished during the period 6/5 - 7/4/70.
Informant is considered to be emotionally stable and reliable
has furnished no information known to be false and much of the
Information furnished has subsequently been verified;

b2 -3

ET AL
AR
NY 92-5791

b6 -2

b7C -2

concerning
It is noted informant previously furnished information

I f
which caused the NYO to institute a major investigate

in this matter which resulted on 4/29/70 in the arrest of subject
JOSEPH IANNACI and ROCCO MIRAGLIA by the NYO. Incensed over thil
COLOMBO, SR. began picketing the NYO with members of his ’'family
This picketing continued for two months and throughout this
period informant was instructed to remain close to COLOMBO and
provide daily information concerning matters of interest to the
Bureau. The following is a summary of pertinent aspects of
this information furnished during May and June, 1970: _

Informant advised that on the evening of/ff/29/70, he
was contacted at approximately 6:00 p.m. and was instructed
to assemble his "crew” as soon as possible and proceed to see
JOSEPH COLOMBO . He met with COLOMBO who was in the worst rage
he had ever observed COLOMBO in. COLOMBO was shouting that his
son had been framed and that we "turned enough cheeks". COLOMBO
ranted "we got to take steps, enough Is enough". Also present
was ]who insisted that

r^bureau
tT—

N

ew York
/yh^c-/pv 11 1 r

AHV :dbm ^p A '
b
7^'U§

(5)
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clock" and that they should seek assistance from AID (Italians

of American Decent). Informant characterized! ]as an

imbecile who is close to JOE COLOMBO and who handles his

catering interests..

Source advised that they then departed for the NYO

and commenced picketing. Informant advised that NICK BIANCO

advised he wap disgusted but resigned to the fact .that he must

placate COLOMBO.

. Source advised to date no mention was made as to the

victim or possible source of information re these arrests.

Source advised that he discontinued picketing at approxi-

mately 1:00 a.m, and then had a discussion with JOE COLOMBO who

advised he intended to get more people and continue picketing

in the morning.

Source again contacted this date and advised COLOMBO

still acting highly irrational and advised he was instructed

to once again picket at the HYO and that COLOMBO .was also

planning a demonstration at the united States Court House

in Brooklyn, NY.

Source is of the opinion that COLOMBO'S actions are

idiotic and will cause "family" to be laughing stock of Brooklyn.
Other .sources of NYO are advising that COLOMBO'S action is

becoming the laughing stock of NY and feel that COLOMBO himself

will be ridiculed and in serious trouble with LCN element in

New York.

On 5/12/70, informant advised on the previous date

he was instructed to have a bus load of pickets report to the

NYO, which he did. Informant stated. he and others are

disgusted with COLOMBO'S continuing insistence regarding
,

picketing but are forced to accede to COLOMBO'S wishes.



b2 -2

• t

from the Lower East Side participate in the picketing.

* Informant advised during a discussion with
on 5/11/70 he learned the following:

f
pad a meeting planned with ABIC MALONE later

week. Which was arranged by MALONE but that q-f +ha +
jwould not attend this meet: thaiP“ _ « _1 * . • !• ^ I

cel

in t
time

to go hftnd in hftnd 11 with the picketing j tHfft"
-an attempt was made earlier that day to picket "Newday " but
that only 7 or 8 people showed up and it was a flofi

COLOMBO desires to picket -all the NY papers because oftheir lack of coverage. at the NYO and because they are involved
in discrediting, Italian-Americans ; that COLOMBO ihtends to keep
enlarging the picketing for approximately Bweeks to give
him an opportunity to organise one massive march from city
hall to the NYO which will "cap-off" the demonstrations,
honorably; that I has agreed to go to any picket site
talk and has requested to lead any marches planned in the
future. .

^

b6 -2

b7C -2

to

Informant was instructed to continue participation
in order to obtain current information.

JOSEPH COLOMBO aka
• AR .

NY 92-1965

On 5/18/70, informant advised that all COLOMBO "family"
members are thoroughly disgusted with COLOMBO * s insistence
that they continue their picketing as well as furnish others
to participate. JOE COLOMBO has made it apparent to his
family that he is "on the spot" and cannot stop picketing

until .he .can accomplish something significant . :

COLOMBO advised iwfy>T»m»Tvh ho will for ^6'
ouster of .agent

s

i [who were most
responsible for tne harassment of his, family. COLOMBO advised
he has been approaching various labor leaders in NYC who are
sympathetic to Italian-American rights and is attempting
to organize them with "shutting down NY" by leaving their b 7 c -1
Jobs for a massive demonstration.

- 3 -
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COLOMBO advised they have sought the assistance
of the ACLU who are presently i nvesti gat.i ng allegations of
harassment by the FBI. I has proposed to COLOMBO that
they publicise the fact the picketing will stop pending the
outcome of this inquiry. COLOMBO said that deals have been
made with the Sons of Italy as well as other Italian-American
groups that if proof of harassment can be obtained, these
groups will galvanise with COLOMBO. COLOMBO confided that he
cannot stop his demonstration since it will be that much more
difficult to start it again. Informant said there is no doubt
that COLOMBO is "calling all the shots" and continues to refer
to it as "ray" demonstration.

%- '
'

; ' *

Informant advised he has attended the picketing on a
nightly basis and that COLOMBO has been keeping a "head count"
of all those attending and is angry at those who haven't shown
regular. Informant said on the previous night JIMMY ROSELLI
was in attendance as well as. ANTHONY AUGELLO, FUNZIE
D'AMBROSIO and the usual crew. At one point, AUGELLO
falsely claimed an FBI agent had torn his placard off him,
spit on him and an incident almost ensued. After this
incident, JOE COLOMBO took him aside and severely censured him
over this "attempted" Incident on AUGELLO 's part, informing
him that if he wanted one he (COLOMBO) would "arrange one"
and have "his photographers" nearby. Informant advised
previously BLACK SAM had attempted to start, trouble and
COLOMBO likewise berated him.

Informant advised that COLOMBO complained that
the demonstration was costing him a great deal of money and
that he had discontinued the daily arrival of a food truck.

| furnished the following resume of information
pertaining to the picketing of the NYO, the rally St Columbus
Circle, and future plans of COLOMBO and his associates:

b 2 -i

Informant noted that COLOMBO was very pleased
with the outcome and felt that he has scored an impressive
success in being able to sustain picketing ©f the FBI for.

8 weeks and climaxing this with a rally; Source advised
that many of the COLOMBO "family" members who initially thought
that the boss had made a mistake, now agreed that COLOMBO has made
his point. Informant stated that the coin case against COLOMBO'S
son and others was the prime reason for the demonstrations that

_ G1EMENTE-698
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b6 -2

b7C -2
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buses from his area alone. He stated that COLOMBO gave
strict orders before-hand to the individuals who were
supervising the canvassing of neighborhood stores and handing
out of Unity Day posters not to use any coercion or threats
whatsoever and that everyone had strict orders to maintain
order at all costs at the Unity Day Rally. Informant stated
he personally, however, noted groups of "young punks",
particularly from East Harlem, getting out of hand while in
the vicinity of the NYO and had to strongly admonish and
physically restrain tiem on several occasions . He stated
that he had personal knowledge that some marchers had
water dropped on their heads from the apartments on 69th
St. and that this may have initiated incidents that followed.
Informant stated he did not know the identity of the
individuals Involved in the stabbing of the policemen.

The source advised further that COLOMBO planned
to continue using the Sheraton Hotel as headquarters for the
movement and that this office was manned on a 24 hour basis by
legitimate people; that all appropriate records, including
future plans, petitions, signed statements and affidavits
of harassment obtained from legitimate people and presumably
derogatory photographs involving agents were maintained in this
office

.

Informant stated that COLOMBO had the complete
blessing of CARLO GAMBINO during the past 8 weeks, as well
as moral support from other " failles ", some of whom sent
some of their people to march. In this regard source mentioned

J I a GENOVESE member from East Harlem, as well as
I . t being active in the picketing. Source emphasized
that this was JOE COLOMBO'S "thing" and that he
did not have any set plan or regularly sheduled conferences
with either his captains or other "families", that COLOMBO
consulted with his close associates but depended primarily
on l

.

I He noted that the Ad Hoo
Committee headed bv l I wnniri
play little or no part in the expanded program COLOMBO plans

b6 -2

b7C -2

has been complainingfor the future. He has noted thaC
considerably to COLOMBO and other members of his financial
plight and was hoping for a permanent position with the Civil

in thet
]

Rights league in view of his
past 8 weeks . Source was of the opinion thatp
was making no bones about alligning himself more closely with
COLOMBO and that possiblyl nforsees using this

jolitiear though it would be

- 6 -
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«r

completely endebted to COLOMBO: I

feels that his ethnic background. Coupled with lame scale

fSSe?
S< lncluaing Mayor *ou!a serve him

roTnwnn
to prominent individuals in the

SnS?!5
0^£a

n
i3y

i

who were conspicuous by their absences
at a fnJSL? ?

6ekS ^Picketing, COLOMBO stated publicly b
h®m® Sathering recently that "those

P
friends b

fo
there suPPorting this demonstration are

JSriJ-iS
0
!?*4?!?* e

!
iemies Informant says that possibly
GGiOMBO figures such as VTNNIE ALOTJOE YACOVELLI and CARMINE PERSICO had some sort of

A
*

dispensation, but that COLOMBO has a fantastic memory fornoting people who are present for supporting him. Informant
PERSICO, although not apfearii^ it!"***

line, had made 2 or 3 trips to the hotel

fo^SS^SJi
a® f® bein§ Present at Columbus Circlefo

I Preparations the night before the rally. Even the suzed
C5i?PS SALVATORE MTNEO, attended the picketing

• JIGGS PORLANO, made two appearances'. pttw7.tp
began attending often toward the Slid, bringingseveral bus loads from the Avenue u area.-

COLOMBO was very fearful that the rally would

rnaat^^v*-
& fff\for a11 and that all his work of the

Tn?JJL^ *
be nullified by a display of violence.

SwS?o«
t
a+

e
fv

ril>e
?-.

C
?
L0MB0 as ,,very excited and extremely

S?5^°
us the rally’s end,and he advised the crowds to

y
dispurse without any further incidents.

i»mr B+k<i. 4
In

^?f
a^1^concl 'uded

' ir:^'tb an evaluation of COLOMBO ^2 -ioy stating that there was no one within the "familv" who

f
o COLOMBO ' s leadership and that

mtherthe^.L. «. .—J "?uld Prefer COLOMBO as bossanY or the logical successors, CARMINE PERSICOEORLANO or JOE YACOVELLI. Informant stated that
lit £?

would c°PBider NICK BIANCO the best prospecta
?
a m®s

J
ievel headed all around competent

a r ftr
V
a
du^4

and d®se iriend . Informant described VTNNIE
*££?+?* bei

?g
a very, competent administrator with noambitions who was ‘'strictly COLOMBO'S man".

- 7 -
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•r

00: Chicago
NY 92-6052

b6 -2

b7C -2

Informant advised on 7/1/70, that I Icontinues to

make frequent trips to New York in an effort to purchase stolen

securities for which he claims he has an outlet. Informant,

howewr, has been unable to determine further specific details

but will be alert for information.

AR
NY 92-3196

C

Informant advised that
]has been divided up among other captains o:

COLOMBO "family " after[
| ^ however, some of those who had been close

are still unofficially unde
j

the

b6 ~2

b7C -2

AR
NY 92-5791

NICK BIANCO
AR
NY 92-3^07

Informant advised during recent discussion with MIRAGLIA

and BIANCO, it is apparent they are somewhat disappointed since

JOE COLOMBO had not assigned any "soldiers" to them since their

elevation to rank of Captain. Informant noted, however, that

both have been very loyal to COLOMBO during the demonstrations

at the NYO. -

.

'

ANTHONY ABBATEMARCO
AR
NY 92-2588

On 6/18/70, informant noted that ABBATEMARCO had

never attended the picketing at the NYO but that he heard

- 8 -
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ABBATEMARCO was still active in "policy" in downtown Brooklyn.

PHILIP FONTANA
AR
NY 92-34,52

; , ,
Informant advised oh 6/25/70. that FONTANA, a

.soldier" In the COLOMBO “family" of LCN, IsoldTslekly andinactive and twit POHTANA has no positioA of importance inthe family . Informant was unable to furnish any information
concerning any recent Illegal activities.

Tjgt-
—

NYJ2-2874

, On 6/25/70, informant advised that in ani t.p of
Previous. comments made by him concerningHaa4'4.4«. au.ii ‘ 1. . .^1 I

b6 -2

b7C -2

he is now
^ the OAMBINO "family" of

.
inasmuch Ua xmunueu nim of this fact and stated

that! was giving him his full support.

CARMINE PERSICO
AR
NY 92-^895 •

,
' Pn 6/25/70, informant advised that,

,had recently, been arrested by the FBI in connection with a
car case Involving the Jacksonville Office . Irfcrmant said that

. . J is close to PERSICO in that PERSICO has long had aninterest in stolen cars. Informant advised that one time

b6 -2

b7C -2

in the past he had heard that jf

NY 92-4850

b6 ~2

b7C -2

Informant s&rised than has lately beenti ,
, 7 1 laue

spreading out and grabbing active kids" meaning that not

CLEIv^UTE-703
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withstanding the fact that he is not a member of the COLOMBO
"family" is assembling a. ’Vt-pw" Tnformant, was famlUftr with
one individual nameq

I both of

1 1 Informant said tnat| pad *een
1 1 a couple of months previously in the 62nd
Precinct '

1 b6 -2
(NY 15-5*494) 1“

, ™ ^ 1 b7C -

also close toC
grumbled thatC_
to be defending!

3tnd based on this a numb
I"was a fink" but that

Informant continued thatf
himself shot and killed a kid in the 62nd Precinct just; prior
to the above shooting but informant was notaware whether
this homicide was solved or even if

| |
was a suspect.

The NYO is considering using the above information
to its advantage, but in the event this is not possible,
pertinent parts of this information will be disseminated to
local authorities.

It is recommended the Bureay authorise informant
a regularly paid source and be paid
services and information.

to be
for

b2 -3

- 10 -
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OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10

MAY 1062 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR. FBI

SAC, NEW'YORK

O CONF. INFT.

date: 9/4/70

b2 -1,2,3

TECIP

ReBuiet, 7/10/70.

for InformationInformant is being j^ixvjxiucLoxyii
furnished during the period 7/5 - 8/4/70, and will be paid
a like sum for information furnished during the period
8/5 - 9/4/70. Informant is considered to be emotionally
stable and reliable and has not furnished information
known to be false.

Tm
92-5791

n t

NICHOLAS BIANCO
AR
92-3407

b6 -2

b7C -2

•H

On 7/14/70, informant advised during recent discussions
with MIRAGLIA and BIANCO he has learned that neither have
been assigned any sldiers to them and it appears that
their rank is in name only. Informant stated that MIRAGLIA
has been attempting to borrow money from a number of sairces
recently since he claims that COLOMBO has instructed / &9/ /yahim to be extremely careful in any illegal endeavors / //"/ s /Q?
inasmuch as there has been considerable heat from the FBI.
Consequently MIRAGLIA claims he is not making any money
and is "busted".

DCQ. Cl

ANTHONY SPIRO aka;

15? G® T SEP 'll 1970 b2 "2

T

On 7/l4 and 8/12/70, informant advised that SPIRO
continues to be very active in hijackings and has a drop
located somewhere in Brooklyn, exact location not known.
Informant stated that he would attempt to determine the
locationpi^gpB drop.bjfi purchasing a sifiall amount of ^ ,//

i.

Bureau0-
1 - New York
ARV: jla
(4)

/“'fZ

CLEMENflE-706

Buy U.S . Satkyigs Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Pldh
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f •

swag .-the next time he is offered by SPIRO, .'informant
related on a latter date that one. ALPHONSE DE FEQ was
close to SPIRO and was the operator of SPIRO'S- "drop",

NICHOLAS BIANCO *
•

'

A, 'Y \ -

ar -

*

92-~34q8

.
-

:
.

on 7/17/
close to one

|

tor stealing coin
individual- nameq_

lhad obtaine
that I s.pent .

NY ' area . Informa

n 7/17/70 „ informant advised that BIANCO is

ne| |
who in- the past was arrested b6

wg fin in' boxes from telephones dnd. another' b7

- nameq Informant said he' heard -

obtaihed a charter to organize a uniQn and ..

]
s.pent most of his time in the Wall Street j

Informant advised he would attempt .rto;, •

determine the identity of the union
to organize-. -

;

is
;

. attempting

TECI

•
- On Q/l/lO, informant advised that he. had

heard re ports that one l i

r

ecently *

arrested by the,; FBI in connection withl
|
ad

previously arrested fey the, Brooklyn DA.s Office;, on the

same; charge, has become a matter of' increasing:, condern
to. numerous organized crime figures in -Brooklyn including
CARMINE PERSICQ' since .it, is

1

, fe lt that I I

CLEMENTE-707'



ITSP MATTERS
INFORMATION CONCERNING

;

,
•

, On 8/7/fo, informant advised that he learned
that an. individual having home .telephone number-

I . ,
J who was not known to informant, - was able

to move large quantities of stolen securities, informant
related. -it; was- alleged that this individual had a
contact wi-hh a hid-Vii

^ |

. JpossiDiy having the first
name|____|who .was the ultimate recipient of these '

securities . , Informant stated that he heal’d this ; purely
by chance and doubts that he would be able to obtain -

-.any additional information in this regard.' '

.

b6 -3

b7C -3

JOSEPH. COLOMBO aka;
‘

-

.

AR . . . .

-
-

'

'

. 92-1965 i

Oh'S/?/7Q> and 8/26/70, informant advised he -

has , learned that JOE COLOMBO has a large scale; numbers
’

operation in Brooklyn,
I

' 11
1

.

1

I
.

I, Informant ^stated this numbers business be -2
engrosses approximately $25^000 per week and /employs b7c ~ 2

numerous -.runners, and collectors. Informant said that
COLOMBO had;,complained to him that it had been losing
considerable money’ during the recent past and •

consequently he has found it necessary to -'devote a •

lot of, .time, a.t the- "bank" to. insure he' wasn't being
P,4st posted" by. any of his employees. Informant

advised he will attempt to learn the location of
'

;
this "bank".

'

-

,

•

.

•

CLEMENTE-708
'
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•' • - Informant said that during the summeir months
JOSEPH COLOMBO^ attends; Monticello Race Track with his
family veach Saturday night and isasubstantial bettor

• there.. Informant said anyone having emergency business
- with .COLOMBO which could not wait . until the following
week was instructed to 'contact COLOMBO there.' "- '

•Informant said COLOMBO recently informed him that !

SALLY,-BOY MANGIAMELI was very ill and was- in the •

hospital.

‘ Informant related that the Partway Realty
‘Corporation' located on 77th Street and' 13th Avenue,-.

tie sm-u unat ne learned that l I is a p.in^ fm-Ln
• of -COLOMBO and that he has noted that JOE LANE ,

' ERNEST
- la PONZINA - and RI,CHARD FUSCO regularly visit -

'

I . ZD Informant said in addtion, "SHORTY" SPIRO,
who is close to.' CARMINE PERSICO, is also a regular at
the realty corporation. Informant stated items'- his
guess tha;t~this rdalty company must be the headquarters

.
for - some .type of gambling operation, but is ceafcain
it is not' '.the- "bank" previously mentioned by. the
informant.

‘

RICHARD RUSCO aka; -

AR '
'

'
'

92-2671 •

,

'

.

On 8/26/70, informant advised that.. FUSCO •

is still, in hiding". FIASCO recently advised iiim
that COLOMBO. has. warned that they are waiting to
subpoena FUSCO- before a Grand Jury and that 'he.; should

'

not go to his. home or usual hangouts since COLOMBO >

did not want FUSCO to appear before a Grand Jury.--

CLEMENTE-709
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.P0SCO “potfipjained that It’’ has:, been costing him $500
per week- to

,
"hide" and- that he. was getting "fed up"..

Informant continued that COLOMBO has ..become •
,

incensed, pyer a recent; New ..fork- News article., in which
they claim, :the/ arrest, of a high ranking, Mafia figure ' and
feels -that "COLOMBO may' -.consider picketing the "Daily
News ^should they. continue . .

:
'

- - ... . ^ COLOMBO pointed but theft he feels he has .

succeeded- in winning ' a victory in the "New York -J

.Times! 1 after -they 'apparently publicly backed- down -

concerning, their denial of. the use of the word

'

"Mafia", informant said this apparently haS';given
COLOMBO- added confidence as well as the. Attorney
General-Xs : recent instructions concerning the' use of
these- .terms-. .

‘

-1:- .

•-

not - wj

I

On 8/£’6/70', ’'informant advised that
|

|
is .not a member of LCN but .naturally;, since he

L is afforded considerable hespeCt,
istanding the fact .that he is a "Fat.Xoudmouth"

.

— . Informant said he strongly doubts .that

-

.

I is involved- in any illegal enterprises since
he' is sure that JOE COLOMBO. SR. has many' legitimate
business interests and Iwould- be -used
to. oversee these legitimate enterprises. . •,

CLEMENTE-71Q '
-



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10
MAT rgfc EDITION
GSA FPMR (« CFR) I0I-11.8

UNITED STATES GOV:

Memorandum
ENT

i

t

subject:

DIRECTOR ,
FBI £

SAC, NEW YORK

Q CONF. INFT._

date: 11/3/70

b2 -1,2

Re New York letter, 9/V70.

Informant was paid |for information furnished
fov him during the period 9/5 - 10/4/70, and will be paid

for information furnished during the period .10/5 -

H/4/70.

b2 -3

Informant is considered
and reliable and has not furnished
false

.

GEORGE TR0PIAN0 aka
Big George
AR
NY 92-2656

to be emotionally stable
any information known to be

b6 -2

b7C -2

On 9/9/70, in connection with another 1 nvesti vati on ,

in the New York Office, wherein one| |(NY 148-59')
was assaulted by one BIG GEORGE identified only as a close
associate of BUDDY SCINDRA, informant was. questioned and related
this individual is undoubtedly captioned subject. Informant
said TR0PIAN0 is a real "tough guy" has interests in crap
games and shylocking and has been known to beat up shylock
victims in the presence of their wife and family if payments
are not forthcoming when due.

AR



CHARLES PANERELLA aka

AR '•
, t

NY 92-31?:l

”
.

_ ,

‘informant advised ori 9/29/70,
that,-PANERELLA is on the "outs"- with his wife..)

.id' that .PANERELLA is a' "mental
,

case-11

.

Informant

I f IiNlJ )

information concerning
NY '

1-5-0
1

• // -
",

; .. V-

.
• _ On -10/9/70, informant advised that during the

|have .become increasingly active;
^

in hijacking. Informant stated that both hang out . at a social

club, located on 17th,Avenue and New Utrecht,;-which social

club is ‘-owned by * BROWN FAILIA and they,ybpth ,
conduct

their business from, that location. .

'

'

;
'

JOSEPH COLOMBO aka • , .

'

AR -
'

,

- .

'

.

NY 92-1965 .
’

.

•

’ Tnformant advised on 10/9/7 0
.

' that, -J-QE COLOMBO

f LNU

)

J

is very friendly, with the mu<n

of the Lafayette National Bank, 13th Avenue;, ^Brooklyn , %

.

New York, and that many of COLOMBO'S ^associates^are now

using this manager to handle their finaneial.-;Mtters
_

In

addition, informant '
believed- that the Ital;an~Amerxcan Civil

Rights League has received 'almost a half niillipn dollars m
contributions and’ dues -which may be deposited .in the, same

bank.
'

'

.
7
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JOSEPH COLOMBO aka
ILLEGAL GAMBLING BUSINESS
NY 182-new

It is noted during August, 1970; informant
mentioned the fact JOSEPH COLOMBO was involved In a numbers
operation in Brooklyn, New York. Informant was encouraged., to
quietly pursue this information in view of pending new gambling
.legislation. '

-

... -V .
;-

On 10/19 and 20/70, informant advised he
learned discreetly through conversation and .spot checks ,-on
.his part' the 1 following:

'

"V •

. v

JOSEPH COLOMBO is in partnership with approximately
ten individuals who each •control a numbers-operation in
the New^York area, included in this group are
DICK FUSCO (wh,ose son SAL. is presently runningj ana one

I ItTNU’), who is an LCN member in another "family"..
Informant estimated .the .weekly gross is between 1

$50, 000 and
$100,000 and having ’-a' weekly payoff to the.NY'CPD' on a divisional
and borough -level, ?of. approximately $2,5Q0~$5,000 :'.

; -Each . .

individual operatob must turn in his "work", .(numbers played
and amounts of. bets) by 4:30- p.m. daily to a leather goods
store, located on Crobsev Avenue, near "Rav Parkway . whir>h is

b .
_J ‘ There

,

](previously mentioned by informant as being .close

b6 -2

b7C ~

to, JOSEPH .COLOMBO and active in stolen securities) in charge
of the time ly- receipt of the '-'work" and Its subsequent
transmittal then' bv -5 :00 n

.

m.
arranged to

1

have a I I "work- " -hrvMifrhfT

(it IS noted,JOSEPH COLOMBO^ J
New Vork.r

Brooklyn ,

]

c ] m companyl prepare
daily and weekly records of each separate numbers operation and

3 -
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r
y 1

./y.

-

-. supplies each operation with- a weekly summary, sheet

.

- Informant pointed- out that JOSEPH mLQMB'O personally observes
,

this, .operation
|

[and supplies the
.
weekly 'sheets Informant , believes JOSEPH COLOMBO makes
.at .'least' -weekly visits

| l oh pridfiy.,' -Saturday,

.

Sunday and. -Monday, since the settlement date' is
• Tuesday

.

JOE alsp is "supplied with a detailed list of/all monies
due him

,
on a weekly basis leading informant to conclude

that
| l

aIso maintains JOE COLOMBO ' s • shylock -records.
Informant estimated there are ,at least 50 ''|).edple involved

[nformant stated that l Ithis numbers operation. ]

J.S the "bagman" and handles' the police payoffs.,

b6 -2

b7C -2

1

'

' 1

•

. ,

- '
' ' "

: .

‘ - - b6 -2

. "V On 10/30/70 , informant was exhibited- a , series :

b7c ~ 2

of surveillance photographs, which were taken/ of the leather
shop previously mentioned by informant, at which time he
identified the . following individuals .who were leaving or ;,

entering the' shop during the critical period
.

(

2:30 -3 : 30 . p.m.):

MIKE SAVING fJOE COLOMBO'S brother-in-law 'l

, ,
- ^Informant continued that he know , Relieves’ this

operation; is -•eyen
(
.largef than he had, previously estimated

and there- 'are -probably,. 15 to -20 banks involved in -this .

operation-. Informant stated that approximately 5 months
previously part/ of .this/ operation was- us ing/;as/ a "drop"
an- abandoned,- auto located, at the Boat Yard'/Bhr,

. Brooklyn,
flew York, but. apparently the. Vice Squad learned

, of -this and
began .watching -this "drop’ 1

,. .'.One day afte.r^Il;, the action ’

was turned' in they followed the pickup'mari- whp fthen went
to another-, location. The police,- thinking/they , had located
the "bank" rushed. in. and arrested- this individual and found
to their dismay that, this was not the bahk'C'.->:'They. thereafter

- 4 -
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arrested the other’ individuals ' who were obs eryed/dropping
"off . feKea-.r, work and that .police records would. sh6w the identity
•-of'' these,,pets,ons : Informant said, it was because.' of this •

. raidf that 'JOSEPH COLOMBO arranged to payoff tlaa cops' so as .not to
-cause/ him further trouble', ,

'
'

' ' '

JOSEPH1 COLOMBO' aka ‘

,

AR '
‘ ' ' ’ - ’

NY 92-1965
'

• •
~ '•

- -
, Rr/

'
on-' 1.0/15/70, informant advised ’that' 'the Italian-American

Civil Rights'' League (-IACRL) had b,e
ren picketing' in Queen's for-

•a' group- of ' Corona residents who are,, mostly Italian extraction
‘since*"these people a.re being arbitrarily ,m6ye'd';s,o' that, a-

• housing project can be' erected in -the' area He,'.stated *
.

: c6L0liB0._adyised him' that- he ’is attempting to; e'fabe any -

atigMa atta'hhed' to.' the I4-CRL and, use the League ‘for a ;

.purpose-’
^
unconnected-; 1with the criminal field./ -Informant

’

continued that / on' one ,
occasion while Picketing i- COLOMBO was

bg
/seen by, .him in-'cenversatioh witrf I b7c

’

who apparently . also loaned their' support, to the,

corona residents ' Rr - -
.

ILLEGALrG-AMBLIHG BUSINESS'
NY l82-hew

NY 92-5.79I ...

-informant advised on i0/15/?0j' tij&t •

md JAMES FAILLA are presently operating -an extremely

CLEMENTE-715:



b2 -2

large ziganette game on a nightly basis at FAILLA's .social
club. -Informant said /there are many LCN members in attendance
every, night . .

' <V

- 6 -
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Memorandum
Mr. Sullivs

J. H. Gale

A 'i jf. iNi T. r *

November 16, 197(

Tolson js

Sullivan

Mohr

Bishop

BrennarvC D

Callahan

Ros£n___.

Tavel .—

.

Walters

Soyars _

Tele. Room
Holmes

"sCandy

SUBJECT

TOP ECHELON CRIMINAL INFORMANT PROGRAM

SAC, New York requests authority to make a lump-sum ^
payment oj 1 to the informant based on the magnitude of his '

accomplishments in Theft From Interstate Shipment matters and the

exceptional data he has provided in the organized crime field. The \

Special Investigative Division feels consideration should be givep>^
approval of a payment of l I b2 -3

This source is a highly placed member of the Joseph Colombo
"family” of LCN in New York. He has been a top echelon informant J2 /

since March, 1962, and is one of the most outstanding sources developed
\ in our top echelon program. Since September, 1967, he has been in

}
regularly paid status receiving! I /]h

On June 3, 1969, an armed-hijacking took place on
Staten Island, New York, involving 400 cylinders of mercury. Two
days later the informant reported the specific location of the loot.

His vitally important assistance enabled Bureau Agents to make a
recovery of stolen mercury valued at approximately $200, 000 and the

arrest of two individuals who subsequently were convicted.

b6 ~2

In July, 1969, he uncovered a location in Brooklyn used b7c 2

as a "drop” for stolen merchandise and identified
!

active hijacker. Acting ort the informant's information, the New York
office arrested four individuals on Theft From interstate Shipment
charges and recovered stolen coffee valued at $32,500.

/77-/7% -
As you know, Joe Colombo, the publicity-seeking leader

of a powerful LCN "family” in New York, has led a vociferous smear / /

carraign against the FBI under the guise of attempting to assist citizefts—fy/"

Measure ^
% - Sullivan 1 - Mr. Gale
1 - M. F. Row 1 -j

1 - Mr. Rosen 1 - Mr. Kelly

RcC-S
b2 -2

b6 -1

b7C -]
NOV 20 191°

I CONTINUED - OVER
CLEMEI^E-717



*

*

Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan

Re: I I

of Italian descent. The informant has furnished comments made by
Colombo concerning the difficulties he is experiencing due to the

pressure of FBI investigations. The informant pointed out Colombo
stated he is unable to comprehend the actions of the FBI as he was
able to get the President and Attorney General to back down by only

|

threatening to march on Washington.

The informant made available information which made
possible the arrest on April 30, 1970 of Colombo’s son, Joe Jr.

,
and

three other racket figures including Rocco Miraglia, a LCN caporegima,
on a Hobbs Act violation.

^

The informant has recently supplied detailed and precise
information regarding an extensive policy operation in Brooklyn under the
control and direction of Joe Colombo. He described this venture as
having a weekly gross of between $50, 000 and $100, 000 and reported it

involved weekly payoffs of between $2,500 and $5,000 to officers of the
New York City Police Department. This matter is currently under
investigation for violation of the recently enacted Organized Crime
Control Act of 1970 and has an exceptional prosecutive potential. On
the basis of the informant’s specific information, a request to the
Attorney General is being prepared for use of electronic coverage in
this case pursuant to Title HI.

The informant, at extreme personal danger, has enabled
the Bureau to penetrate top level of LCN activity in New York. He is
gurrently in dire need of financial assistance . The informant’s continuing
services are of vital importance at the present time in pressing the
gambling investigation of Colombo which has the probability of delivering
a devastating blow to a major LCN operation.

ACTION: b2 3

It is recommended consideration be given to the approval
of the attached lettpr authorizing the New York office to make a lump-
sum payment of

|

|to the informant. Y j

t*

2
CLEMENTE-718



New York

""EC-51 Wrootor, fBI
/TL/m-rfa

—fNi^
TECIP

\'

Reurlet 11/9/10.

ll/n/10
1 - Mr. Sullivan

1 - M. F. Row
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr. Gain
1 -

1 - Mr. Kelly

to
~ tomake ‘l »-*—•W— Of

CLEMENTE-719
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Memorandum

FROM :

SUBJEC
f. INF)

)IRECT0R, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK

TECIP

11/9/70

b6 -1,2
b7C -1,2

The following information is being set forth in
relation to a request for a lump-sum payment to informant:

UNSUBS (3): THEFT OF 1965
MACK TRACTOR, NY LICENSE 12398
AND 1955 FRUEHAUF TRAILER,
NY LICENSE 9331, CONTAINING
400 CYLINDERS OF MERCURY FROM
MONGAM-KESTER TRANSFER CORP

.

,

VALUED AT $160,000 AT STATEN
ISLAND, NEW YORK
JUNE 3, 1969
TFIS-ARMED HIJACKING
NY 15-5302

On the day following the above armed hijacking , /

informant advised he had been introduced to l I

[ both of whom he knew to be involved
in hijackings. 3Tc this time, these individuals advised
they were controlling the above load and asked informant
if hew knew of anyone who could "handle it". Informant wa s

instructed to ingratiate himself in
an effort to gain their confidence In order to learn as
much as possible about their activities and if possible,
the location of the load.

f?EC5f

Through his shrewdness and skill he completely
gained their trust and at approximately 8 p.m., 6/5/69.5
informant telephonically contacted the NYO and sta^ecl

that he had been able to determine the exact locatoon^ojP***^ «sas~0
the dron where the mercury was being stored . He advia'fed /the drop where the mercury was being stored. He ^vigj'sn /
it was 2581 Richmond Terrace, Staten Island, New Yoi™!^ 24 {<)7q
and that an individual named LOUIS D . (TNU ) was probably
going to purchase this load from| =3 ....

^Bureau
1-New York
ARV:dbm
(5)

T3e/Cj^ CLEMENTE-720 J

Buy U.S . Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Plan
5010-108



wv'n 4 .=

‘ vital information permitted' Bureau Agents of theln
+?
a’at '®' an exiremely discreet sn.rvkiT.iflnoo -

subs6aneht.lv r^apiault<
las wdn as Lne recovery of %'M cylinders ofmercury .valued ,at' $200,000.

+
‘

.

"
.
on 6 /7 /fa—Informant advised he had ' learned that theUS6
t I

to transport this -irielc'ur-y and
which;. was,

,recovered by SAS of the NYO hah -ilacn-p ilk ,

Jri°/f
ekS ' P rev^ously «nd, ai'jthit time Containeda load of

;
air, conditioners. Immediately thereafter, this

s verified ,a-pd it was determined this truck 'bbre a stolen'New, York license- plate, as well.
•' sxoien

b6 -

b7C

,
It is to; be noted that to date, n'dlf hoj~

’i?Rt nh ' fi/a/Kd? ?
u^rawt

J °J
the seizure of •''ins.tant ‘mercury by the

\
informant advised, he had disdussed this - matter.with JOE^ COLOMBO . . '-COLOMBO advised that .he., had- already been

who^told^'hlm ?S"'SC3a Â ' f 92-164.1) , head..-oft* the SCIACCA "family"—! ^

—

'hlJfl .
tha.t|

]( .92-3875) -described by SCIACCA

described!
-down", wit.n
repr,e,s

m- T5":

informant'

J^uaily"- Snap
in ,his' "family

.92-4217),
„ aesirea to. have .a "sit-

Tnfnrmant . advised that
'

"SCIACCA''. is

b6 -2

b7C
the underworld that the COLOMBO

1

"SSily^hAdfintSested
1
?^^?m this, load and' since neitherl

—
Irene ived

^
Slt ti>iS Id, be an excellent opportunity

manv
C
T^hlf f'

f ln on anY -monies owi’pg
;
themf

; Informant Statedmany LCN members earn considerable money ,in -this manner sincehijdckpts are rar.ely "connected" that a^e powerless to act
aa _'L

J^.;
me^er

i

’ forcing them 'to. approach. a -friend,' or a

can talk
f
4r^

6nd>
n
h°

tn!
an 'LCN -member s.o that, this person

-cw power . When an intercessi'poh'such as this ismatde^by an LCN member , he- will aut6matically'"r4c leiye a considerableportion of' any. money that is caused t,o change hands. COLOMBOinstructed the informant to be, respectful ..AndVcofdial but tomake no .committments during' this 'sit down,: which informant did.

Informant thereafter contacted
that- he had lost, the entire 400 cylinders

. ,(-npf'e that ’ NYO
.Who claimed

2 -CLEMENTE-721



b6 -2

b7C -2

b2 -2

recovered 324) and that he would arrange, to have an LCN memberrepresent him in -a sit down., which would be attended bv informant
COLQMBO and appropriate SCIACCA "people". it is noted I

.lied at this -point, -which strengthened informant's postxon
especially since a newspaper article later appeared with details
of the recovery. ,

.

‘

During June, 1969 , the informant .was contacted on almost
a daily. basis in connection with this matter' for all details con-
conc.erning this sit-down which would shed an insight into the
handling of inter- "family" disputes’.

'•

- On 7/7/69, informant advised that- he had been
approached the previous week by FRANK LUR0,-HWho was' highly
recommended by JOE COLOMBO as T'one of us in -another family"
and LUFO advised informant that he would ostensibly represent

| interests . At that time, LUPO assured informant
1 I

I
^

'

J W VU -LUX KJ .1. maj
that he would in fact, be certain informarfcts posit-j on was
protected.

b6 -2

b7C -2

Based- on > informant * s ability to Ojbtain the exact
location .of above drop within an extremely sho-rt period of
time, which in turn/ .placed his position in; great jeopardy, the
NYO of the FBT was -able in pffpptnat.p f.hp.flrvootc

xii unib . 1 JJ 16 case, recover $yuu,U'JU m stolen mercury and also
to direct informant into a position where he -was able to’
participate with te hierarchy of LCN in "sit-downs"
shedding considerable light on the workings';' of LCN.

b6 -2

b7C -2

It is noted du-ri nv 1 QfiQ 1 nb^rmani.la.l an hpqfln -Fnv-m-

information regarding
whom he identified as|
was able to furnish details
It is noted

"oFl
T

sbing

- ^_i Informant
J hangputs and -associates .

lwas. previously unknown .tb'.ithe NYO'.

... Armed with
investigations intof
to surveil. him.
truck and proceeded , to an
Staten Island .’ it is noted
furnished' by informant in /Connection
but at that time, in order not' -9^5.6' the informant 's

this information, ' thexjTYO' began intensive
activities Ah<bk-A''S subsequently able

was- driving a., suspicious -appearing
area not. far frojrr 2581 Richmond Terrace,

t-h'at. this. locdf;ion Was
'

previously
with ‘the. mercury load.



b2 -2

j*.
’ " - *

Identity
, no action by the FBI was taken at that location. .

Inasmuch as the NYO was aware that 2581 Ricmond Terrace
had bear previously used as a drop 1 and was, never- "hit", it was 1

felt that 1 ITaTQ O v% ohT Tt ^ 4- ^ — ~ ~ _L . _*
’ b6was probably en route 'to “this -location

.

-2

b7C -2

As a result, SAS of -the NYO theri proceeded to' this
location and there discovered tha t

l Eiifcd in his possessionUiio U|
[
tiG3..U J.LI aiJLO ]_JUbb

$60,000 worth, of Stolen Maxwell.- House Ooff/eh '-.Ar>pnrdincr1>.r

b6
- the latter 2 proprietors of the -premises, were, all arrested by b7c “ 2

: SA& of the NYO . and the $60,000 worth of, coffee';,; which' had’ been—travelling in interstate commerce, jtfas seized.
,

At the present time,
1 l.Et Al, are on trial in' Federal .District Courts EDNY.

ET A-L

—

——
-NY ,92-5791

b6 -2

b7C -2

-

’
"

‘ Informant first began to furnish information, in. captioned
da,se ip garlv ,19o9

?
- when he was ad/ised by 'JOSEPH COLOMBO. SR/

of
l J who COLOMBO describe al '

t

1. 1
;wtor

|

Brooklyn. . CpLOMBQ .stdvised that,
,naa -been- ; \taken; 1 for $55,000 earlier in the -year and continued

lapparently attempted to seek redress and. thereafter.
-went to PETER .FERRARA- (92-2462) for help... FERRARA assured

' that he would "handle it", but only further;.4c'6nhed"
|~^

COLOMBO' continued that snhgpnntfntTvT

wit
to the .above swindle.

1

- - - -
r,

1

(then 'became ' involved; with
land had' loaned nim a substantial shy lock', type,' loan and

Ibedame
-
friendly

|hel$ in relation

b6 -2

b7C -2

( 92-4850 )
• wa s /making coll,ecii

:

phs. on, this loan.

Subsequent investigation bv ths i^&iidpnti -f -iVsT

.Hirer a number of contacts withl
usir|had entered- into a business venture/l

Jij-t 'l^as developed that

b6 -2

b7C -2
'

' This business venture in itself ‘.ftsfs “-clearly a violation
of Federal Law since it -entailed their ; pu-rcM'Sing US - silver
c-oins/in large' quantities,' melting them, d.o’wif;.: and ' thereafter

,

selling it as,- silver, which cohv(^f^|^^hi^her price than the

- 4 -



b2 -2

face' value of ’the coins. This scheme involved , the melting of
o'ver2$500,600- in face valu e of. US coins .‘| Claimed'

' that he" had more than paid | l
and

I I had visited hi m' cl.aimin d I still owed
| I £^,500 during negotiations in the. Summer of 1969,
between

l |
- , >,

-'••Informant was instructed., to maintain;’ close liaison with
. JOSEPH COLOMBO, SR. and to keep the NYO abreast of all b6 _ 2

activities-.- On. a number of. subsequent occasions-, -informant b7c -2

•reported .that COLOMBO complained to him, that’|_ [was slow
paying-. iOh 8/13/62. informant .reported. that
.conversation witb[

informant .reported .that -he had been in
1 advised .-that he had

*n
hj.j.v w j. j. —1—— -

"slapped the kid around 1
’ but that l kept

mouth" .'
I | confided that if COLOMBO kmi_

crying poor
COLOMBO kent it’ up it would

caus<| |to get arrested since he fO'lt l |
was a "cry

babv ana mlgnt run to the cops. Informant also advised that

COLOMBO he
ture:.

jpad a tendency to exaggerate and that he may have told
’ slapped", victim but that this may or may hot be

Based on ; informant 1 s original information, concerning

| |
and . through, investigation of a Hofpbs Act case, as

well,, a violation of Treasury Laws concerning the melting of

silver was -devlope'd- by the 1

' NYO. Bureau Agents' -arrested

Joseph anthony Colombo, jr., Joseph ianmgci,vrocco miraglia b ^ c t 2

,
and DAVE LEONARD. They were , subsequently .inducted before
FGJ, 'EDNY, and their trial -as -expected to .take- place in the
•‘near future. .

,
- 1 ; ;

•Immediately subsequent to C0L0MB,0 ', JR.'s arrest,
' COLOMBO, SR. became enraged and brganized’ picketing of the
• NYO of the FBI, alleging ' harassment . It is, interesting to note,
that this ^picketing;, lasted for approximately.-'^, months , culminating

- in a .march frorrl Columbus Circle. Throughput:. this’ entire
.
period,

- .the’ informant-; part icipated bri -a-' regular basis .in all- activities
and was able to. keep the. Bureau' adylsed ©n ! a current basis as to

. exactly what COLOMBO ’ s' intentions were . *
, :

(y
b •

- As, the Bureau.; Is- a-wa re, this informant is .regularly b2 -3

paid
’

'

I
.He .is an extremely valuable

- informant and' has consistently developed! pUiistarnding; Information
. bearing on criminal, matters . within the, .Bureau fts 'jurisdiction,
; as well' as Vital intelligence information. ', He,- is able to provide
the latter primarily as a result of a close' Association with

._CLEMENTE-724
5 -



b2 -2

KiS SR *’ b°ss
°f

the COLOMBO "family 'I. He has
T? A!ik

COnf
i
d
®f

ce
,
and a close working relationship with him

I£iii
?
?ii

ber tbe formation furnished by him is not avail-*
inrff f

11? other source nor could it be developed through
inFoS

n
f
?nt

|
nv®?tigation. It is felt that the regular

gh

SS?f?ic
0
^w-

Urnish6
?.

by him on a continuing basis more, thanthe which are paid to him. No additional payment

some^fSJTf^
fcr the 3 specific cases, which are set hut insome detail ^earlier m this communication and itis felt thata lump-sum payment is justified.; ;/

X tftat

"squeeze " esBefiSiv^n^V*
1"1® the ^nfP™ant is in a financial

income tax
P
Thi TnL®^? p

he owes a considerable sum on his
• * u*

Internal Revenue Service, has been putting
'85! £Sb£ hi%tax obligation. bM^has 8
been unable to do so because of a shortage of available cash.

Act «f. i Q7n
the pesage of the new Orgahlifed, Crime ControlAct of 1970, additional discussions have been hid with this

K. an
3 t^ld .bandling agents that JOE COLOMBO himself

;0f thifSiugSiatioh?
101' whlch wuld fithiil Jhe purview

pertner

.

a
?

<Lthi* fPtOHBO handles all SggBSL
,,,ti°n with racket. Iwforman+ owiia.'na/) *v-e-‘ nAVnwn^i *~n connei^

b6 -2

b7C -2

j..w _ I informant said hee»Mk*jrV«i>'m
:r^^|^;

t jpT*
uspicious natum. ha. ts aware that hm.OMhnsuspicious nature, he is aware that COLOMBO regularly, vieitsf
SL?!H-nal

iy
re
r
ier the sheets

* Informant said he
: ^odld^t^biifb'detain4- _ T, wvuau^I^W' UIlJ.y; OOXc

hdwi-e*
a
f t

^evelpped by him but he-dduld actuallythe ’most propitious moment that -arrests' be made so that
refult^in thraKSft

e
«e

d
r?

Ce COuld be gathere^/^rhich, could -

.TOF cni OMR^ae,
ar*K* of

}?
‘ or> more • This woul^^aturally includeJOE COLOMBO as, well as '.others- closely

.
•

......To furnish information which would permit the Bureau
h^int

V
pi

OP
t
PrGSeC

“i-
bl®- CaSeS °n e0L0MB0 etali woul?necessarilybring about a, greater, risk for the informant and it is felt" thaf
.**• "ould act for

u)n- v _ ' ,, Accordingly, in view of the information furnished,which resulted in 2 arrests, convictions and the recovery of

- 6 CLEMENTE-725



.$200, 000 -worth of mercury, 4 errests and .thei'recoyery of $60,000
worth of coffee; the arrest .of JOE COLOMBO',- -ijR/. and others in' the
above cpin melting scheme, coupled with the probability of

a

most spectacular gambling case, the TWO strongly rec'ommends
informant,- be paid a lbmp-sum payment ofj

\
L / '
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1/12/71

I

SAC, Hew Yozk:

b6 -1,2
b7C -1,

Director, fSl

SEOTRITIB3
ITSP b2 -1,2

V

I
2g$o •yoyfe letter to Bttreag dated 12/22/71, eapti®a«S

ISew Yosfc file Kumberl
1

wmmem 1, 2, and 3 of relet described

©aptloa 0far York file 87-819S1) t&© recowry of $8®>2JO 1«

secttrlties detersAiied t© have bee® stolea froa C. S. Bello.

Search SilreMi indices fails to reflect soy siifeiaission t©

Bareau aader captioned title.

If not already done. Hew York sbouid preoptly sdbait

clala for recovery valoe with appropriate iasiifieatloa

.

JPJMmhd
<S>

b2

87 JAM 18 1971

%
V'

\

\

•S"*"

^121 1971

(
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5010-

EDIttON

GSA GEN. REG *0 27

UNITED STATES CDVERNME

Memorandum
" UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

# Tolson

Bishop _s

0 Brjguftan, C.D
f^Hjallahan St

Casper

Conrad $——

,

Felt f>T-

:Mr. Sullivan/

J. H. Gal

date December 30. 1970 GaleJ7 Rose/j

b2 -1

SUBJECT

TOP ECHELON CRIMINAL INFORMANT

Tavg/
Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room —
Holmes
Gandy _J

This is to recommend continuation of authority to payb 2 -i»

|on a strictly C.O.D. basis. I

This source is a highly placed member of the Joseph

I

»

Colombo "family” of LCN in New York. He has been a top echelon
informant since March 1962, and is one of the most outstanding
sources developed in our top echelon program. During the past
six month period he continued to supply a large volume of
extremely valuable information.

The informant made available detailed and precise infor-
i mation regarding an extensive policy operation in Brooklyn under
' the control and direction of Joseph Colombo. He described this
venture as having a weekly gross of between $50,000 and $100,000
and reported it involved weekly pay-offs of between $2500 and
$5000 to officers of the New York City Police Department . On the
basis of this information electronic surveillance coverage is being
used in this investigation pursuant to provisions of Title III.
This matter is receiving intensive investigative attention.

As you know, Joe Colombo, the publicity seeking leader
of a professional LCN "family" in New York, has ledcl a vociferous

I smear campaign against the FBI . This source has kept the New York
1 office advised on a current basis with respect to the activities
'of Colombo and his racket associates.

The informant supplied the New York office with securities
which were stolen from the United States mail. These securities \J
were turned over to the Postal Inspectors office in New York city<S5»nd
had a recovery value of approximately $80,000.

1 - Mr. Sulliv^i
1 — Mr . Gale dsp
1 - Mr. Row „ (Slag

1 H Z_
1 - Mr. Kelly^S^

B3UM181971
\ (6 )

/*. -?{- 70

IB> . V?*
b6 -1

b7C -1

b2 -2

/W-/996, -A

REC-49

CONTINUED - OVER I „s JAN 8 1971

-wBswwf-rcwraa
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b2 -2Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan
Re;

l I

The informant as a close confidant of Joe Colombo isin a unique position to furnish highly significant information on
a consistent basis

.

ACTION:

It is recommended the attached letter be approved
authorizing the New York office to continue payments to the
informant

f

1 . . . -
b2

a six-month period.
on a strictly C.O.D. basis for

- 2 -

CLEMENTE-730

(

/



SAC, New York

Director
JL&L. y^-hf

0C'115

b2 -1,2

1

1

1
1

1

12/31; 70

Mr. Sullivan
Mr. Gale
Mr. Row (6221 IB)

Mr. Kelly

Eeurlet 12/22/70.

b6 -1

b7C -1

/

Approval granted to continue payments to the informants -3

I on a strictly C.O.D. basis for a six-month
period effective 1/5/71. This authorization includes moneys to pay
for services rendered as well as expenses incurred by the informant
at the specific request of your office.

Progress letters should be forwarded by 3/5/71 and
5/5/71 containing a concise summary of significant information
provided by the informant.

Recommendations with respect to continued payments should
be submitted two weeks prior to the expiration of this authority.

You are reminded payments should be varied in line with
the value of the informant's services.

M oh r

MAILED 4~

DEC 3 11970

COMM-FBI

CLEMENTE-731
iELETYPE UNIT I I
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MAY 1 EDITION
GSAFPMR (41 CFR) IOI-lt,e

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

subject:

DIRECTOR. FBI

SAC, NEW YORK

"raw. tnft. ..

date: 12/22/70

Re New York letter, 11/3/70.

Informant was paid
| |

during the period 11/5 - 12/4/70"!
for information furnished

Informant is considered to be emotionally stable
and reliable and has not furnished any information known to be
false

.

Informant continues to furnish the most valuable
LCN information as well as information in prosecutable matters

.

/

It is recommended the Bureau authorize the
continuance of informant as a regularly paid source and be
paidl Ifor services rendered and expenses

Theft of Miscellaneous
Securities- £
NY 87-61961 b

b

It is noted in relet that it did not include the
following, which was inadvertently omitted.

On 10/5/70. .informant furnished a quantity of
securities to SA| I, which he obtained from a
young Brooklyn hoodlum named

| | who hung out in the ,,
- Bay Ridge section of Brooklyn! Informant upon viewing the b7c
securities advised

| I that the securities appeared to be
worthless but he would attempt to find- a buyer and if not
successful would destroy same . Investigation into the securities
by the NY0 determined that they were apparently stolen from the

b6 -1

b7C -1

mails in St. Louis, Missouri.

Ureau
ew York

ARV : dbm
(*0

JdU ^

mi :

/7f-

17 Dtr^B'iwr
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...

^"^t^ f°^0Wln81S « »* ®f 'sec ijrities W**
»»

„

u,bers RJ327i(

•

Ce"“104tW d^KS °f * DOnnel1
commend

,toek

. :-
cert±flQ9ts;#N0466^^

s of - Fruehaw
Corporation, common stock

’

'.
°ertmoate>2&£lS5&IbswSJ ’

inn ,

»/.ol©, common stock'
.;^.ock certificate^?" «e>2stores, common

.'certificate #%$§{£ ot Phcesborbugh
stock .

certificate #4$t$r^
a bf S1*?™! Analysis, Vcbmmon stock

'

: certificate #^gilgb
S ^rs,Aei services co„mon stock.

-

S8
'lnb !

or Manh»ttan pund' 10Lsh
?
res #u6828t

™a

•9 s
J
ares #SRU23H2 - -

3 .shares #SDU 26171 in th2 l

•
.

A ' x m, the. name of

b6 -3

b7C -3

'.Company' of -ngcff
res & American Bankers^

Assurance^ at
. 100 each

. 12724 and 2
5'.

’
- jLO? .Q b) £1 V> /W ^ __ .

* " n" o \ '

#020321-.

102 shares of Diamond Crystal '

PCO #DC11533 and 2 #NC022623- '

'

'-

1

'
"

, ' '"t'
f (

J

- 2 '.-CLEMENTE-733



300’ Investors Diversified Services #MAU 1351-

1

•
. 200 shares o‘f Standard Oil of jfew Jersey 2 -at '100

-'each numbers NH 2fl-7090 and 4H18014.
. ,

: The following items ,
sent to him* had;' been stolen

from the mails in a shipment from the Mercantile" National Bank

in, Dallas, Texas, from Houston, Texas to a Florid^ bank.
{

i

‘ *
1

1
^

,’ 200 shares, of First National C^iy. Bank of Houston,

100 shares each certificate numbers 61058 and $8059 •
. .

Inasmuch as all above securities/wete stolen from

the 'United- States Mails and since United’ States'; Postal Inspector's

Office has a current investigation concerningVthem, above .securities

were turned over to CALVIN’ HUDSON, Postal Inspector, NYC, on
- 10/26/70, and were determined, to have a .value. of approximately

’ $80,000. '
.

’

'
>

' -JOSEPH ANTHONY COLOMBO aka
AR '

. ,
' 1

'

-
-

.

: NY 92-1965. •• / .

,
- >

'
x r

'

j ; f
7

'

.

' On Ll/9/70,' informant advised that; he .had recently
attended a meeting with subject and NICK BIANCO, Capo in the LCN

COLOtftBO "family". During the course
,
of' the /nesting

. .

BIANCO stated

1 that' hd was' having a great -deal of ' difficulty 0-iri -his operations
I' because "the FBI was everywhere" just waiting for him to make a

.move'.
•'

’

. Sub jec't advised that he,' himself /..was' a'lso

experiencing a ’.great deal 'of difficulty. iHd/sjbated that the

Internal Revenue 'Service 1

(IRS), was,, "on his' back", and that his

attorneys had advised that the FBI had developed a . strong case
A —a m 1^1 « 4- l-i 4 /"i - n A vN 5 ^^^^^

^

b7C -2

,, Subject; advised that his ' attorney^ '.advised that the
' only way COLOMBO, JR. could beat the FBI case/'wduld be to find a

constitutional technicality in the .silver melting law,, .or, if the
I .case comes to trial, to show that I

•3 -

CLEMENTE-734
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b2 -2

•
. Subject stated he is aware’ that JOE, BREWSTER,, a

member of informant 1 s ‘crew ,
pn'i 1 cd ' a -successful burglary of' a

.

valuable coin collection which burglary was"
|

‘ Also involved in this burlgary was one JOE -MUTOLI aka '

'
The Mutt”.

The victim, of the, burglary was very close to,. 'COLOMBO Capo CARMINE
PERSICO. PERSICO allegedly went to COLOMBO^ a'd'clising MUTOLI and b 6 -2

, BREWSTER of the job and requesting that; the.•proceeds be returnedb7c -2

to .the victim. '

; . ..
,

-
' Sources- close to COLOMBO -interceded for BREWSTER and

convinced COLOMBO 'he had nothing -to do with the 'burglary .
... MUTOLI,

• however, was strongly implicated. When PERSICO confronted MUTOLI
about .his involvement in this case, MUTOLI denied the charges. There
after PERSICO Requested permission; from subject to "hit” MUTOLI

.

Subject-granted this permission and MUTOLI, .was murdered 8 to S)

months ago . .

COLOMBO- ’stated ttit he was exploring with his 'attorneys
'the effect of bringing; testimony relating to".this burglary into
evidence at the trial Of COLOMBO, ,JR. Subject,, requested informant
to explore with BREWSTER "the possiblities of,' his testifying to

|

"[Involvement
. ^ be -2

/ •.. . \
- * -

‘ S' •' b7C -2

;
.Subject then began a harangue., op how the

,FB1 has

\
completely penetrated -all his interests.. Subject specifically

» mentioned the FBI Vs investigation into his
;
involvement s

in ,

a'

trucking company and then arresting the operator of the., company
for allegedly hot testifying against him.., '(This" is no doubt:
referring- If.n ttie ECT case entitle d': - "JOSEPH. 'ANTHONY .'COLOftBO-t

1 MY. file 179-281"

J

7^T7
were arrested by Special Agents of the NYO

,
qn-11/5/70, fen

Fraud (Against the' Government
. )

"
S' 'fM* \

; Subject stated that he was unable tq- comprehend the
actions of the 'FBI. inasmuch as he had been able to get*President
NIXON- and Attorney General .MITCHELL to back -down by- only threatening
to march' on Washington; ’ that he made the '"New -.Y.ork Times " print a

retraction after only picketing their plant,., for "one day; - but that

after picketing- the- FBI for -2 months and' then massing 200,000 persons

(this- is subject's estimate - it is noted NtCPE'. estimated- crowd at

40,000 persons}.,'- they' have 'increased their, investigations int® his

."family" instead.' '
-= h; -

CLEJviENTE-735 7
,



b2 -2

«?nhiprt who appeared extremely frustrated,

directed informant and NICK BIANCO tOiPereq^J,^] conducted by any

S^SfLEHso^artoViefds
ftheir areas seeking the same type of information.

e nh'Wt nointed out that any allegation could be

^woSL^sonaUy finish w«h

proper legal donnsel who could guaranteeM SSSS
1

? asffiSot.
“Ky?

IoS 22?e™lnSSbl°e aTforce
B
them to "pull back their

'horns" .

.

•
• ’

,

'

ITALIAN AMERICAN '
'

.
•

CIVIL RIGHTS LEAGUE ,
;

,

AR ‘ •••••'"

UY 92-6210

On 11/13/7CL informant advised that he was recently

in' conversation with'LCN Boss JOSEPH COLOMBOfand was advised of

the* following:

L
, Annroximatelv 2 to 3 weeks '-ago., COLOMBO was- in

.

•*• '+ +- 4-h nnp ANTHONY SPERO owner of .a ,luncheonette located in

thtt proximi£y°of the^Cantalupo Realty Company where COLOMBO Is

"legitimately" employed.
^

. Review of NYO indices indicates '-SPERO^is a c
J°

s ®
ctive]_.

Sv°blv
a
ed

e
in

f
hS^cSng'

df.-3 TEIS cases in the'HYO and is carried,:as a, known gambler

by, the NYCPD.
,

,
. \

'

' [

' '
:

'

'! • '

COLOMBO contacted SPERO «d.re5
»«§te<l that he wear ou

an affidavit . alleging harassment by, agegftorthe^O.^

to'ld him that the obtaining
qpFRO 'told CaLOMBO that he

importance, to captioned organization^^S-PE^ ^old^CfLOMBO^^ ^
would do. anything, for him inc ,6

hpP'ro stated that he is

SmseU
W1

IperS
if »» aubmitted such an

'-.
5 - "'V -

,



b2 -2

affidavit' he would' be immediately summoned 'before a' 'Federal Grand

„ jury” and, .would -run the risk of committing perjury. For this reason

he flatly refused to honor COLOMBO-' a request .,,^.

•
: According to informant, COLOMBO,.‘flew into a rage over

•SPERO 1 s reaction to his request. COLOttBO. contacted informant and to]

informant "to advise his crew that SPERO is .;
t'O be - totally ostracized

for his insubordination'. Informant stated’ that he did as requested

and .in his" opinion, SPERO is now totally isolated

.

.
. it is to be noted that SPERO is Identical to the.

luncheonette /owner referred t.b' in New York airtel' captioned

"JOSEPH COLOMBO aka; Bufile 92-5509 dated '7/29/70

.

'
’

'

' On 11/13/70, informant was - contacted .and advised that

all entertainers appearing at the 11/20/70, rally, had donated

their services to, the event.. Informant stated- that FRANK SINATRA

was actually, "ramrodding" the obtaining of talent., and that the

• entertainers 'had agreed to appear as a/ favor, -to SINATRA'. Informant

stated; as he has .previously reported SINATRA and JOSEPH COLOMBO,

LCN- boss, enjoy a close. ..personal relationship) going back a- few^

years. . Informant stated that he did not know the basis for' this

relationship, .but it" is. -as a .result of this association, that SINATRA
has taken; it upon himself to recruit talent fpf .the event

.

V
’

• Informant stated that JOSEPH ' COLOMBO _ is throwing all

his energies into captioned organization and'specifically the 11/20

rally. Informant statedr-that COLOMBO has ordered all his family
' members -to become actively engaged- in, assuring/that the. rally is a

success'.’ All "'members and associates of the,-COLOMBO family have

been given quotas of - tickets- to. dispose of and are^ also engaged m
the sale' of raffle tickets and the- distribution: of advertising

material in connection with the- rally-.'
,

/‘f .://
, ,

'• Informant stated thatvCOLOMBO.'s/.order that members

become engaged in activities relating to captioned; organization has

begun to cause behind the scenes grumbling.
^

Many, COLOMBO- members an

associates would prefer to spend more time involved- m illegal money

making- activities rather- than activities- dohcerhed with captioned

organization. • These' individuals consider It; demeaning 'for LCN member

to become.- involved in the- type activities .they are currently engaged

in... It is .-to be noted- that on 11/12/70, the/SYO arrested COLOMBO

associate- -FRANK , FALA.NGA on perjury charges in connection with- NY iue

CLiMENTE-737



92-5791 • At the time of his arrest, FA'LANGA: had six $100' tickets

•to ‘the 'rally in his possession.
_ y

'

’
'

On 11/16/70, informant' advised' he .was in .

contact with JOSEPH COLOMBO over the previous ..^weekend

.

COLOMBO urged him to vigorously continue effort? -on behalf of

captioned organization. ' COLOMBO stated' if
,

captioned •

•
.

.

organization does not continue to grow,- it will ‘die.:’ •

ny 182-120

'

. -on 12/1/70, informant „
advised that /the; -policy'

runners who- drop of S' work at 2464 Bath. Avenue* ^prepare

duplicate work sheets -Of all their .numbers -action. The-

runner keeps one copy, of these work- sheets and; gives one

'-copv to his collector .who delivers theiri to the; Bath Aenue

'drop/ Th-is work- sheet' should reflect "the. Jj^eday and

the name of- number, of .the runner op the top- ot' the sheet.

Below this is listed the numbers .taken by the.;runner and the

amounts bet.
_ „

”
•

'"/.'h'

_ ; ' .-Regarding delivery of- -policy work; sheets to
l,-.info‘rnfeit advised oh 12/9/70 ,;

-

;
that work

would be deiive re.qt-on a dally basis except agyaL Matter of-'

precaution whenl
_ ...... I'might po.ss

rkeep t.bom 1 overnight .

1

. Informant advised -tnam|

computes the records on a daily basis and prepares weeiixy

,

sheet's which are returned to, the controllersypn Monday

mornings.
'

'
-

•

.

' " •>' r h; ,
-

• '

Informant beliey’es thatl

—

1 would--' collect ’ the ; work sheets

- 7.-
.

1

GLEMENTE-738



b2 -2

^?r2^
e
+
ur

?u
thera

-,n° £
he Bath Avenue drop where: they would be

t
5
e> G

°J
1®^ ors on Monday afternoons/- informant advi sed

th QT/
jwhftn . &; controller receives- his work s*h£et'

'he 5 prepares: a work sheet on each His runnersI — »» J. XV. WX Jiv* ^ ly

showing the amounts due and owing

.

... - . ,

— - o • The controller's work shppf
is returned to' the runner on either Mohday .or- Tuesday and

. amhuhts due and ‘owing are paid usually ,Qn Tuesday.'

N .
,

- >
•n 12/16/70, informant advised- that the Manhattan b6 ~ 2

;0ffic.e,-Where the Bath Avenue location calls to.' iay off the b7c ~ 2

,

one
,

0f
1

the biggest. In the dl tv. Tte aori

that .this- -Manhattan bank
/(LNU) .and is' located in line MUlbbrry Bt . area of Manhattan.

:2
,

-

,

'.-Be advised that JOSEPH IANNACIJ.hit a number at.'thi^
..Manhattan -bank within the last weeks for .’$46 vOOO. - Withinthe' next’ 10- days 3 |

.
for, a similar ’ amount

.

,
' rr ?

*
-

WJ-OUXIl

i
also.,nit -ihist'MSnhattan bank

informant . advised that, the work' sheets.if-j.' •

— ,j.“wimaiiu.,auviacu wat, tne work she*that are being.. prepared at 2264 BathAve. more- than- likeIvgertd-in to. numbers being laid off ’to this Manhattan bank

.

.Informant advis-e.d he will attempt to locate. the Address of
this. Manhattan bank

f
and the identity of the participants there

,
f‘
r

-s

. . - 8 '

-

CLEMENTE-739, :
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*

SAC, New York

Director, FBI

REC-33

3/11/71

b2 -1,2

TTOTF

^ ^ Reurlet 3/5/71

.

In future progress letters indicate number of
contacts made with the informant by the alternate Agent
and include data regarding corroboration of information
he supplied.

^
JMAILEQ ill ~

IMARI 11971

*«**-<' FBI
—

’

CLEMENTE-740
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6SA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

• UNITED STATES G NMENT

Memorandum

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK

yKTPfW

DATE:
3/5/71

b2 -1,2

ReBulet to New York, 12/31/70.
b2

Informant was paid[ for information
during the period 12/5 - 1/4/71, and is being pai
information furnished during the period 1/5 - 2/4
payments include money for services rendered as well as expenses
incurred by informant.

^
furnisj-L

yTT. Ab

ed

_ or
Above

Informant is considered to be emotionally stable and
reliable and has not furnished any information known to be fal/se.

JOSEPH ANTHONY COLOMBO aka
IGB
NY 182-120

b6 -3

b7C -3

al-.y-l r»+.

/77'/?9£- /YS~
Informant advised on 1/7/71, that COLOMBO has given

orders re delivery of policy work to the "drop" at l

$

jBrooklyn, NY, by specified time, probably 4 p.m.
day. Aay collector, who for whatever reason, would not make
delivery of his days 1 work to this drop before the specified
time would ' have ' to return it to his controller who then would
probably have to arrange to get it tcj |

JOE
COLOMBO himself, depending upon h^

REC
Informant believes thatj

Ri~.at.nR wit.h r.nr.QMRn

would deliver this work[
at the Italian American Civil Rights League Club on Cphns
Avenue and Bay 34th Street . He feels quite sure that

I I
would not review this work at the club but would

' likely take it to her home. She would have to keep copips
of this work in her possession for at least two wee
to be able to resolve any claims or "overlooks".

<j^\

i 2-bureau
lw^l-New York

ARVidbm
(*)

CLEMENTE-741
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

jpjov.
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Informant described an "overlook" as a policy hit

hot noted on a work sheet, or overlooked in re,yiew. in this

regard, informant noted that a collector wiXi/psually list

the hits for a previous day on envelopes containin| work for

tH& following dav. f
docs not look

at the work slips on. a daily,tasis, as she will usually overlook

hits not noted- on the envelopes . However., .work slips submitted

on Saturday usually have been thoroughly reviewed and all hits

noted,. Informant believes l >e^iews ; all work

'sheets -for the week on Saturday, or Sunday, while preparing her

own tally ,
sheets which are returned on Mondays ;. •

;

•

’I
: :—^

1
£

_1ilij informant speculated that ^eitheiL^ I

would
,

pick • up tally Sheets
,

prepared r T?y
|

oh Monday mornings. ,
These sheet s .'Woulu. wiei t ufc

brringht or sent toT I
nhere theyvwould be

returned to appropriate -collectors and thence, to appropriate

controllers I

’
'

,

Further*' informant advised .that JOE! COLOMBO would

-also probably get his copy, of these work sheets, oh Monday

mornings’ in order, to khow who. owes him money ;
fpr;,the week

,

COLOMBO 1 s sheet wouldfptpbably. be a concise summary of wins

and losses on a small piece of paper which’ can bf
;

easily

. destroyed if COLOMBO were .stopped by the' police ’pr any law

enforcement agency . ,•
,

V ,-

. Regarding work being kept hy I. Ii

informant advised that if it, is kept at! 1

it would definitely not be kept in| I

iformant believes ' that the I

Particularly if COLOMBO thought, eitnerj
. I

had coriie to the attention of law enforcement
““

officials he might provide additional "security ,\§uch as this

CLEMENTE-742



‘ ldsntlfledl fSTalso :

?^;f?^%LtogUPh of i

„
i

^ same
i

date.- He suggested that the pe rson accompanvingl . I

b7c -2

might bel l *hq is very, close. .t c|
|

. PA d-ftrfiing- ariv possible errors made|
. , _ _K

|taliy sheets, -informant advised tliat:
.a controller

would merely write a 'note 'explaining this

note in the envelope with the work sheets for; the 1 04.lowing ,

dav j-probably Monday:) : This envelope would r^JJ^e^ew
Iwith her regular day work-. .iSha^would review

the work, sheet ^challenged and reply t<? the :cp^t^pller' by

note’, returned in, -'the same^ manner. ••jit,-;./, ,
, be -2

-^e ’ ttetf
^ '

gdVl8°a
locate!'iv •*

•£.£tP&l*Sr
- Shoe on-Bath Avenue,. wm^H lyei Clawed he removed .

Informant 2 sald| ^e . l^falVandmlnuteiy. examined the premises

for any. listening type^device s and^on t.he nrev-ious. datehehad
Vm hoovered above; -Informant said tfaatl [

felt confident

that this device had been put In during the weekendand that no

Information; was obtained; from it because of of this^enmmw [continued, however, that because ox, this

they would not use -the leather shop- as a numberb, drop for COLOMBO s

baSs but’ instead' would now.use an old car whichfwould be parked

q4-. q. rini f , Rprvi he station on 86th St,, which is located near

olipgrni.gheSl Home .
1

1
al-sp, advised that they would probably

find a new; store to use as a drop eventually.- , .

-

- b6 _ 2

’

,

'
on 2/11/71 a.

bic ~ 2

deryK^Sat^urther ‘(security" be
'

informant; /stated that in Sch
to be accompanied ;with the weekly tally »ne -

* iup'. "sheets"
bank operation- -and ’therefore i it was .proposed,' that the

be^delivered oh Sunday night rather than-' on Monday as heret°^e
hv

practiced. -Informant stated accordingly,!
, ,

-Tould nav

CLEMENTEr743,



b2

to finish her .bookmaking earlier on' Sunday so; as, to permit

the £ick up of the sheets early Sunday evenings,.

:
.

' mfnvfflant advised on 1/7/71, regarding

1 the following story:,

On 3/5/71, informant advised that in, view of COLOMBO s

a rrpqt mass oicketting will be carried out at the Nassau .County

Attorney’s Office that night and the,following day.'

anctprobably beginning Monday, ' 3/8/71, picketting

nnmmLf>p at the FBI NYC headquarters. Informant explained that

S?^vonI is convSced that the FBI furnished ./fie, information- tp

SeHaSeai county DA -a Office which lea to JOE .COLOMBO'S arrest.

CLEMENTE-744
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m

UNSUB
Theft- of 53 Republic
of Bolivia Gold Bonds
ITSP
NY 87- b6 -2

b7C ~2

i, T
advised on 1/18/71, individual named

1,,.. cJ(gu )
piously referred to by him, furnished himwith 53 $1,000 gold, bonds, oh the;, Government of Bolivia

which were iasned between 1917 through ,1927 . Informant
told him that these bonds had .been

'

NY and that he was- unable

advised , that
stolen in a burglary in Oueehs
to sell- them

:
and. requested informant attempt to- find a buverfor same -and- if unsuccessful to’ destroy them.

"

„ „ , .

^t
f
s

.

to be. noted above bonds with accrused interestof a total value of $265,000. .
.

-
.

/,

inasmuch- as .it, appears above securities were "

stoien in a burglary in Queens, above bonds furnished tone»T.oord Tra I t-* » _ . — ' ‘Detective
New York.

-Queens Burglary Squad, Queens,

ITSMV-
NY 26-

b6 -4

b7C ~4

b6 -2

b7C -2

pn 2//^> 1
r
1 and 23/71,- informant began to furnish

information regarding what appears to be 1 a .major'- auto theft ringoperating from Brooklyn, New York. Informant . explained' that he hadreceived bits and pieces of information which Indicate to him
that starting ,at least two years sf.ni pn were being brought
to
Yorx, anq ine quantity ran- approximately 25 -cars pe?°week! informantexplained that two Jewish individuals operate, "this dealershin
and are aware of what ih xrm*mr nn flU-vt^nrrVii

i

Jas
"in cnarge" . Informant continued that there' q§s .and possibly still

5

CLEMENTE-745
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. 1

[

K
]of this agency and, together witt^

]
Ithey were

^ .

I o A
t/

vvxivx/ uw^v wu^j. , *» a. u i.
|
wxxv-'^y

able to take: .stolen cars in on trade and sell, ,-new: legitimate
cars . : In

:
addition they, were' able to obtain ‘"-paper work"

,

through pepper and Potter. Informant continued that only V

/luxury cars -'such' as Buicks, Cadillacs (for the most part) were
involved in .this ' operation and. were purchased:‘for approximately
\$15P0 each. , in all. cases the VIN numbers, wefe changed and. the
cars foere

11semi-legitimate 11

. informant stated, that hie might,
recognize the name f "lifyfurnished tp
him . . rj

.
;

•; ;;
1 ’

-

.
' ./ Informant continued that numerous -individuals were

'

stealing cars for this, operation and includpd/ were[

b6 -2

b7C -2

](1CN member of the CARLO GAMBINO "family"i/ EUGHIE MC INTOSH,
close - associate of CARMINE PERSIC0 (LCN Captain in ;the COLOMBO
"family"), JERRY - IANGELEA, .PERSICO associate,,: and- others, b 6 -2

Whom •he"’ will try to ’identify. • •’ > -
'

•,
' b7c -2

; Informant stated that he believes, ^from. what. he Has heard
•that . if this] |were agre.ssivply approached
he would in all likelihood "fold Up" and tell ail; Informant
will attempt to develop further details; ;H .

•

CLEMENTE-746 :
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, RBI

SAC, HEW YORK

bject:

3/24/71

TECIP

ReBulet dated 3/15/71 captioned "UNSUB aka
Theft of 53 Republic of Bolivia Bonds; ITSP" .

I

b,

It is noted recovery of above bonds was reportedm NY letter to the Bureau entitled "CRIMINAL INFORMANT
PROGRAM MONTHLY PROGRESS LETTER, JANUARY, 1971 , NY Pile

|

Bufile 66-2542-1-34", dated 2/3/71 .

V
/1Id

b7C -1

/YyBureau
^Mt-New York

ARV:imng
(3)

0<\\l

EC-40,

/79-/7?&' /'/£
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UNITED STATES GO' INMENT

FROM

SUBJECT:

Memorandum
Mr. Sulliv

J. H, GaleJL*'*^"

/W'hdW b2 -i

Bishop _

J Brennjjn,

/\sfw ^'’^Casper _^ ' Conrad

DATE April 21, 1971

J. H, Gal<

h)£

w

Conrad
Dalbey 6

Calc — Ijfe
RoserxJwr$—

Walters _

Soyars _
Tele. Room .

Holmes
Gandy

TOP ECHELON CRIMINAL INFORMANT PROGRAM

i SAC, New York, has recommended a lump-sum payment of /
|to be made to the above-captioned top echelon informant for the

^
magnitude of his accomplishments in the providing of detailed and precise
information which led to the arrest of New York La Cosa Nostra (LCN)
"boss" Joseph Colombo and 35 others on Federal gambling charges. The
Special Investigative Division concurs in this recommendation.

DETAILS:

The above-captioned source is a highly placed member of the /

Joseph Colombo "family" of LCN in New York City. Because of his close ‘ I

contact with Joseph Colombo, the Bureau was able to utilize his services T l

to develop significant information with respect to Colombo’s activities ’ 5'*

which could not otherwise have been obtained regardless of the number of
Special Agents assigned.

. „ .
/99-/79£-/V7As you know/i Joseph Colombo is the publicity seeking leader

of one of the largest active?' LCN "families" in the United States. He is
also one of the nine ruling members of LCN’s nationwide Commission.
He rose to the leadership of this "family" after a vicious two-year period
of gangland warfare in which over a dozen murders were committed in the
struggle for power. Various sources of the New York office have advised
that Colombo was responsible for the 1969 murder of Frank Mari, head of
one of the other New York City LCN "families, " and that he is currently
in the process of trying to oust Carlo Gambino as the ranking LCN leader b2 2

in the United Stales. 1
12

1
,

j&ec 3/
57y7

Enclosure^£*_^fc><- 1 L— f

1 - Mr. Sullivan ^ \ «
1 - Mr. Gale V AP" 201971

;

1 H I \ \DJUED 'OVER i
—

,

1 - Mr. Row \ \ i\ y

/SEE ADDENDUM PAG!
LEMENTf748 \(.



b2 -1Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan

Re: I I

During the past year through "pressure" Colombo claimed
\to have caused the Attorney General to strike from the Federal language
Ithe terms "La Cosa Nostra" and "Mafia. " He also led a vociferous
’smear campaign against the FBI under the guise of attempting to assist
citizens of Italian descent. Source has advised that Colombo was unable
to comprehend the pressure of FBI investigations as he claims he was
able to get the President and the Attorney General to back down by only
threatening to march on Washington. The fact of the matter is the Bureau,
in the face of Colombo’s attack, redoubled its efforts against Colombo
who, in keeping with the structure and very essence of organized crime,
managed as an LCN "boss" to heavily insulate himself from actual illicit
operations. Such insulation had enabled him to reap financial gains from
these illegal operations.

In October, 1970, this informant provided the first information
identifying an extensive policy operation in Brooklyn, New York, under the
control and direction of Joseph Colombo. He described this venture as
having a weekly gross of between $50, 000 and $100, 000.

The New York office initiated an extensive gambling investigation
which included not only tedious physical surveillances but also electronic
surveillance coverage obtained pursuant to Title IH of the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. This electronic surveillance
coverage was obtained primarily on the basis of information provided bv
this informant.

The information provided by this informant on a weekly, and
sometimes daily, basis was so detailed that it enabled Agents to attach
significance to observations made during surveillances that otherwise
might have appeared inconsequential. Being close to Colombo, he was in
the unique position to furnish concise information that enabled investigating
Agents to strip away Colombo's insulating layers of policy runners, pick-up
men, and policy drops. The final result was the arrest of Joseph Colombo
and 35 others in early April of this year.

- 2 -
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Mpmnrgnrlnm to Mr.

Re:
Sullivan b2 -1

Without question this source can be classified as one of the
leading LCN informants developed in our top echelon program. While
the New York office has had approval to compensate this source for
services rendered and expenses incurred on a C. O. D. basid

1 for his regular level of productivity, it is pointed out that
the Colombo case has been an almost exclusive assignment for the source
for the past six months. In concentrating on this matter, the informant
has not only suffered a curtailment in his normal sources of income, but
has placed himself in a position of sure death should his cooperation
become known to LCN. It is believed that the informant's unusual efforts,
directly responsible for the success of this venture, should be recognized
by a substantial payment. Not only has there been a curtailment of most
of the illegal activities of the Colombo "family" but there has developed
a tremendous discord within the ranks of the "family” with the concensus
of members feeling that Joseph Colombo was the cause of the increased
prosecutive pressures being brought on the organized underworld. Such
discord and unrest is certain to be beneficial to the Bureau in its
investigations of organized crime in the New York area.

ACTION:

}><

b2 -1,3
It is recommended that a lump-sum payment of

made to New York top echelon informan
j | in payment for

his outstanding service in unraveling the complexity of Joseph Colombo's
involvement in a major gambling operation. In the absence of the substantial
and detailed information provided by this informant, the implicating of
one of LCN's leading chieftains in this operation would have been almost a
hopeless task, if not impossible. The informant spent substantial time in
assisting the Bureau in this investigation and is in extreme personal danger
should it become known to various LCN members that he has cooperated
with the FBI in making this case against one of LCN's leading figures.
Attached is a letter to SAC, New York, authorizing this payment.

3 -

CLEMENTE-750
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b2 -3

* * V

b6 -1

b7C -1

ADDENDUM OR 4-22-71 WBS

Jto a Top EchelonThe New York Office wants to pay|
informant who is highly placed in the Colombo family of La Cosa Nostra.
It was on the basis of information furnished by this informant that we were
able to recently arrest Joseph Colombo and 35 of his associates, all of
whom were involved in a large syndicated gambling operation in New York.
The informant spent the greater part of six months accumulating informa-

/tion for us, which data was not available from any other source and which
I contributed to our success in the gambling case. Recommend approval.

/ Ai

Cr^V

- 3a -
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4^
0

jst/ SA^^lew York 1 , /ry 4/2f/ri

1 - Mr. Sullivan ^ "2

1 - Mr. Gale
b7C “ XHEC41l Director, FBl|_

1 -

i'ECiH
b2 -l f 2

1 - Mr. Row
1-1

1

ReNYlet 4/15/71.

Authority grated to make a lump-sum payment to captioned
informant in the amount oi|

|
This payment is in recognition for

his valuable service in connection with the Illegal Gambling Business b2 -3

ease involving La Cosa Nostra "boss” Joseph Colombo. It is noted
that toe concise and detailed information provided by this source led
to the arrest of Joseph Colombo and 35 other individuals in early
April, im.

MAILED 12

APR 2 3 1971

FBI

Gale

Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele Room
Holmes

NOTE: See memo J. H. Gale to Mr. Sullivan 4/l3U/7tt,
m.as above. * l

RJMrjsj, captioned

y

MAIL ROOMd] TELETYPE UNIT I I

t
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GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.8

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum,

The following is being set forth regarding
a request for a lunpsum payment to informant:

JOSEPH ANTHONY COLOMBO aka;
ET AL
IGB
NY 182-120

During August and September, 1970, during
discussions with informant he advised that he was aware
that JOE COLOMBO was involved in a large numbers operation
in Brooklyn, NY.

During October, 1970, informant advised he had
through discreet conversations and personal observations
learned of the following:

//^
JOSEPH COLOMBO is in partnership with appmximately yten individuals who each control a numbers on-ration in the I

NY area. Included in this group aref T "
j

DICK PUSCOf r
_

and
—
one J

|
|(OTU), who is an LCN member in another "family".

Informant estimated the weekly gross is between $50,000
and $100,000 and having a weekly payoff to the NYCPD on a
divisional and borough, level of approximately £, 500 - $5000.
Each individual operator must turn in his "work" (numbers
played and amounts of bets) by 4:30 PM daily to a leather
goods store located on Cronsev Avenue, near Bav Parkway,

There,
| Kpreviously mentioned by informant as

being close '“Co JOSEPH COLOMBO and active in stolen
securities) in charge of the timely receint of the "work"
and its subsequent transmittal|
then by 5:00 PM daily arrangesHo nave ail "worm" brought

(^•Bureau
1-New York

fiEC-t
1-New York MM APR 2>8"l971

AEViimng

(3) Pjlj CLEMENTE-753
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• t ¥

t

b2 -2

lives in the same building. (It is noted JOSEPH f!OTiOivmr) 1 s

.
prepare daily

and weelcly records or eacJa separate numbers operation and
supplies each operation with a weekly summary sheet.
Informant pointed out that JOSEPH COLQBO -personally
observes this operation with l l and supplies
the weekly sheets. Informanb believes JOSEPH COLOMBO makes
at least weekly visits witl| on Friday, Saturday,
Sunday and Monday, since the settlement date is Tuesday.
JOE also is supplM with a detailed list of all monies due
him on a weekly basis leading informant to conclude that

lalso maintains JOE COLOMBO'S shylock records.
Informant estimated there are at least 50 people invol yeri

in this numbers operation. Informant stated that l I

handles the police payoffs.

On 10/50/70, informant was exhibited a series of
surveillance photographs, which weie taken of the leather
shop previously mentioned by informant, at which time he
identified the following individuals who were leaving or
entering the shop during the critical period (2:50 - 5^30 PM):

MIKE SAVINO (JOE COLOMBO'S brother-in-law)

b6 -2

b7C -2

Informant continued that he knows this operation
is even larger than he had previously estimated and there
are probably 15 to 20 banks involved in this operation.
Informant stated that approximately five months previously,
part of this operation was us±g as a "drop" an abandoned auto
located at the Boat Lard Bar, Brooklyn, NY, but apparently
the Vice Squad learned of this and began watching this
"drop". One day after all the action was turned in they
followed the pickup man who then went to another location.
The police, thinking they had located the- "bank" rushed in
.and arrested this individual and found to their dismay that
this was not the bank. They thereafter arrested the other

b6 -2

b7C -2

- 2 GLEMENTE-754



I

individuals who were observed dropping off their work and
that police records would show the identity of these persons.
Informant said it was because of this raid that JOSEPH
COLOMBO arranged to -payoff the cops so as not to cause him
further trouble.

During November and December. 1970. informant
accompanied NYO SAS

|
]

| at which time surveillances
]

were being maintained m the vicinity of the Leather Store
j

as well as the vicinity of the
|

|
On these occasions, informant was able

to specifically point out individuals who were involved
in tlis operation explaining their presence, activities
as well as showing agents how they were carrying and trans-
porting the "work "

.

On 12/1/70, informant advised that the policy
runners who drop off work at

|
pepare b

duplicate work sheets of all their numbers action. The b

runner keeps one copy of these work sheets and gives one
copy to his collector who delivers them to the I I

drop. This work sheet should reflect the date, the day
and the name or number of the runner on the top of the
sheet. Below this is listed the numbers taken by the runner
and the amounts bet.

Regarding delivery of policy work sheets to
I informant advised on 12/9/70, that

work would be delivered on a daily basis except as a matter
of precaution when night
nossiblv keen them overnight. Informant advised that

I computes the records on a daily basis
and prepares weekly work sheets which are returned to the
controllers on Monday mornings. i

Informant believes that
^^_^^_Lwould collect the work shppr.q rrcmi ~|

I and return them to the | \ drop where
they would be given to the collectors on Monday afternoons.
Informant advised that when e controller receives his work
sheet |he prepares a work sheet on each
of his runners showing the amounts due and owing. The
controller's work sheet is returned to the runner on either
Monday or Tuesday and amounts due and owing are paid usually
on Tuesday.

, CLEMENTE-755
- 7 -



b2 -2

nff .
°n 12

/i
6/

Z°Zx.
i
^
form8Jlt ^vised that the Manhattan b6 _ 2Office where the Bath Avenue location calls to lay off the tic -?policy action is one of the biggest in fho ^7 CC(^

tibat this .Manhattan hank 1
v

Manhattan.
and is located in the Mulberry Street area of

He advised that JOSEPH IANNAJ hit a number at this
Manhattan Bank within the last two wppIta for $40,000.

]also hit this
Informant advl sed the

J

Within the next tencbysj
Manhattan bank for a similar amount!

,

the work sheets that are being prepared at
fmore than likely pertain to numbers being 3a.d off to this

Manhattan bank. Informant advised he will attempt to locate
the address of this Manhattan bank and the identity of the
participants there at.

On 12/20/70 and 1/7/71, informant advised that
COLOMBO has given very strict orders regarding delivery
of policy work to the "drop" ! 1 Tm
NY, by specified time, probably 4 PM each day. Any collector,
who^ for whatever reason, would not make delivery of his days
work to this drop before the specified tine would have to
return it to his control 1 er who—then would probably have to
arrange to get it tc| or JOE COLOMBO himself,
depending upon his status with COLOMBO.

b6 -2

b7C -2

hformant believes that
I would deliver this wotV" td I

possibly at the Italian American Civil Lights League club
on Cropsey Avenue arid Bair ^4th Street. He feels quite
sure that

| Iwould not review this work at
the club but; would most likely take it to her home. She
would have to keep copies of this work in her possession
for at least two weeks in order to be able to resolve any
claims or "overlooks".

Informant described an "overlook" as a policy hit
not noted on a work sheet, or overlooked in review. In this
regard, informant noted that a collector will usually list
the hits for a previous day on envelops containing work for

b6 -2

b7C -2

the following day. apparently does not look
at the work slips on a daily basis as he will usually overlook
hits not noted on the envelopes. However, work slips
submitted on Saturday usually have been throughtly iH/iewed

- 4- CLEMENTE-756



and all hits noted. Informant believes
|

I reviews all work sheets for the week on
Saturday or Sunday, while preparing her own tally sheets
which are returned on Mondays. t

I 1

Informant speculated that either l I

would pick up tally sheets prepared I I

|
on Monday mornings. These sheets would then

be brought to or sent to
| |where they would

be returned to appropriate collectors and thence to
appropriate controllers.

Further, informant advised that JOE COLOMBO would
also probably get his copy of these work sheets on Monday
mornings in order to know who owes him money for the week.
COLOMBO'S sheet would probably be a concise summary of
wins and lasses on a small piece of paper which can be easily
destroyed if COLOMBO were stopped by the Police or any law
enforcement agency.

Regarding work being kept I

informant advised that if it is kepti ~
I

it would definitely not be keptl I

informant believes that the likelihood of

I

can prepare and maintain these work records is very real.
Parti mil arly if COLOMBO thoug;ht eitherT I

I had come to the attention of law enforcement
officials he might provide additional "security” such as
this.

Informant identified ~l from
photographs takenl I He also
identified photograph at taken on the same
date. He suggested that the person accompanying I |

might b« who is very close to
| |

1

Regarding any possible errors made on
tally sheets, informant advised tnat a controller

would merely write a note explaining this error and put the
note in the envelope with the work sheets for the following
day (probably Monday). This envelope would be delivered to.

|
with her regular day work. She would review

the work sheet challenged and reply to the controller by a
note returned in the same manne^*^



>

b2 -2

On 1/26/71, informant advised that ha..had learned

fronj [that in-order to insure '.-the security of

the policy operation, the leather shop would no -longer be

used as a numbers drop for COLOMBO'S banks. .. Instead, an

abandoned car parked at a Gulf Service Station on: 86th .

Street i near the Prospero Funeral Home would be .used as

the drop . .

;

.

On 2/19/71, informant advised that he had recently

been in contact with l

~1 who advised; hi-nr that

commencing on the following Sunday the weekly "sheets" would

be delivered to the various banks. on Sunday nighty I

U ^ W WliV y J- .4_ v ~ — — 1 I

pointed-, out that this was a security measure so -that tne
WsHtU" and the "Hheets" will not.be together at any

^therefore; would
slips" .

a

nd the "sheets
one time. [one oimc , 1 „

- —

have /these ready by Sunday evening, • and. .that' -one of, the boys

would: deliver them. Informant related that he is aware that

one siiph "sheet" would be delivered 'to a Sunoco Station

located’ on Fort Hamilton Parkway, between 63rd 'and '64th

Streets .
- } •

.

b6 -2

b7C -2

On 2/23/7.1, informant advised that he learned on the

previous Sunday above plans were carried out ,and that this

sheet was delivered and slipped under the door Of the closed

gas station above.
‘

'

, On 3/10/71; informant was displayed a series of

photographs at which time he was able to identify a number

Of individuals and' explain their activities in . regards

to this gambling operation. At that time. Informant

made suggestions regarding places of interest to the Bureau

. involving this operation and how searches may be productive.

On 3/28/71, informant advised that he had learned

on that day through a mutual friend that COLOMBO' had decided

to immediately divest himself of all interest in his _
Brooklyn based policy, operation, informant- was, told COLOMBO

made this decision as a result of increased pressure being

put on him by the FBI and other law enforcement agencies.

Informant was requested to immediately Revise some excuse

“ 6
CLEMENTE-75,8



b2 ~2

for seeing COLOMBO in an effort to immediately Obtain any
further, details regarding COLOMBO'S decision. ',

.

Thereafter on 3/29/71, informant advised COLOMBO
confided that he felt that the, FBI. had an interest and had
developed evidence .regarding his policy operation and COLOMBO
as of that date would completely have no further part of
same. COLOMBO stated that he feels he is completely
"burned" and can trust no one. ' Colombo related 'that

had requested..that COLOMBO b6 -2
•curn -one entire operation over to someone else ;such as ,

b7c -2

JOE NAPP (NAPOLITANO) but that COLOMBO had decided against
it since he felt that whoever, this operation was given to
he would in turn "burn. them".

'

.As the Bureau is aware to date, JOSEPH COLOMBO and
f

. 35 others . including other LCN membas have been arrested “

1 ih this case and three additional fugitives "are outstanding.
.The NY0 ,and EBNY Strike Force -fully feel that extremely

, ,
.strong evidence exists against COLOMBO and' others named by
informant., As aresult tremendous heat has. been created-.

.
in Brooklyn, 'New,;;York,vwhich has seriously, curtailed almost

/ all illegal, activities-- of, the COLOMBO "family?, and a general
unrest, exists .with the,- consensus feeling that COLOMBO is ,

.' the cause Of' it all. 1

: .
-

;
-

,
y;\. - .

.

•
.

, .The information initially provided by this .

informant was- the first information received 'hy- the NYO
identifying this, numbers operation and in particular painting
out the,, involvement of LCN boss JOSEPH COLOMBO}' in the' operation.

, In , keeping with the structure , and very essence, of organized
'e rime, COLOMBO^ as a boss was very .heavily insulated in this
Operation.' In the absence of the substantial and detailed
information provided by. this informant, the implicating of
COLOMBO in this operation would have been a Herculean task if
not impossible .. / ,

-
' y'y

9
.

As a resu.lt . of ,the' information received it became apparent
that physical surveillances would- be a very 'necessary investigative

.
technique in this' case, As result of- theinformation provided
by, this* informant SAS - of . the NYO were enabled’ to conduct- meaningful
surveillances of a great magnitude over a six ''month- period
The informat ion, provided by this informant was sp detailed* as

. to, enable- agents to attach significance, to • ObAery made,
during, surveillance that otherwise might Tin ijj|i(pn,fiir1

: . inconsequential. CLEMENTE-759v -

r> *
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b2

i___
, rae +k

A moSt Productive investigative technique in this
it . %

th® use oi
?
ourt approved electronic .surveillancesThe information provided by this informant provided thevery backbone for the probable cause required in the affidavits

®^§Por^ in§ .the court orders for these installations, it can besai£ unequivocally that if it were not for- this informant'sinformation
,the riddle of JOSEPH COLOMBO'S involvement inthis major policy gambling operation would- have never beenunravelled . This informant has been the recipient of

Past, Th®se payments have alwavsW inducemente^italyrts for continued high level pe?fS„oe!
.

In view of the above it is requested that alump sum payment be approved for this informant

.

,;b2

'-*}

- 6 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

- * MAY 1902 EDITION

/
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 ^

UNITED STATES GOBBL.NMENT

TO

FROM

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, PBI

> NEW YOKE

b2 -1,2

date:
5/12/71

subject:

TTOp

ReBulet to NY dated 12/31/70 and NYlets to the
Bureau dated 3/5/71 and 4/15/71*

Informant was paiq for informati.on furnished
during the period 2/5-3/4/71 and was paid
furnished during the period 3/5/71 - 4/4//XT
included money for services rendered as well as expenses
incurred by informant.

for information
Xbove payments

Informant is considered to be emotionally stable
and reliable. He has not furnished any information known
to be false.

Information furnished by him has been corroborated
through arrests and independant investigation.

During the period covered by this letter two
contacts were made with alternate agent as well as one
contact with another agent other than the regular contacting
agent. This latter contact was had to enable the agent to /

whom the case entitle JOSEPH COLOMBO; ET AL; IGB; NY 182-120^
could discuss proposed timing for the arrests made in that*-'
case.

b6 -1,2
,plC -1,2

The following is a su

JOSEPH ANTHONY COLOMBO aka;
ET AL
IGB
NY 182-120

mnriQ n

J /</9.

ReNYlet dated 4/15/71 furnished extensive details
of information provided by informant which lead to the arrest
of JOE COLOMBO and 35 others which is not being repeated
herein.

b2

^./Bureau
1-New York
ARVsmmg
(4)

rec-i

60JUN
1 1197)

A

CLEMENTE-761
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On March. .10, 1971, informant furnished the
following information:

JOSEPH COLOMBO
AR
NI 92-1965

ITALIAN AMERICAN CIVIL
RIGHTS LEAGUE (IACRL)
AR
NY 92-6210

Source stated that LCN members, like MIMI SCIALO
and GREGORY SCARPA, who are close to COLOMBO, are really
disgusted with the IACRL and have unquestionably withdrawn
all direct support and sympathy with the picketting.. They
feel that the use of incompetent and .immature individuals
like

I |

I to make the day to day decisions
for the IACRL has backfired ora COLOMBO, especially with
reference to the silver trial aftermath and the violence
at the Staten Island Advance.

Indicative of the loss of support is the relatively
small tunout at the second phase of the NYO picketting where
the only people present, other than JOSEPH COLOMBO'S sons
and close flunkies, are men and women on his gambling
operation payroll. t

j

The primary purpose ox the renewed picketting is
to force the PBI to transfer agent sl~ ~Fand
that should the Bureau back down on this, JOE COLOMBO will /

have received a tremendous infusion of prestige and support /

for backing the Government down again. To accomplish this /

and other ends, the IACRL is prepared to use any means /

including slandering and framing the Agents involved. '

Source reiterated that COLOMBO is committed
personally to the IACRL but has the wrong people doing
and saying the wrong things.

He feels that COLOMBO has more and more reverted to
philosophical and theological dissertations on "doing good
things" and "God being the ultimate judge" and He like, and
feels that COLOMBO may be going prematurely senile in the
wake of all the publicity and tension of his legal proceedings.

_ CLEMENTE-762



b2 -2

[There were no meetings of COLOMBO crews or regimes
in 1970 as had been the custom around Christmas in prior
years

•

NY 92-3791

b6 -2

b7C -2

Source advised that is not viewedm tlie test light by either side as a result of his conniving
and treachery in the recent silver trial but that COLOMBO
is not basically a blood thirsty vindictive man and probably

n°t L.ave| |killed. Informant stated that COLOMBO
was extremely nervous and worried while the jury deliberated
and was genuinely relieved at the verdict - the year's worth
of expense, legal maneuvering and aggravation made the entire
case worthwhile. In the opinion of the informant, from the
Government ' s standpoint . it was quite clear, even to COLOMBO
that had I testified as expected all subjects would
have been convicted.

JOHN CUTRONE
AR
MY 92-3187

Source stated MOONEY CUTRONE is active putting money
on the street. CUTRONE occasionally frequents Roosevelt
Raceway. Other members remailing in the background and the
general feeling is that JOE COLOMBO continues to use the
league and news media as his personal vehicle.

JOSEPH GREGORY GALLO
AR
NY 92-1610

COLOMBO anticipates no problems with CRAZY JOE, who
is being released from prison this week. COLOMBO will take
GALLO under his wing probably assigning him to his (COLOMBO'S)
own crew, give GALLO a piece of the action and explain to him
that there are no grudges or factional disputes in the "family"
that "the past is done and forgotten".

JOSEPH COLOMBO aka;
ET AL
IGB
NY 182-120 CLEMENTE-763
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b2 -2

Informant stated it is likely that the numbers work
is left at 176 28th Avenue, Brooklyn, durirg the week and
not brought until the weekend.

,

|may review the work once during the week
and once again on Saturday or Sunday. Soump negative -pa

AR
NX 92-3201

b6 -2

b7C -2

b6 -2

b7C -2

ANTHONY RICCIARDI
AR
NY 92-5231

TR
NY 92-5185

Source advi sedl IRICCIARDI ailing and
very inactive in LCN. I U s still active in labor
unions but doesn't associate with much of the close COLQBO
members on 86th Street.

xe
NY 92-4166

On 3/24-/71, informant was interviewed extensively
regarding subject and advised he is aware that
is presently

|
[in the PAUL SCIACCA family

as well as ail
1

Brooklyn, NY:
located onl
Brooklyn, NTI Informant said that at I

is a nightly large scale baccarat game held there. Informant
related that many LCN members regularly attend this gamp
and it is an extremely profitable one[

I
1 there

b6 -2

b7C -2

ITALIAN AMERICAN CIVIL
RIGHTS LEAGUE (IACRL)
AR

NY 92-6210

_ CJLEMENTE-764



b2 -2

Informant during contacts throughout this period
has advised that many of JOE COLOMBO'S "crew" are completely
disgusted and have refused to participate in further
picketting of NYO, FBI. Informant stated that some of
COLOMBO' s closest associates such as NICK BTANCOT
„ -_ Alvr_

others have openly expressed their dislike for
COLOMBO s desire to get in the newspapers andon television.
Informant observed that a recent television program called
First Tuesday" (5/4/71) was the most obnoxious of COLOMBO'S

public appearances inasmuch as he all but "made "(rendered the
initiation ceremony of the LCN) a youngster. Informant b6 ~ 2

stated it is his opinion that COLOMBO has become obsessed b7c -2

and acts almost irrational in regard to the League and he
has heard comments that COLOMBO is apparently "prematurely

and "has created the League but is now destroying it".

RALPH LA PONZINA aka
AR
NY 92-2750

On 4/27/71 » informant was displayed a group of
photographs taken by the Miami Division. Informant was
able to identify indlvri duals in photos as RALPH
LA PONZINA ,! I RICHARD and SALLY
FUSCO (FRANK JHUHARD FUSCO's sons), DOMINICK MONTEMARANO
(who informant advised is "with" CARMINE PERSICO but not
"made") and another male individual from Brooklyn, NY, who
informant believes is related to FUSCO through marriage.

JOSEPH COLOMBO aka;
ET AL
IGB
NY 182-120

b6 -2

b7C -2

On 4/22/71, informant advised that theT
o _ I • -1 , . _ . _"bagman" for caniimiad, operation was a plainclothes

detective namedl LNTI and he had learned that
believes that the FBI has taped him in conversation while
at Petie's Leather Shop. On the same date, informant
stated that!

I might be transferred in the near future
and that| |LNU would probably take his place as the
divisional bagman. Informant arivi sad he also heard that

_| police officer was also aone
bagman in the 62nd Precinct.

b6 -4

b7C -4

Informant continued that all of the numbers
operation is presently back in they are

- 5 -



continuing paying off cops, however, the "tax" (payoff)
has increased.

Qn_5/1/71, informant advised he had learned that
believes that the "atnni -i

o' 1

PBI is a NYC Police Officernamed
(phonetic) who had been on the "pad but who had a departmental
problem and subsequently "ratted".! lallee-edl-v

I was also complaining that the mass
arrests by the PBI has caused the entire operation to be b 7 Cbroken down into smaller operations and that he had
attempted to interest JOE COLOMBO into turning the entire
operation over to an individual like JIMMY NAPP but that
COLOMBO replied that I am "burned out" and anyone "I give
this to will be burned out also" (referring to intensive
PBI investigation and arrests).

ECT
NY 179-398 t
-

t

On 4/6/71, the details ofthis case were
discussed with informant who advised he could not furnish
any information which would assist in this investigation
stating he had never heard of the code namel

JOSEPH ANTHONY COLOMBO aka;
ET AL
IGB
NY 182.120

On 5/1/71, informant advised that ROBERT PERRETTE,
a fugitive in above case is presently staying in the
vicinity of Grand Street, NYC, and is operating a 1965
Buick Sedan bearing NY License W 4578.

JOSEPH COLOMBO aka
AR
NY 92-1965

- 6 -
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On
familiar withf/1/71.

informant was asked if he is

Informant rfelated he never heard of this individual
but after eon si d erati on it was his personal opinion that

may be an alias used by JOSEPH COLOMBO
and JOSEPH COLOMBO may in fact be a bigamist.

b6 -2

b7C -2

- 7 -
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FD-205 (Rev. 4-13-70)

UNITED STATES GO*

Memorandum
irector, FBI (

c, new YORK (

BJECT

1
E 5/5/71

- 1,2

This case will be delinquent.

Date of Bureau deadline: 5/5/71

Reason for the delinquency: SA on SL

Date l~~l airtel
| |

report [x] letter LHM will reach the Bureau:

AEC 'zone designation; e.g., OR, CH, etc.:

(This applies only to 116 cases.)

BQ No administrative action necessary.

5/12/71



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10

MAY 19S2 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-M.6

FROM :

subject:

UNITED STATES GC^^tNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

fL, NEW YORK

J30NF, INFT.

date: 6/7/71

Re New York airtel to Bureau, IO/IO/69 , b7C -4

On 5/31/71, Detective Rackets
Squad, Brooklyn District Attorney's Office, telephonically
advised that charges against SAM WEISS, GREGORY SCARPA and his -sonhad been dismissed approximately two weeks ago and that ROBERT
STAS10, ANTHONY CAPPUCCI and FRANK FARACE, had stood trial but
were found not guilty during the previous week.

/ 2/Bureau
York

ARV:dbm
(*0

Sfl

REC-54:

7P/99£?~'

2 JUN jo 1971

S6JUN

CLEMENTE-769
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



UNITED*STATES GOMINMENT

OPTIONAL FORM NO 10

MAY 1941 EDITION
GSAGEnT REG NO 27

UNITED*STATES GO^piNME

Memorandum
Mr. SullivaMr. Sulliva

date June 22, 1971

FROM jCS

(P-
H. Galt

b2 -1

SUBJECT

Tolson
Sullivan

Mohr

Bishop

Brennan, C D .

Callahan

Casper
Conrad

i Dal bey

'Rosen
Tavei

Walters

Soyars

Beaver

Tele Room
Holmes
Gandy

SAG. New York, requests authority to pajj
|

/*

_ Ton a C. O. D. basis. Special Investigative Divisia$|

recommends payments to this sourc
j |

^ Jj
^

f

This source is a highly placed member of the Joseph Colombo
'’family" of LCN in New York. He has been a top echelon informant
since March, 1962, and is one of the most outstanding sources developed
fin our top echelon program. During the past six-month period he
continued to supply a large volume of quality information.

In October, 1970, he furnished the initial information which
predicated our investigation of the extensive policy operation in Brooklyn,
[New Yorx, under the control anirdmeHIonTf Joseph Colomb67~"As~you
know, el^tfMic"survenianceTcoverage pursuanFto Title III was utilized
in this investigation. This extremely effective investigative technique was
obtained primarily on the basis of data made available by the informant.
As a result of his close association with Colombo, he was in a unique
position to supply concise information enabling the investigating Agents ^
to strip away Colombo's insulating layers of policy runners, pickup men,
and policy drops.

In April, 1971, this investigation culminated in the arrest
of Joseph Colombo and 35 of his racket associates. These arrests were
a devastating blow to the LCN leadership in New York, /^t /

Enclosure/#-*-—*-<

1 - Mr. Sullivan

1 - Mr. Gale
1 - M. F. Row :

1 -

1 - Mr. Kelly

JEK:jsjr

(6 )
'

REG- 68

tJUL 1 1971

K-10&

CLEMENTE-7



Mepioranrlnm tr> Mr.
Re

Sullivan

v

b2 -1

The informant has also continued to identify various police
officials who have been corrupted by the organized gambling element
in New York.

. Source has also kept the New York office advised on a current
i basis regarding the activities of the Italian-American Civil Rights League
' (IACRL) headed by Joseph Colombo. He has recently advised that

* veteran LCN leader Carlo Gambino has withdrawn his support of Colombo
and the IACRL. In addition, the informant has ascertained that a
number of other ranking LCN racket figures are disgusted with Colombo’s
all-out support and direction of IACRL.

Currently authority is outstanding for the New York office
to pay the informantT bn a C. O. D. basis.
past performance clearly establishes that he is an exceptional informant?
It is believed, however, that payments to him| h on
o ci r\ xi 1.1 1 1 ia C. O. D. basis rather than the recommendeq pould be appropriate.

ACTION: b2 -1,3

Attached for your approval is an appropriate lottpr
authorizing payments to

strictly C. O. D. basis for a six-month period.
on a

CLEMENTE-771



.
*~

A1L

SAC, Hew York

1

director, FBII

\~TECIP

.inn 1=2 1,2

6/24/71

1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Gale
1 - M. F. Row
1-1

Reurlet 6/16/71.

Authority granted to pay captioned informant
I 1 on a C. O. D. basis for a six-month period effective 7/5/71.
This authority includes moneys to pay for services rendered as well
as expenses incurred by the informant at the specific request of your
office.

Forward progress letters by 9/5 and 11/5/71 setting forth
a succinct summary of significant data supplied by the informant
Submit recommendations regarding continued payments two weeks
prior to the expiration of this authorization.

Every effort should be made to utilise the informant fs
services to develop data regarding violations within the Bureau's
jurisdiction. Payments should be varied in line with the value of his
services.

MALLEQ 22

Mi 2 4 1971

In:j i

NOTE: See memo Gale to Sullivan captioned as above, 6/22/71, JEK:jsj.

Tolson _
Sullivan

Mohr A
Callahan

Casper W /0 \

Conrad )
Dalbey

Felt __
Gale _
Rosen .

Tavel _

Walters

Soyars

Beavei

Tele^poi
Holmi

’andy

i^Krjsj W7V 'jMi r
\r <? ‘

/

B535L211971— MAIL ROOMl I TELETYPE UNIT I I

X
k - /»et:'

,
>



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA’fpMR (41 CFr) 101-11.6

.UNITED STATES G^^RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, RBI

SAC, NEW YORK

date: 6/16/71

subject: TOM! wtt

J ReBulet to NY dated 12/31/70 and NYlets to the
Bureau dated 3/5/71, 4/15/71 and 5/12/71.

Informant was paidf"
during the period 5/5 - 6/4/717

for information furnished

Informant is considered to he emotionally stable V/
and reliable and has not furnished any information known to /"S
be false. Vj

Informant as reflected in reNYlets has continued 0-
to furnish extremely valuable information in a number of O
noteworthy cases which has resulted in numerous arrests in M—
Bureau cases. Informant has been devoting an increasing
amount of time and effort in connection with his "Bureau" <

oriented activities and in addition because of his problems
with local authorities has curtailed his own activities
drastically.

‘ Therefore
,
in view of informant 1 s continuing If

productivity and since greater demands are being made with ^frT
'

regard
_

to information which can be utilized in substantive
violations it is recommended that the Bureau authorize
continuance of regular payments

I Ifor
services rendered as well as expenses incurred. NY feels b 2

with this increase in regular payments, informant will not
only enthusiastically press for infprmation of value to the
Bureau but will even manifest great'^ggpp^.

/S~Z
The following is a summary of information furnished

by source since latter referenced lett^ggc
~

JOSEEH COLOMBO aka; i— ^ L S
ET AL / /v >

IGB ‘hi 1971 b7c”~]NY 182-120
|

b c
j,

^ll^York A f)

ARVimmg
(4) ^ ^

7^J^7e-773 r
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regz/larly orhthe Payroll Savings Plan



b2 -2

M-o) '\W-LUJ3b-
)

On 5/20/71, informant advised after viewing names
,and photos of members,, of the^nd^e^inct^iie has learned the
fnl I HW1 r> cr /I n-pOin,nrr\ *r»^ t rifA-nmlS 4~-i 2. ~I~"U A ^ ^ . rt j - : n n

*\̂
!'-f\ in gambling matters

t' W
' )

.

/

matters.

- jt— 7 _ jmiiiGU out;
^following derogatory information “oncermng these individuals:

2 saBa M/ ^/ c^
[-.'will accept payoffs

matters.

XI
- will accept payoffs in gambling

will accept payoffs in gambling

i i

- he is considered a "bad cop"
inasmuch as he will not accept bribes in any case and is
unapproachable

.

matters.
will accept payoffs in gambling

matters.

2x12-
DIVISION

- wi ll, accept payoffs in gambling

b6 -4

b7C -4

accepts bribes, in any type case
is extremely nungry for payoffs and allegedly has a problem
with the department at the present time.

matters.

accepts bribes. ?

t

/
'matters.

*fi (

case and is also well known as
I I

,72122 1 accept payoffs in gambling

-.«££latively new on Division but

Z,2£cePts Payoffs in gambling

- takes bribes in^y

2 -

CLEMENTE-774



k> c cr?
//,

t/. £' 7'/

, - y\ 'S*s»r-i'

matters; is considered a "mental case"
accepts payoffs in gambling

matters.

unatters.

- accepts payoffs in gambling

- accepts payoffs in gambling

^ accepts payoffs in gambling matters.

/ I

f
„. ,

I an.r.p-nta navnffa in gambling matters;
f was one of raiders^atl baccarat game being
\ held ini I

recently, wherein
\ no arrests were made but all raiders were paid off.

* matters (partners with!

matters.

^matters (partners withl

.^accepts payoffs in gambling

I- accepts payoffs in gambling

iepts payoffs in gambling

b7C -2,4

/ |
^accepts payoffs in gambling matters;

’had departmental problems, not presently around^

JOSEPH COLOMBO aka
AH
NY 92-1963

Tnfnrrnant advi Rfifl nn 0/1/71. that he had recently
attempted to contactl

I

Lija

—

Staten Island and was informed by a relative that
I

|was

not around inasmuch as he was presently "packing" (carrying
a pistol), in view of the recent trouble COLOMBO is having
with the GALLO mob.

Informant continued that on a daily basis he made
several attempts each day since then to contact COLOMBO
on 86th Street but without success -until 6/7/71 when he went
to Cantalupo Realty and from there to the "Pork Store" on
86th Street and saw NICK BIANCO. As he entered the Pork Store,

b7C -2

- 3 -
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informant advised he recognized SALLY "BUZZO" (FUSCO) and
PAUL BEVACQUA hanging about and carrying concealed weapons.
BIAECO then proceeded to tell him that great precautions
were being exercised by COLOMBO in view of GALLO 1 s recent
actions and that he, informant, should see COLOMBO later that

afternoon since he was not presently available. Later on

the same date, informant was summoned by BIANCO and told to

go to the Piza Catering house. After arriving at the Piza, he

spotted COLOMBO, again with bodyguards present and JOE summoned
him to a rear private dining room. JOE advised he was
extremely upset over GALLO's recent actions especially at this

time since the League demanded so much of his time and since

he was not in a position to take any action against GALLO since

this would further stigmatize his position and the League.

COLOMBO then went on to make disparaging remarks
about CUTROEE since CUTRONE was like a "Flag that blew anyway
the wind blows". COLOMBO went on to state that it was his
intention to exercise extreme caution, to make no overt move
against GALLO in the hopes that GALLO would "stay by himself"
and leave "us" alone. COLOMBO continued that GALLO has not
really made any "major moves" against him but GALLO is merely
trying to recruit people to oppose himself. COLOffl) confided
that GALLO had had two meetings with SALLY BOY MANGIAMELI but
that MANGIAMELI is remaining loyal to him since he advised him
of these -attempts by GALLO.

In addition, COLOMBO stated that GALLO had beaten
up some "hangers on" and had allegedly hurt his hand while
choking the mother of one of his own crew. COLOMBO continued
that GALLO at night has been barricading President Street and
will not allow any cars, in the neighborhood. In addition,
COLOMBO stated that GALLO had removed all cf the Unity Day
posters from the shop windows, has demanded that all the shops
remain open and has sent his crew up to scrape any civil
rights stickers off cars in the neighborhood. COLOMBO further
advised that the most dishonoring act by GALLO had been to

"chase" ROCCO MIRAGLIA out of the President Street area when
he was attempting to pass out Unity Day posters and threatened
to kill him if he returned.

COLOMBO continued that in the event GALLO hit one

of his, COLOMBO'S "crew", that informant should be ready
because at that time they wouLd take swift and decisive action

and wipe out the entire GALLO mob in one felled swoop.

- 4- -
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COLOMBO advised informant to be alert for any
invitations by GALLO and should informant decide to keep
a meeting with him he should be extremely careful since
GALLO, in COLOMBO'S opinion, is truly "crazy".

Informant advised it was his opinion that COLOMBO
is still obsessed with the Civil Eights League and has no
intention of taking a "back seat" in its operation.

On 6/10/71, informant advised that he had recently
met with JOE COLOMBO at which time COLOMBO confided that during
the previous week he h ad been told that a car containing
a nudoer of Negro individuals was observed circling Ms block
many times in the early AM hours. COLOMBO stated it is well
known that GALLO became friendly with Negro hoodlums while
incarcerated and also believes it is possible that GALLO has
enlisted their aid at the present time. COLOMBO concluded
however that it is his personal feeling at present that GALLO
is merely trying to "intimidate and shake me up" by having
such an obvious play utilized. COLOMBO stated. he is continuing
to press for massive turnout on 6/28/71.

On 6/15/71, informant advised that on the previous
day he had had a long conversation with NICHOLAS BIANCO at
which time BIANCO expressed great disgust with COLOMBO who
BIANCO characterized as "crazy". BIANCO made clear to informant
that he intended to "pull away" from COLOMBO and in this
regard had purchased a home in Providence and will make a gradual
"withdrawal". Informant said BIANCO stated that "we are all
going to be arrested, it is inevitable, there is no way out",
obviously referring to the fact that COLOMBO was "putting heat"
on everyone who is close to him.

On 6/15/71, informant stated he had also had a
conversation two days previously with COLOMBd

I
|
who i s Present']

-y

business for COLOMBO. I hh vififtfl rnar if nnw
official that not only will CA2L0 GAMBINO discontinue his
support of COLOMBO but is now withdrawing any of his previous
support.

| [pointed out that JOE DE CICCO, LCN member
in the GAribiiMu ramily ,

who had been a paid organizer for
COLOMBO'S IACBL was told to resign from the League and further
not to have further dealings with COLOMBO.

b6 -

b7C

- 5 -
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Informant said
GENOVESE_family has been made r

wnC

LCN member in the
1all of DE CICCO's relatives wilo had been close to the

’

COLONBO

s

were also ordered to discontinue their friendship.
|
also observed that ANTHONY SCOTTO's longshoremen

wo© being instructed not to attend the Columbus Day rally
as well as other groups who are loyal to the GAMBINOs.

b6 -2

b7C -2

aka -
FUGITIVE; ET Ah
ERA
NY 29-8315

b6 -2

b7C -2

On 6/3/71 ,
various aspects of the above case were

discussed with informant at which time he advised in addition
to previously furnished information that he is famili ar
with|

ILNU whom he descriM as| knd who
I _ ^ J

hasllsed as a courier for stolen securitie^TTTnfnpmnnb
rslo/bcd Iig is aJLso familiar with,

| whoso
names^i£_iajs not know, but i£i_ aware that they both hang out

[

with[ land both are used by

also aware that
which he docks

:

V.

as errand boys in~
| I O.U _L CUiU. VKJ'J o

P-llegal activities. Informant stated that ho _3_S_

h Brooklyn, M.
On this occasion informant related that

omnci Oenti all v ea-rl-rr that |date he was advised that one of
Chicago LCN member had a courierm NY named

| |
LNU who was staying at the Riveria Hotel

near Kennedy Airport and alle gedly one and a half million
dollars in stolen or counterfeit treasury bills which he
was returning to Chicagb with.

Queens
i:ns whiter

7
adVi sod

On the same date, Detective
Burglary Squad, who is an associate n
he was a close personal friend|~ |of the Riveria
Hotel and that he would pe-rannan-^ rom ^Tl registration

, —- --
|lnu. On the followingcarda in an affo-rt to identify— - --

|
# V^J.1 U-Lltt 1U1

advised he was unaoLe to find anv likelydate
registrants since none had the first name of
the Chicago area

b6 -2,3,4
b7C -2,3,4

or was from

On the same date, United Airlines which has the most
frequent service of any airlines between NY and Chicago was
contacted and stops were placed in the Reservation Department
for anyone making reservations for a flight to Chicago from

£ CLEMENTE-778



b2 -2

Kennedy Airport, having a first name
day period with negative results*

Ifor a two

Informant described as white male. American

b6 -2

b7C -2

Also on 6/3/71, Chicago field office was
telephonically contacted with the above description and they
related this individual night be| I Investigation
previously mentioned above was also conducted bearing in mind
the possibility that this individual might be identical with

[but likewise bore no fruit.

NARCOTICS MATTERS
NY 66-7308

On 6/15/71, informant advised he learned that
there is an Expresso Coffee House located on the corner of

limporting large quantities of
narcotics in false bottom barrels. Informant learned that
at the present time a number of these barrels were being
held in Customs since the individual who came into the US
from Italy as a tourist had planned to take another ship to
Canada and to have these barrels placed abroad this ship.
Instead Customs apparently confused his request and they
were then in Customs and problems were arising concerning
their recovery.

On the same date, above information was furnished
to Sunervisoil iBureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, 90 Church Street, NY, NY.

Informant has been contacted on two occasions
by the alternate agent.

Information furnished by informant has been
corroborated through independent investigation and other
reliable informants of the NYO.

b6 -2

b7C -2

b6 -4

b7C -4

- 7 -
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It is noted the NYO has requested a sizeable increase
in informant's regular monthly payments. However, it is
felt that the consistently high quality of information
furnished by the source and the risks he is subjected to in
his role as a member source are commensurate with the
requested increase especially in view of tody' s economic
conditions.

It can objectively be said that durig the last two
years substantial results have been achieved in the Bureau's
fight against the menace created by the COLOMBO "family" of
La Cosa Nostra. Boss JOSEPH COLOMBO is himself indicted
in a highly significant IGB case (Bufile 182-23, NI file
182-120; while numerous COLOMBO "family" members and associates
are under indictment or have been convicted.

In the IGB case involving JOSEPH COLOMBO, informant
provided the initial information on which this investigation
was predicated and continued to furnish detail^ information
regarding this operation throughout the investigation. This
information proved to be of immeasurable importance to the
overall investigation.

It can be said without equivocation, that informant
has materially contributed to every success the NYO has been
able to realize against the COLOMBO "family".

Informant has consistently furnislBd intelligence
information of the highest quality and in addition valuable
information in substantive cases which was used for the basis
of search mrrants ,

supporting affidavits in title III
installations and the like. The informant willingly provided
and continues to provide information in substantive matters
without regard for his personal well being knowing full well
this information will be used in legal proceedings with te
high potential of spotlighting: or even compromising himself.
As a member of organized crime, informant coiEbantly lives with
the knowledge that his exposure as a source of the FBI would
result in swift and final summary "justice" from his peers.

The COLOMBO "family" is currently on the brink of
upheaval. Strong informant information exists that COLOMBO
himself has fallenout of favor with his greatest supporters.
There is also a significant volume of information that

- 8
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JOSEPH "CRAZY JOE" GALLO is planning to begin hostilities
against COLOMBO. It is therefore of utmost importance that
sources within the COLOMBO sphere such as this informant
be nurtured and maintained to insure that the ultimate
destruction of this crime "family" can be effected.

In conclusion, it is the opinion of the NYO that
informant's past performance has been such so as to indicate
the greatest potential for the future in an area that is
among the Bureau's primary responsibilities. It is felt an
increase in informant's monthly payments would equitably
reward him for his services as well as act as a catalyst
for additional effort by the informant. It is the considered
opinion of the NYO that in the long run, increased monthly
payments to the informant will result in increased returns
truly in the best interests of the Bureau.

- 9 -
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f fi\

If NR39 NY CODE

0 902PM NITEL 7-20-71 FPM

TO DIRECTOR

FROM NEW YORK

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JUL2 01971

TELETYPE^

b2 -1

^dONF. INFT.

\

Mr. To! sou,

Mr. F-1L _

Mr, Eufiivan

Mr. M >'vr

M . inh-.p

Mr . )' rennanCD ..

Mr Oallafcan

Mr. Gasper
Mr. Comady
Mr, L d*

Mr. Gale

J\/ 1 . r j

Mr, iV!

tA 6esa Nostra

CAPTIONED SOURCE ADVISED GREGORY SCARPA, COLOMBO t©N—

"FAMILY" MEMBER WILL TESTIFY JULY TWO ONE NEXT BEFORE MC CLELLAND

COMMITTEE IN -WDCr

END

b2 -2

pS-C
&3

® JUL 22 1971

<h3 *<f

L 28 1971



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1862 EDITION
,?SA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES lERNMENT

Memorandum,
TO

kit

Cj DIEECTOE, FBI

Hr f/fl -SAC, NEW YORK
VV \

subject:

date:
9/2/71

CONF. iNiTT
b2 -1,2,3

BeBulet dated 6/24/71.

On 7/21/71 ?
informant was paid I

|
for

information furnished during the period 6/5 - 7/4/71^

On 8/17/71? informant was paid
information furnished during the period 1

for
8/4/71.

b6 -1

b7C -1

Informant is considered emotionally stable
and reliable and information furnished by informant
has been corroborated through independent investigation
as well as arrests. Informant was contacted on
one occasion during this period by the alternate agent.

FEANKLUPO
AE
ny 92-2594

On 6/24/71 ,
informant advised he had met on

a number of occasions captioned subject whom in the past
JOE COLOMBO had identified as "being one of us" in
"another family". Informant said he has since seen
LUPO on a number of occasions while LUPO visited JOSEPH
DI EILLIPPO, Consiglieri in the BONANNO "family".
Informant said he is now firmly of the opinion that
LUPO is under DI FILLIPPO.

4

On 7/27/71? informant advised that he recently
learned that LUPO has an extremely large numbers business
which grosses between $200,000 and $300,000 per week
and that LUPO pays $10,000 per month in juice. Informant
further learned that LUPO had suffered heavily from hits
during the past few months and was a half million dollars
"in the red". Informant continued he also learned that
LUPO at one time attempted to borrow $30,000 from JOE
COLOMBO " to tide him over". /79~ /9 9& -/S~¥
^/Bureau
1-New York ^ REC-67

AEV : mmg
SIP 9 1971

<2£J97I

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payrofl Savings Plan

b2
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Informant oontirmpri that a-Pto-n arrests
of COLOMBO and

| fmw m
picking up

| I Staten Island action
which amounted to approximately $100,000 a week. Informant
continued that LUP0 was offered this action hut because
of his financial predicament was unable to accept it.
Informant said LUP0 has an "office" in which he employs
members of his family and doubts that he is being past
posted. Informant continued in addition, LTJPO has a pizza
business in Brooklyn and drives a late model Cadillac,
License muter VY 3228.

JOSEPH COLOMBO aka
AH
FT 92-1963

that [

_0n 6/29/71, informant advised he had learned
ILM was JOHNSON'S assailant at the rally

and thatj_
|
reacted very quickly after observing

JOHNSON shoot COLOMBO and thereafter acted instinctively
and when the opportunity presented itself he shot
JOHNSON. Informant continued that this was further
confirmed when he learned that one I

to have been the original -person to wrestle
the ground and that I observed
into JOHNSON.

5 TNU dalmed
JOHNSON to
"pump shots"

b6
b7C

Informant aaid that ~1 was involved in a
]and had always

since the shooting
1

1
|

and is

Informant related that

| |
and has steadfastly refused to go "on the lam"

claiming his first duty was to

Informant continued that he has learned that
JOHNSON was "a would be Black wise guy" and hung out
in Greenwich Village. Informant said JOHNSON never
had the reputation of being a militant or a "kook" and
that JOHNSON had often visited social clubs and after
hours joints in Brooklyn, New York. Informant said he
heard that JOHNSON once befriended never forgets this and
was the type of person who if approached correctly would

- 2 -
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"do anything" for a price. Informant said lie had been
told by someone who is close to JOHNSON that this person
might be able to furnish the identity of JOHNSON'S
female companion who was present at the rally and that
he would immediately furnish same to the NYO.

Informant continued that approximately thirty
minutes prior to the time COLOMBO was shot he M had a
discussion with him during which time COLOMBO advised
that although GAMBINO was not furnishing him any support
for this rally that he had assured GAMBINO that this would
be his "swan song" and that in the future he would take a
back seat to all the IACEL activities devoting himself
to humanaritan causes such as boys camps, hospitals and
the like and would refrain from fighting the FBI . COLOMBO
stated that they should therefore not be too disappointed
if the rally wasnot a huge success that they had hoped for.

On 7/6/71, informant viewed a series of
photographs taken by the NYCPD and the FBI at which
time, informant positively identified!

-
|LNU in one

of these -photos. It is noted that tnis photo revealed
that

|
LNU was apparently carrying COLOMBO'S briefcase

which was later found to contain a loaded .38 caliber
revolver. In addition, informant also identified two
bodyguards standing in clo se proximity to' COLOMBO as

1 Informant said both these
individuals were "with" JOE NOTCH and were expressly
furnished to stand close to COLOMBO throughout the day
of the rally.

b6 -

b7C

Informant said that during the past week much
of the "street talk" centered on MIRAGLIA, BIANCO and
NOTCH'S failure to either protect COLOMBO or to have
at least stayed at his side when COLOMBO was "hit".
Instead these individuals who had always been <3psely
associated with COLOMBO and who "ate off COLOMBO like
leeches for many years" had, in fact, run away like
"frightened rabbits" and had failed to show any "respect"
for COLOMBO.

In addition, informant said that there was much
talk on the street that JOE GALLO was "playing footsey"
with the FBI and the CIA, who had assisted him, GALLO,
in setting up JOHNSON to assassinate COLOMBO.

CLEMENTE-785
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On 7/7/71, informant advised that a meeting
was recently held at the residence of DICK FUSCO,
following the shooting of COLOMBO. In attendance at
this meetdqg were JOE YACOVELLI, Captain CARMINE PERSICO,
Underboss CHARLES MINEO, JOE IANNACI, NICK BIANCO, ROCCO
MIRAGLIA, Captain VINNY ALOI, Captain JIGGS FORLANO, DUKE
SANTORO, MIMI SCIALO and possibly one or two others.
At this meeting, MINEO was asked to assume interim leader-
ship of the COLOMBO family but advised because of his poor
health and advancing age he had not felt he should take
this position and suggested that JOE YACOVELLI be made
acting boss of the family. Informant advised that he was
of the opinion that as soon as COLOMBO was dead that
YACOVELLI would name CARMINE PERSICO as Underboss or
Consiglieri of the family and that perhaps this couLd have
been one of the factors which would have given PERSICO a
motive to set up a hit on COLOMBO as well as the fact
that JOE GALLO would logically be aasumed to be the person
who "gave the contract".

In addition, informant advised that approximately
six soldiers who in the past had reported directly to
JOE COLOMBO were then assigned to Captains ROCCO MIRAGLIA,
and NICK BIANCO. Informant felt this was a "political
move" to passify those close to COLOMBO since, MIRAGLIA
and BIANCO were known to be very clcae to JOE COLOMBO.

Informant said that he had heard comments
that it was apparent that JOE COLOMBO had maintained
harmony in the family by a very delicate balance of
power and had made no provision whatever for any
disruption in this balance. Consequently it has left
PERSICO with an excellent opportunity to possibly take
control of tie family since YACOVELLI would rarer resist
PERSICO. Informant farther speculated that in the event ^PERSICO were able to beat his federal case he would

c

undoubtedly kill YACOVELLI and be mate boss.

Informant, in addition, has learned that
approximately three days prior to above- rally, JOE COLOMBO
had given a contract to possibly NICK BIANCO and DUKE
SANTORO to kill JOE GALLO, BLAST GALLO, MOONEY CUTRONE

since COLOMBO had become completely

4 -
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disgusted with GALLO.
_

COLOMBO felt that as long as the
GALLOs stayed on President Street and operated in their
own sphere he would not do anything regardless of their
open opposition to the League but that during the recent
past GALLO had begun to "take things that did not belong
to him" and which obviously belonged to other COLOMBO
family members. Informant continued that he had also
heard that COLOMBO had GAMBINO' s approval for these hits
since COLOMBO was able to insure GAMBINO that there would
never be complete harmony with JOE GALLO.

Informant advised on 7/15/71, that he 3sarned
that on the previous day a meeting was held by JOE
YACOVELLI

,
CHARLES MINEO and JUNIOR PERSICO, MIMI SCIALO,

DICK PUSCO, ROCCO MIRAGLIA, NICK BIANCO, VINNY ALOI and
possibly others at which time it was explained that
YACOVELLI had been in touch with members of the "commission"
which apparently presently includes CARLO GAMBINO and
CARMINE GRIBBS TRAMUNTI. Informant said TRAMUNTI was
recently released from prison and was "sick" over the
shooting of COLOMBO. Informant said YACOVELLI was instructed
that his most immediate anri nT'A^intr -bpov was -to

"hi t 11

b6 -2

b7C -2

JOE GALLO. BLAST GALLO, MOONEY CUTRONE and
It was explained that even if the GALLO

was obviously his prior desire to hit GALLO and that this
wish should .be carried out at all costs. Informant said that
nos of the "fringe people" in the GALLO mob should be tuched
3."fc tii6 present time so that th.e GALLOs do not immediately
assume a war footing. However, in the event JOE GALLO is
violated" then everybody in the GALLO mob should be killed

as quickly as possible.

Informant advised he had never heard anything
so clear cut and ruthless since the days of the GALLO -
PROPACI war and feels there will be considerable
bloodletting in Brooklyn, NY, over this edict.

Informant stated that both GAMBINO and GRIBBS bhad offered to furnish financial and personnel support b
to accomplish these hits. However, informant feels
confident that PERSICO and his crew would probably be
the ones that would handle these contracts. Informant
also opined that inasmuch as PERSICO was instrumental, in
attempting to identify this unknown Negress that it may be
possible the ,pif#s_ent itime’ thatt.he-' was not responsible
for recruiting JOHNSON and it may have in fact been GALLO
especially since the Commission 'fee-Is so strongly about their
"hits".

CLEMENTE-787
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Informant continued that the Commission had
also instructed that temporarily those soldiers who had hpreviously answered to JOE COLOMBO were not to "report bjointly to ROCKY and NICKIE" hut were to he assigned to
older captains in the CODMBO femily. Informant speculated
that apparently word of the scorn being heaped upon MIRAGLIA
and BINACO as "ungrateful dogs" has become so widespread
that they were not being given any responsibility within
the family at the present time. In addition, informant
felt that the Commission might also be watching PERSICO
very carefully and felt that PERSICO' s and YACOVELLI's prior
decision was "too political".

Informant advised that during the recent past,
NICK BIANCO sind ROCCO MIRAGLIA have become inseparable
and have at least three armed bodyguards with fhpm at
all times. I I

OULUMBU bddyghard.—Informant stated that he also learned
that at test one of these bodyguards was carrying a machine
gun at all times. In addition, informant also learned that
TONY AUGELLO and MIMI SCIALO and DUKE SANTORO and for that
matter all active COLOMBO members are carrying guns since
there is so much uncertainty at the present time and not
knowing who there "friends or enemies are".

On 7/13/71, informant advised that it appears
that CARMINE PERSICO is "on the move" in attempting to
gain contonL of the COLOMBO family as well as the vast
resources of the IACRL. Informant advised he learned
that PERSICO had advanced $30,000 cah to the League to
continue -present operating pmpnsPH and in addition,

volunteered $20,000
to tne League.

b6 -3

b7C -3

Informant advised he also learned that recently
one of COLOMBO'S brother's-in-law had come to the hospital
and had gotten ANTHONY THE GAWK AUGELLO and MIMI SCIALO
and advised them that they knew that JOE GALLO waid be
at a specific location on the Island that night and it
might present the excellent opportunity to "hit him".
SCIALO advised this individual, however, that because of all
the police protection presently on GALLO it would be a
"kamikaze mission" and that some time should elapse
before this hit was attempted. SCIAK) instructed that this
individual should stay abreast of GALLO's activities so
that he could be hit in the fCEEMENTE-Tl®Sreafter, SCIALO

- 6 -
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privately confided that he had no intention of killing
GALLO since GALLO had "done nothing to him" and that
GALLO was "PEESICO's headache", not mine.

b6 -2

b7C ~2

ICAEL
NY 92-6210

On 7/26/71, informant advised he recently
had a discussion with captioned subject who advised
that he was aware "the Commission" had ordered "hits"
on the GALLOs and was personally grat1 f1 ed sin c

e

even
before the assassination attempt on I UOE. he
was aware that I I

l however,
-cna-c ne reit "nits" at this time could hurt the "league" be -2

since it would lend further credence to police reports b7c -2

that GALLO had put JOHN’SOP up to shooting his father.
if these "hits" were to be

delayed for a year or so, people would have forgotten tl? e
newspaper publicity. Informant advised he felt[_
was "feeling him out" and thus made no comment or
committment except to say "it would be nice to know what
JOE would want".

CAELO GAMBINO aka
AE
NY 92-657

On 8/9/71, informant advised that over the
previous weekend he had heard that CAPOs. in the COLOMBO
LCN "family" contacted individuals under them to advise
them of the death of Mrs. CAELO GAMBINO. The Capos,
among them JOHNNY "BATH BEACH" ODDO, CAEMINE PEPSICO,
and JOSEPH YACOVELLI

, advised that if the men had a personal
acquaintanceship with the late Mrs. GAMB30 or CAELO GAMBINO
himself, it was permissible to attend Mrs. GAMBINO' s wake
and funeral.

Informant stated that membas of the COLOMBO "family"
are fully aware that GAMBINO withdrew his support from
the IACBL and Italian American Unity Day which was held
6/28/71.

Informant interprets! the edict of the Capos as

evidence of a rift between th^kBMJ@WiS0'7SQd GAMBINO "families .

- 7 -
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It is informant's analysis of the edict
is that it was permissible to mourn Mrs. GAMBINO if a
personal relationship existed, but that there would be
no show of respect from the COLOMBO LCN "family" merely
because of GAMBINO' s stature as an LCN Boss.

Informant advised on 7A.5/71, that through
PERSICO and YAiSTOVELLI he had obtained a colored photograph
of the Negress who accompanied JOHNSON on the day JOHNSON
shot COLOMBO. Informant thereafter made this photo
availaUe to the NYO for a limited time whereupon a black
and white copies were made. Informant stale! it was apparently
known that he had a friend who was close to JOHNSON and
informant was instructed to display this jhoto to his friend
in an effort to further identify this Negress so that she
could be snatched and made to tell "who hired JOHNSONto hit
COLOMBO". Informant advised that in the event he is
successful he would notify the NYO, before any further
actions were taken on his part.

It is noted above information has not been
disseminated to the NYCPD Inasmuch as it is felt to do
so might seriously jeopardize informant's position.

ANTHONY AUGELLO
AR
NY 92-2793

On 7/16/71, informant advised that on a
nightly basis AUGELLO, MIMI SCIALO and GREGORY SCARPA
are at Roosevelt Hospital where they act as "guards"
until 11 or 12 each night. Informant advised that all
appear to be armed and specifically he had observed
AUGELLO on the previous evening carrying two revolvers.
Informant said AUGELLO is a very loud, bositerous and
obnoxious individual who thinks he is a "cowboy".
Informant said he has been observing AUGELLO in a Lincoln
auto of late.

The above information was disseminated to the
NYCPD on 7/22/71. On the same date, the NYCPD advised
that their department acting sdely on information furnished
by the NYO observed AUGELLO driving in Brooklyn. AUGELLO
was stopped and had neither a driver's license nor a motor
vehicle registration. During the course of questioning,
a police officer observed the barrel of a revolver

LEMENTE-790
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protruding from under the front seat of AUGELLO's auto.
A further search revealed two loaded .38 caliber revolvers.
AUGELLO was thereupon placed uader arrest for possession
of dangerous weapons.

JOSEPH COLOMBO
A

R

NY 92-1963

On 7/23/71, informant advised that he had
learned the following information during the recent past
while he had made numerous bisits to see JOE COLOMBO
at Roosevelt Hospital.

Informant related that there are at least
five or six people constantly at Roosevelt Hospital who
ace carrying guns since it is feared that whoever was

on a daily basis.

Tn
ad

dition, informant said he is aware that;
priimriljr

tne present time for NICK BIANCO was observed by him in
possession of a machine gun or possibly a carbine. Informant
said that BIANCO usually drives his own car and that

J usually follows close behind him in another vehicle

at

usually in company with another individual unknown to
informant

.

b6 “2

Informant advised that PAUL BEVAQUE has been a b7c -2

personal body guard for ROCCO MIRAGLIA and is usually in
possession of at least two guns one of which he keeps
in his belt and another within easy reach of his auto.
Informant said like BIANCO, MIRAGLIA does not allow his
bodyguard in his own personal car since if they were caught
in his car with a weapon, MIRAGLIA could also be arrested.

-CftMENTE-791
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In addition, informant advised that he had
learned that the IACRL Office at 84-th Street and 17th
Avenue, was being used as the "armory” for the COLOMBO
family and in addition to the truck which is kept there,
their is also considerable technical equipment such
as radios, cameras etc. Informant said recently while
there he observed individuals at the club carrying
revolvers and that in a small room in the rear there was
a large cache of various weapons.

Informant said virtually every active member
of the COLOMBO family has been carrying a weapon since
the shooting of COLOMBO. He stated that there is
considerable uncertainty as to exactly who shot COLOMBO
and although none will admit they believe it was "GALLO
inspired" he nevertheless feels that each one secretly
may believe this and may feel there will be an "all out
war" in the near future.

Based on the above information, the NYO
conceived a plan to seek body and automobile search
warrants on individuals identified for violation under
Jurisdiction Alcohol Tax and firearms (APT) Division,
US Treasury, (Possession of firearms by previous
convicted felon).

Informants Of the UYO fvnpr-i f-i pal 1 y -i^on^fjo/l
PAUL BEVAQUE.T

b6 -2

b7C -2

I
1

The above
All a*e cbhVxcted felons.

Plan outlined above discussed with Strike Force
Attorneys EDNY and ATF officials. Strike Force Attorneys
agreed to issue search warrants for person and automobiles
of above individuals.

On 7/28/71 , ATF under direction of Bureau Agents
executed warrants on
Roosevelt Hospital where OULUMEU was confined.

Searches resulted in recovery point thirty eight
caliber ammunition and holsters but no weapons. Immediately
prior to

_

execution of warrants, agents observed
| I

| _H transferring package from their auto to another
auto. Second auto subsequently identified as auto being
leased by COLOMBO'S son, JOSEPH, JR. This car located,
surveillance instituted and based on surveillances of agents,
search warrant obtained. CLEMENTE-792

- 10-

in vicinity of
b6 -2

b7C -2
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Execution of this warrant resulted in recovery
of three loaded handguns and ammunition plus large amount
of Italian American Civil Rights League literature and
paraphernalia.

On the same date, surveillance instituted on
PAUL BEVAQUE. BEVAQUE surveilled from residence in
Long Island to home of COLOMBO capo ROCCO MIRAGLIA and
thereafter to headquarters of IACRL in Brooklyn. Search
of BEVAQUE revealed one loaded point thirty eight caliber
revolver on his person and one in the trunk of his auto.
Latter gun determined to be part of interstate shipment
stolen from JEE! Airport, NYC, April, 1969.

BEVAQUE placed under arrest charged with possession
of firearms by convicted felon.

Subsequently Strike Eorce Attorney authorized
additional charge of possession of goods stolen from
interstate shipment.

BEVAQUE to be arraigned later the above date.

Strike Eorce, EDNY, currently weighing
authorization for arrest ofl ~l in
connection their transporting package containing firearms
to auto of COLOMBO, JR. and arrest of COLOMBO, JR. on b6

charges aiding and abetting. b7c

The above events received extensive press
interest.

- 11^
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11/5/71
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ReBulet dated 6/24/71 and NY letter dated

On 10/12/71, informant was paid
for information furnished during the period 6/5-9/4/71.

Informant is being paid a like sum for
information furnished during period 9/5-10/4/71.

Informant is considered to be emotionally
stable and reliable and information furnished by him
has been corroborated through independent investigation,
and information from other sources, as well as arrests.

Informant was contacted on two occasions
during this period by the alternate agent. -

Informant furnished the following information

£X-io4

on 8/20/71 :

NICK BIANCO
AR

Informant advised he had recently been informed
that both ROCCO MIRAGLIA and NICK J^IAhCO are presently

y f

/2-Bureau
"l-New York

ACT™8 ^
||nOV2 9 1971

16 NOV 10 1971

in " dy # Hr
r Clemente-794

v
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

5010-108
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"reporting" directly to JOE YACOVELLI. Informant said
this means that MIRAGLIA and BIANCO are not being
considered "Captains" as they had while JOE COLOMBO was
running the COLOMBO family and have definitely been
"demoted"

.

PRANK RICHARD PUSCO
AR
NY 92-2671

Informant advised he had recently heard that
PUSCO had had a very bad heart attack and was vay sick.
Informant said because of this FUSCO had to give up all
his gambling interests to his sons and he .feels that
PUSCO will definitely retire from his organized crime
interests because of this.

Informant explained that PUSCO had been very
"close" to COLOMBO and this would be perfect opportunity
for PUSCO to make his "exit" 1

.

CHARLES PANARELLA aka
Charlie Moose
AR
NY 92-5171

Informant advised that he recently heard that
MOOSE had] I

b6 -3

b7C -3

Informant continued that MOOSE when he learned
of thisl I

AR
NY 92-2997

|
1

b6 -2

Informant advised that|
| b 7 c -2

1 Brooklyn, N Y. 1'he

informant stated! I is still close to|

I and is probably involved in small scale swag.

Informant advised l Iin his own is strictly a small
time hood who never should hav©LSMiMT^J5©Se "

.
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o /-> /„,
Informant furnished the following information

on 9/2/71:

~KR
NY 92-3196

Informant advised that he had heard an
unconfirmed rumor indicating that BUSTER ALOI who had
always been a close associate of CARLO GAMBINO's had

witt1 CARLO recently and advised him that CARMTNE
PERSICO would soon he in -jail that l 1

[and that the only logical
selection should be his son VINCENT ALOI who although
young was highly respected by all factions within the
family. Informant stated he will attempt to develop this
further.

JCEEPH COLOMBO
AR
NY 92-1965

Informant advised he had learned that COLOMBO
is still in a comatose state; and has shown no improvement
since his release from Roosevelt Hospital and in fact he
even looks worse than he did while a patient at that
hospital.

Informant said that JOE PERAINO is now livins
at ANTHONY COLOMBO'S house full time with his wife and
acts as bodyguard for JOE COLOMBO, SR. who is also living
there. Informant advised that although anyone is allowed
to enter the house they are thoroughly frisked and vow
to advise upon their departure that COLOMBO looks wonderful
and is improving steadily.

Informant said that PERAINO and ANTHONY
COLOMBO have guns in the house and live in fear that
another attempt may be made on JOE's life.

JOSEPH GALLO
AR
NY 92-4123

- 3 -
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Informant advised he had recently heard an
unconfirmed report that CARLO GAMBINO had sent word to
JOE GALLO that he should not take any further action
against anyone in the COLOMBO family since he intended
to place GALLO and his entire crew in tact in another
La Cosa Nostra (LCN) family.. Informant said this rumor
did not i nclude GALLO's reaction but he will attempt to
develop further information..

TECIP
NY 137-NEW

Informant said
family and that

jis a "made guy 11 in the COLOMBO

b7C -2

Accordingly, a new 157 case was opened in
the NYO since it was felt thatl I might be a logical
target under the TECIP.

CARMINE PERSICO aka;
ET AL
IGB
NY 182-NEW

Informant advised that JAMES SCIANA, as well

Brooklyn; are all active in PEES]
In addition, informant also advi;

s numbers business,
that JIMMY SCIANA *

s

Informant said one I

sroomiyn,
to JIMMftames numbers at tms location and turns in to Jllv

lrli

SCIANO. Informant also said one
whom he described as coming from jnew utrecnt Avenue
and the 40* s and who did time in jail, is also close to
SCIANA and has a position of importance in this operation.

04MENTE-797
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Informant added that one I
I

|
also is active in this b6 ~ 2

operation ana is aiso a snyiocm. b7c -2

JOSEPH COLOMBO
AR
NY 92-1965

BUDDY SCIANDRA
TECIP
NY 137-NEW

On 9/22/71, informant advised he as familiar
with one BUDDY SCIANDRA aka Pat Buddy, who although not
a "member" of the COLOMBO family had in the past been a
close associate of JOE COLOMBO'S. Informant said he recently
learned that SCIANDRA had put on the street approximately
130,000 of CARLO GAMBINO's money and that SCIANDRA had
become gammed up due to his gambling losses and had used
juice payments, to cover same. He stated consequently he
is unable to pay GAMBINO and has no other funds available.
Informant said SCIANDRA allegedly went to GAMBINO and threw
himself at his msrcy. GAMBINO, however, supposedly told
SCIANDRA that he "didn't want to know anything but just
wanted, his money back or else". Informant said SCIANDRA
is consequently upset over this situation.

It is, felt that SCIANDRA might make a logical
target under the TECIP of the NYO.

IE
NY 92-3196

On 9/24/71, informant advised that he had
learned through a source that I

|

of the COLOMBO family

VIN (JENl1 ALOl . former Cantain. OOLOMM
"f'qimi I ~w" hag hoon ' rloci bOSs i l

b6 -2

b7C -2

Informant furnished the following information
on 9/29/71:.

-CLfMENTE-798
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ITALIAN AMERICAN CIVIL
RIGHTS LEAGUE (IACRE)
AR
NY 92-6210

Informant advised he learned that on the previous
Saturday a clam 'bake and luncheon was held at Camp Unity,
NY. Informant said that CARMINE PERSICO had been very
active in soliciting people to attend and that he and his be -2

crew had all been piesent, however, they experienced a b7c -2

terribly poor and disappoingting "turnout". Informant
said in addition, there was Las Vegas style gambling held
there and

|
suggested that the "house" take all

betting, informant said he also heard that because of
some lucky gambling on the part of the participants that
the League actually lostroney on the gambling tables and
the whole aflhir was a losing proposition.

TUt

NY 92-5846

Informant advised he had heard

baking care of
oum ounumau, an. iniuimm uescrmeu 1

b6 -2

b7C -2

CARLO GAMBINO
ET AL
ITSP
NY 91- ~2

b7C -2

Informant advised that he had recently heard
that BRUNO CARNEVALE, a close associate of I

who was recently found murdered in Brooklyn, NY, was
considered to be a "rat" inasmuch as some time in the
past CARNEVALE and some other unknown individuals allegedly
pulled a lucrative jewel robbery. When the loot was
brought to an unknown fence CARNEVALE allegedly received
his "end" and immediately thereafter the other individuals
were all busted but CARNEVALE managed to escape. Informant
said consequently it was strongly suggested that CARNEVALE
probably set this bust up with the cops and got a "walk".

- 6 -
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b2 -2

~KR
NY 92-

Informan't advised
I

~| ih Brooklyn, NY, and informant is not aware
of any other interests or activities on

| |part

b6 -2

b7C -2

except thatl I is occasionally used as a drop
or a place where confidential meetings can be held.

TR
NY 92-1565

Informant advised that he knew| |but
had had no contact with him for at least 20 years.
Informant said tha t the oho to displayed to him bore a
resemblance to the l Ihe knew in the past who was
an inveterate gambler and big in the numbers rackets.
Informant said this I I originally came from downtown
Brooklyn, NY, and in the past acted as though he were a
member of LCN, however, informant was of the opinion that

I Iwas never really "made". Informant stated he knew
for a fact that
COLOMBO family.

J was definitely not a member of the

UK
NY 92-3185

b6 -2

b7C -2

On 10/4-/71 , informant advised that he had heard
that

|

]Ln Brooklyn, NY.

b6 -2

b7C -2

JOHN ODDO
AE
NY 92-673

On 10/13/71, informant advised he recently
learned that ODDO went into the hospital for a pro skate
operation and while there discovered he also had pollups.
Informant said that ODDO appears to be very sick and at

- 7 -
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b2 -2

the present time will be incapacitated for an extended
period. Informant said in hi s absence CHARLIE MOOSE
PANARELLO is "acting captain"

I
[regime.

JOSEPH TRAINA aka
AH
NY 92-3903

On 10/13/71, informant advised he is familiar
with TRAINA who operates a trucking company and who is
an LCN member in the GAMBINO family. Informant advised
that TRAINA hangs out in BLACK SAM NASTASI ' s social
club, is an inveterate gin player and was active in the
picketing of the EBI. Informant said he believes TRAINA*

s

father was a caporegime in the GAMBINO family.

UNSUB; POSSIBLE THEFT
OF URANIUM VALUED IN EXCESS
OF $2,500,000 FROM KENNEDY
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT,
NY, NX-

POSSIBLE ITSP; TFIS; CGR
NY 87-63301

Another informant in the above case has stated
•that GREGORY SCARPA now has control of the uranium being
offered for sale in this case. In this regard J I

TE was contacted in an effort to obtain additional
information concerning this matter.

On 10/1/71. the informant advised that he had
met recentl;^Z I who he identified by a NYCPD

I and another individual introduced to
him asl

|

I described land
I Informant stated that he

also heard | Iboasting of his swindling capabilities
and in the same breath stated that he had access to a
uranium theft.

b6 -2

b7C -2

trust!
informant stated that SCARPA obviously did not
and told him in the presence of the informant

to stay away from him and also to stay away from the social
Informant also understands

away from himthat SCARPA instructed

and away from the social club.
Itold

CLEMENTE-801
- 8 -
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b2 -2

and stated that he

his oninionT
ladin HPri nn in/K /’ll -H-<o+- JJ1.

]is a scheme concocked[ kn an effort
some "front money". He does
was a theft. He also stated

bo -2

b7C -2

to swindle someone out of
not believe that there ever
that he is certain that he would be aware of such a theft
through his conversations

!
.

land other thieves
working out of John E. Kennedy Airport.

i nf’rvrmnpt advised he had
.and DUTCHIE TUZIO had

On 10/12/pi.
recently terned that|
received a load of furs stolen from Boston and that

I I informed him that some of these furs were taken to
I I ( T -h i g to be noted as of this

time it was known thatl__ I had instant furs which were
given to | Ibut there was no identifying data
received concerning this biame)

.

On 10/19/71 . informant advised he was agin
in contact wit] at which time| | advised that
also involved in mis fur case was NEIL UELLACROCE who
"steered" the furs

|
one BOBO (true name LOUIS

MALBESQ . HXCjPD B# l3'/8b72i who operates as a courier and
who operates

Avenue, Brooklyn, NY. Informant said that|_
primarily deals in swag Jewelry, however, often handles
other type swag as well.

It is to be noted MALEESO was last known to
be driving a 1969 green Cadillac, NY License LX 8517*

Informant also advised that BOBO is "with"
BLACK SAM NASTASI

.

b6 -2

b7C -2

b6 -2

b7C -2

It is noted based on above information, another
source of the NYO familiar with numerous individuals in
the fur district was able to further identify! ^Tabove.
Bas erl nn this information, a search warrant was Obtained
and

|
(premises were found to contain $30,000 worth

of instant stolen furs. He also corroborated other
above information furnished by source.

- 9 -
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SAC, New York

-«a
Director, FBI

%-/s&
1/13/72

b2 -1,2

Reurlet 12/30/71.

Authority granted to pay captioned informant
b '

Ion a C.O.D. basis for a six-month
period effective f/131/72. This antbority includes moneys
to pay for services rendered as well as expenses incurred
by the informant at the specific request ef your office.

Forward progress letters by 3/11 and 5/11/72
setting forth a succinct summary of significant data
supplied by the informant . Submit recommendations
regarding continued payments two weeks prior to the expiration
of this authorisation;

Every effort should be made to utilise this
informant's services to develop data regarding violations
within the Bureau's jurisdiction. Payments should be
varied in line with the value of his services.

JMAILEB 13

JAN 13 1972
1 4 M. F. Row « 6221 IB)

Mr Tolson
Mr. Felt

Mr Rosen
Mr Mohr

Mr Bishop

Mr Miller, E S

Mr Callahan

Mr Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr Dalbey

Mr Cleveland _
Mr Ponder

Mr Bates
Mr Waikart

Mr Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

NOTE: See memorandum Cleveland to Rosen captioned as above,
1/11/72.

MER : slm
( 5) fir

JAN 2'

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT HZ]
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) I0I-11.6

UNITED STATES Gj^ERNMENT

Memorandum,

bject:
Af+si si1

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, REV YORK

/TECIP

12/50/71

ReBulet dated 6/24/71 and NYlets dated
9/2/71 and 11/5/71.

b2 -3

Informant was paid| |for services and
information furnished during the period 10/5 - 11/4/71
and a like sum for services and information furnished
during the period 11/5 - 12/4/71.

Informant is considered to he emotionally
stable and reliable and has not furnished any
informant known to be false.

This informant continues to furnish a steady
stream of extremely valuable information which has during
this period resulted in numerous arrests in a variety
of violations. It is likewise noted that information
which was previously furnished by the informant and which
resulted in the arrest of JOSEPH COLOMBO and 37 others

'

in an, IGB violation has so far to date resulted in l5"
,

convictions. fx
g

Informant also continues to furnish accurate —

"

and up to date information re the hierarchy of the A
COLOMBO family as well as information concerning / /

individuals in other RY area LCH families. Accordingly//
it is recommended informant be continued as a regularly ^
paid informant of the NYO to be paid on a COD basis of

I for valuable services as, well as— 1

ST40S .

BEC-
ff

/?|
-

^

Informant was contacted on two ucuaujLu.ua / ^
by the alternate agent during this period. - - >

The following is a summary of infSrmJKt&cgi 1972
furnished by this informant:

cv
— 1

JXBureau ^ * fil
1-New York £ n, H* H X
ARV:mmg *

ih I

(4) X
CLEMENTE-804
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b2 -2

JOSEPH ANTHONY COLOMBO aka
AH
NY 92-1963

On 11/10/71, informant advised he learned
that a meeting was recently held the previous week
at a private residence on 77th Street in Brooklyn,
NY, which included the following COLOMBO family members

:

VINCENT ALOI, JOSEPH YACOVELLI, CARMINE
PERSICO, NICK BIANO, ROCCO MIRAGLIA, CHARLES PANARELLA,
who was representing the then ailing JOHN ODDO, GREGORY
SCARPA and LOLLY DI PIERRO.

It is noted with the exception of DI PIERRO
and SCARPA other members are current active capos in
the COLOMBO family. Informant said that this meeting
was presided over in a triumvirate manner by ALOI,
YACOVELLI and PERSICO. Informant said the meeting was
held partly to discuss a major conflict of personalities
which had errupted between LOLLY DI PIERRO and JOSEPH
"RED" TRAINA, who informant understood to be a captain
or acting captain in the CARLO GAMBINO family. It was
brought up during this meeting that DI PIERRO had acted
in a stupid name calling type argument with TRAINA and
that DI PIERRO had used members of his "crew" to assault
and threaten some of TRAINA 's "crew". Informant said
he heard that DI PIERRO was severly criticized and was
told in no uncertain terms by ALOI and YACOVELLI that
they would not tolerate any further actions of this sort
and if necessary would end the matter "their way"
intimating that if DI PIERRO did not shape up they would
kill him. After this incident, DI PIERRO was dismissed
and they thereafter began to question SCARPA concerning
the members in his "crew". Informant said SCARPA acted
respectfully arid handled the interview much to their
satisfaction.

Informant stated based on this it was his
opinion that SCARPA was probably being considered for
advancement to capo within the COLOMBO family after
COLOMBO'S successor is appointed permanently.

- 2 -
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b2 -2

b6 -2

b7C -2

lungsuomrcy
Lafayette Trust
(KCLT)
FAG
NY 46-NEW

On 11 /50/71 and 1 2/21/71. informant ariiri rpH
he heard that I

| |
Brooklyn, .Ni, had through

I

'

|
arranged to

have the Italian American Civil Eights League (IACRL)
I x I Informant continued
in addition, many of the members of the COLOMBO family
had accounts with this bank: and informant described

I |
as an individual who had a ’’wise guy complex”

and was a "loud mouth”. Informant said he had heard
that I I

. I
I ROCCO MIRAGfrTA, |,

I I shot J-hiKUnh' JUHlMSUh).
JOSEPH DE CICCO

I Itrue name unknown,
described by informant as an| |who is
associated with JOE IANNACI.

b6 -2

b7C -2

b6 -

b7C

JOSEPH GALLO
AR
NY 92-4123

On 12/8/71, informant advised that he had
heard during the recent past JOSEPH GALLO had begun to
make peace overtures to members of the COLOMBO family.
Word began to filter down that GALLO was considering
going to CARLO GAMBINO, being made a captain in that
family and maintaining his entire "crew" within the
GAMBINO family. Finally informant learned that MOONEY
CUTRONE had arranged for private meetings with NICK
BIANCO and other COLOMBO family capos in an effort to
arrange a peaceful solution without leaving the COLOMBO
family. GALLO proposed that he be made a captain in the
COLOMBO family, given authority to "make" at least ten
new members, be given a territory and all animosity
forgotten.

-CiEMENTE-806



Informant said these terms were not acceptable
and as of 12/20/71, GALLO's offer was officially
rejected. At that time, GALLO allegedly advised that
all the COLOMBOs "could go (obscene) themselves", that
he will stay on President Street and do what he wanted
to do and would answer to no one. Informant as of this
latter date ds still of the opinion that the GALLOs will
be killed.

GALGANO FUNERAL HOME
IGB
NY 182-150

WAL
IGB
NY 182-9

On 12/8/71, informant was displayed a group
of photographs at which time he identified one individual
known to him as l I Informant
stated that this individual was an active numbers runner
who did at least $500 to $1000 business per week and
bookdd much of this action on his own. However

.

1

would "edge off" any bets over $1 to JOE FISH, whose
•nhnte we r also identified by informant as well as to one

Jwho hangs out in a luncheonette on 11th Avenue
between 60th and 61st Streets. Informant said JOE FISH
is "with" LICK FUSCO and JOE GENTILE. Informant
continued that FUSCO and GENTILE not only have a numbers
business but also have a very large and active sports
book which is overseered by

|

~|

Informant continued that was always very
close to I lwho informanta^cribed as a

|Ln the GAMBINO family and that I I

i Informant stated that
Iwhile making his daily pick ups

and that one of las big pick up spots is in the RexHhvern
located on 11th Avenue in Brooklyn, NY.

Informant stated he woi
the telephone number utilized by[
sports operation.

iin
lin his

CLEMENTE-807



FRANK TIERI aka
AR
NY 92-2476

On 12/20/71, informant advised that TIERI
also has a large sports action number which is
operated| | and that this number is
a direct can m numoer.

1
Informant stated he was told this number is

CARMINE PERSICO
AR
NY 92-2895

On 12/21/71, informant advised that he has
noticed lately that SALVATORE FUSCO, the son of
DICK FUSCO, has recently become increasingly close
with CARMINE PERSICO, and they may be considering
merging their gambling operation. Informant pointed
out that DICK FUSCO of late has been very sick and
had recently returned to the hospital and that ERNIE
LA PONZINA was presently "acting captain" for FUSCO.

UNSUBS; aka
BR
NY 91-NEW

On 12/21/71, informant advised that earlier
that date he had been in contact with onel 1

whom he described as being a| |who was
"with" JOSEPH IANNACI . Informant related thatf^
had confided in him that a short period earlier he and
his two companions whom he indicated were in a car
at the curb had taken two people that were in charge
of the night deposits of a bank on Kings Highway in
Brooklyn, NY, and had gotten $100,000 in cash.

It is noted l was in debt to this
informant for a large sum of money and on this occasion
he repaid this loan in full.

Informant continued thatL

lhas been active in the IACRL rally at the

XLfMENTE-808



b2 -2

FBI, NYC, and hangs out in the vicinity of 15th
Avenue between 70th and 73rd Streets, Brooklyn, NY.

Informant related that although he observed
2 white males in the vehicle which he described as

he did not feel that he could positively identify these
individuals.

Source advised be won Id
additional informationj

It is to be noted that
identical with one 1 who
the subject of 92 case in the NHL
recontacted and a photograph of

|

exhibited to him.

,attempt to obtain be -2

b7C -2

is actually

In formant will be
will be

- 6 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO 10

m MAY 1JJ62 EDITION
GSA GEN-1" REG NO 77

- UNITED STATES/•RNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. RosenWy

from W, V. Clevelai

date January 12, 1972

b2 -1,3
b6 -1

b7C -1

Tolson

Felt

Rosen
Mohr _

Bishop

Miller, E S.

Callahan

Casper
ConradJr

Ponder J

Bates
'

Waikari

Walters

Soyars

Tele Room .

Holmes
Gandy

A^gQKF. narr.' *

SUBJECT
__

) , TOP ECHELON CRIM INAL INFORMANT PROGRAM

SAC, New York, requests authority to continue
previous authority to pay|
on a C.O.D. basis.

This source is a highly placed member of the Joseph
Colombo "family” of La Cosa Nostra in New York. He has been
a top echelon informant since March, 1962, and is one of the
most outstanding sources developed in our Top Echelon Program.
During the past six-month period he has continued to supply
a large volume of quality information.

As a result of information furnished relating to an
extensive policy operation conducted in Brooklyn, New York,
under the control and direction of Joseph Colombo, to date 15
persons of the 37 arrested in connection with this operation
have been convicted.

Because of the informant's unique position he was
able to furnish the New York office with pertinent details
relating to activities occurring within the Colombo family
following the shooting of Joseph Colombo at the Italian American
Rally in New York. In this regard this informant furnished
the identity of the individual who murdered Jerry Johnson,
the Negro who shot Colombo . I f(Jj

This informant has also been able to furnish ^detailed
information relating to possible violence between the Colombo
family and the. Joseph Gallo dissidents, who are threatening
to bfeak away from the Colombo family by force if necessary.

Enc. •„ .. * n?-/9n-/s'7

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Cleveland

MERrsln^vx
|l(

6 X JAN 25W?

JAN 20 197
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b2 -1Memorandum to Mr. Rosen
Re: I I

The informant has advised that with the uncertain
leadership currently in the Colombo family due to the
inability of Colombo himself to control his operations it is
apparent that as soon as the new leadership takes over the
informant will be made a "capo" within the organization.

During the past several months the informant in
addition to the voluminous information furnished concerning
daily activities of many La Cosa Nostra figures in New York City
has furnished pertinent information concerning several gambling
operations and has furnished the New York office with sufficient
information with which they were able to recover a $30,000
load of stolen furs.

Currently authority is outstanding for the New York
office to pay the informant
basis

.

Ion a C.O.D.

that he is an exceptional informant

.

] past performance clearly establishes

b2 -1,3

ACTION:

Attached for your approval is an annrnnriiitA lo+t»r
authorizing payments to I

on a strictly C.O.D. basis for a six-month period.

ft/

- 2 -
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3/10/72

airtel

/

To: 8AC, Hew York

_ From: Director, FBI
Or. f)lfP ULsZP

b2 -1,2

Re Hew York teletype 3/10/72 and Buteleal1 3/10/72.

In view of' data forwarded in retel, you should
immediately caution captioned source not to participate in
any planned assassinations. In addition, this source
should be instructed to make every effort to obtain advance
information which can be utilised to take appropriate
precautionary measures.

Keep Bureau advised of developments in this matter y
on a current basis. ^ j

b6 -1

b7C -1

NOTE : Above instructions telephonically furnished Supervisor
I New York office, 3/10/72.

Mr Tolson

Mr Felt

Mr Rosen
Mr Mohr

Mr. Bishop

Mr Miller, E S

Mr Callahan

Mr Casper

Mr Conrad

Mr Dalbey

Mr. Cleveland

Mr Ponder

Mr. Bates

Mr Waikart

Mr Walters

Mr Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
•ss Gandy 'E UNIT 1 1

b2 -2

0.-105

fir
RtCT

-j r'i
L/\J 1

3 MAR U 1972
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Memorandum

OPTIONAL FORM b

MAY 1982 EDITION
*<£S^ FfMR (^CF^^Hku.B

UNITED' SPATES GOVERNMENT
"**’^ '**& < ’Vs*— •'***Mto*r

TO DIRECTOR, EBT

I-
,-i

b

v

SAC, NEW YORlq

a

date: 3/10/72
b2 -1,2

subject:
c

ms
"TEUTF

l( 0

b2

ReBulet dated 1/13/72 and NYlet dated 12/30/71.

Informant was paid
|

~| for information
„ * ,

, — V
and. expenses furnished during period 12/5 - 1/10/72; f
a like amount for information and expenses for * f-

period 1/11 - 2/10/72; and will be paid| |for infor-
mation already furmished from 2/11 - 3/10/72.

ReNYlet inadvertently failed to include
the following information:

&Y'

ET AL;
$500,000
Counterfeit US
Currency
COOPERATION l/AETH

US SECRET SERVICE

b2 -1,6
b6 -2,6
b7C -2

b7D -1

on information furnished
] on 12/15/71, information

It is noted based
by PBI, NTO, from I

re the passing of a half a million dollars in
„ counterfeit $10 'Vu the US Secret Se^7ice arrested
> AvTOHN .GH^K'VjbASARES,;, ANTHONyMjSSO ad PATTY
yEINO and recdve/eoLa half a^oTlTioir

i,

3ollars in

^

<V)unterfeit bills. ^ US Secret Service Supervisor
I

_

__|advised during arrest one UNSUB escaped
in a 1970 Green Cadillac sedan and had attempted
to run down arrestingfltofficers. US Secret Service
fired 12 shots at^^vsi© unsuccessfully.

| |

requested any infr^ ' ' ' ’ ' ’ u '

identify UNSUB.
,atXE0 fiSMmsEEy??'

Durig late PM, 12/15/71^1 I
advised he learned that.I the UNSUB who fled above
scene was in fact I _ I whom informant previously
identified as being inioffired'in TPIS TUbUS’?""'"'

ARV ;nnng

|gVg
CLEg^Ntf-813.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the P^r^TSavings Flan



b2 -2

The above information was furnished to
US Secret Service and based on this information fr-m

1 an arrest warrant was obtained.
|

was arrested and later positively identified as UNSUB
by US Secret Service personnel.

WTl
EOT; EAG
NY 179-505

It is noted RENYlet contained information
furnished hv this source on J.2/2 and 12/21/71 relating
to|

I ROCCO MIRAGLIA, PHILLIP
I

_

IAND JOSEPH HE CICCO and their
dealing, with the Kings County Lafayette Trust Company,
Brooklyn, NY . It is noted based on information also
furnished by I las well as investigation
conducted by the NYO, on 2/17/72 all of the above
individuals were arrested by the NYO as well as four
other individuals.

b6 -2

b7C -2

b2 -1

b7D -1

On -5/10/72 . informant advised he was recently
in contact wi till 1 who appeared to be very confident
of the outcome of this case and boasted that they were
attempting to have this case brought before a sympathetic
judge in the EDNY.

|
|also advised that although at

one time the Italian iunencan Civil Rights League (IACRL)
had a substantial account at the bank^ This money
was completely depleted by the League's Officers.

b6 -2

b7C -2

JOSEPH ANTHONY
COLOMBO aka
AE
NY 92-1965

ReNYlet also advised of a significant meeting
of the COLOMBO hierarchy on 11/10/71.

On 1/16/72, informant advised he learned that
above meeting was held in the first floor apartment of
a private residence at Brooklyn, NY,
and that this location was arranged for by CARMINE PEESICO.

b6 -3

b7C -3

- 2 -
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b2 -2

UNSUBS;
BAM BOBBERY
OCEAN PARKWAY,
BROOKLYN, NY
BR
NY 91-NEW

EeUTLet.
On 1/5/72 . informant advised

with! I Informant advised
Nad been in contact with an individual, who
his information that! |had, in fact, robbed

was identical
ttet he
corroborated

the
night depository of approximately #150,000 in cash
recently and that this individual had advised informant
that

| |
"had, a lot of inside help" in pulling this

pob ana it was not merely "luck" on their part.

b6 -2

b7C -2

Informant advised, he is not positive as to who
acquaintances are, but if shown a group of

associates feels he can give anphotographs of|

"educated guess"T

UNSUBS;
US TROT COMPANY OP
NY, 45 WALL STREET,
KYC, 1/10/72
BR
NY 91-11142

On 1/16/72, informant advised that dp-ring
;tnu;,recent jast he was aware th

rma.
latL

the

whom he described as being; a GAMBINO, had visited with
an individual whom informant knows as "RABBIT"

,
true

name ROBERT STAS 10.'

bo -2

b7C -2

Informant stated he subsequently learned that
approximately three weeks previously! |had approached

Jconcerning a package of securities but that
and it was informant’s
]had pending had apparently

nothing further had come_
assumption that any dea^
fallen through.

](LNU)
It will be noted that one R&BBIT (TNU) and one
were considered as suspects in above-captioned

theft of #4,500,000 in securities.

- 3 -
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CHARLES "MOOSE"
PANAEELLA; ET AL
IGB
NY 182-NEW

Informant advised on 2/4/72, he had recently
been in contact with captioned subject. PANAEELLA
is presently hanging out at the Braubaus, 4th Avenue,
Brooklyn, NY, and is usually there on Friday nights.
Informant continued that he learned that PANAEELLA has
a large interest in a gambling operation in NYC,
Brooklyn and Staten Island in which "call back" services

-2

Informant said he heard PANAEELLA is partners
in this npp-rati nn I I both
of whom are LCN members. Informant continued they also
utilise in this operation the following persons as
"collectors, bookkeepers and office help":

HOFBEAU RESTAURANT
(PHONETIC), STATEN
ISLAND, NY
ECT
NY 179-UEW

On 2/25/72, informant stated he had learned
that two individuals had recently attempted to shake
down the owner of captioned restaurant and had threatened

CL^lEMTE-816



b2 -2

him with bodily harm. Informant said this individual
thereafter went to a friend who knew l I

who is related to MIKE MIRANDA (92-672) and told him
of his problems. He stated thereafter MIRANDA sent two
tough guys to this individual to protect him and his
business.

Informant continued that approximately one
week ago these two individuals returned to this
•ppstanT’ant, and began to abuse the owner when one of

Jfriends appeared on the sene and shot one

bo ~2

b7C -2

of these individuals in the arm which apparently shattered
his bone and has left him without the use of his arm.

Informant said thereafter the injured partysoi&t help
and came to CHARLES "MOOSE" PANARELLA (92-3171) who
fhpn annangerl for a sitdown with FRANK TIERI (92—2A-76)

,

,as well as the tough kids involved in

this attempted shakedown in an effort to obtain
"satisfaction". Informant said because PANARELLA'

s

position was so weak he got no concessions whatever.

Infomant said he will attempt to learn further

details.

PAUL VARIO
AR
NY 92-2903

b6 -2

b7C -2

On 2/25/72, informant advised that he sees

YARIO quite regularly at approximately 11 AM on the

corner of Avenue 0 and West 8th Street, usually sitting

in a white Convertible Cadillac, License Plate YY 4220 .

Informant said VARIO I J I

in Brooklyn, HY^ Informant said that vARiu has

a large shylock and gambling business which he operates

from this location.

Informant further advised that usually VARIO

has a large vicious doberman pinscher in the car with

him.

NY 92-6226

CLEMENTE-817
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On 2/25/72. informant advised he learned
that I

~1

I I in Brooklyn, NY and uses an
•i nrii vi rlnal namdl ^ to front this operation.
Informant saidl

,
Jtold him that they were

considering a phony bankruptcy scheme.

b6 -2

b7C -2

PRANK TIERI
AR
NY 92-2476

On 3/7/72, informant advised that he had
learned that
was presently handling action win
to FRANK TIERI. Informant stated
following number as a direct line:

oh he
in Brooklyn

Tllaen "edges"
uses the b6 -

b7C

Informant advised on 3/9/72, that he was
recently contacted by CHARLES "MOOSE" PANARELLA,
who is presently "acting capo" in the COLOMBO family
of LCN, inasmuch as JOHN ODDO is ill. PANARELLA at
that time asked him who in informant's "crew could
be trusted all the way"

,
at which time, informant

furnished the names of three individuals. PANARELLA
then' advised, he had a definite reason in asking
this question, which signified, to informant that he
might be called in the not too distant future to "make
a hit". Informant advised that on 3/8/72, PANARELLA
again visited him at which time PANARELLA. discussed

~~| who is a friend of informant's.

Informant is aware that after JOSEPH COLOMBO
was shot and it appeared bhat CARMINE PERSICO was running
thi ngs, ! I"Went with JOSEPH GALLO" because of
past anomosity. Informant now of opinion the GALLOs
will be "hit", as he previously advised.

Informant also opined on 3/9/72 it is

conceivable he might be called upon to "hit"

Informant during this meet remined PAMARELLA
of his pending cases and of extreme heat being placed
on him by both "locals and feds". Informant said this

may enable him to tactifully decline a "contract and.

he will then be in a position to notify Bureau with

sufficient advance notice to allow Bureau to utilize

this information to fullestCbilMiRlri®.6



b2 -2

Informant is considered to be emotionally
stable and reliable and has not furnished any
information known to be false.

Information furnished by informant has
been corroborated'

-

through arrests, independent
investigation and other sources of the NYO.

Informant was contacted on two occasions
by the alternate agent during this period.

- 7 -
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNn STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS1

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
March 1, 1972

b2 -1,2

o
CQliF.

NEW YOBK SYMBOL NUMBER
NEW YORK NILE NUMBERl"
BUREAU PILE NUMBER

/v.<y.

The above individual is a regularly paid
Top Echelon Criminal Informant of the New York Office.
This informant is considered to be emotionally stable
and reliable. He has not furnished any information- known
to be false.

b2

NOT recorded

>7 CLEMENTE-820
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A New York top echelon informant,

who is a veteran member of La Cosa Nostra
and strategically placed within the Colombo
'•family," has reported results of f,ecent

contacts with Charles Panarella, "Acting
Capo" in the Colombo "family."

Our source is of the opinion
Colombo group is planning "hits" on the
Joe Gallo gang who have refused to accept
Colombo's leadership. These two groups
have bordered on gangland warfare for
many months. The informant stated he hopes
to tactfully decline any "contract" offer.

j
New York office being instructed

to caution the informant not to participate
in any planned assassinations and to
vigorously endeavor to obtain advance
information which can be utilized to take
appropriate precautionary measures.

JEK: sde
%

p F,



Mr. Cctllaha

Mr. Casper,

*1RE NEW YORK NITEL ELEVEN TEN LAST.

tt'lNFORMANT ADVISED HE WAS RECENTLY CONTACTED

CARLES "MOOSE" PANARELLA, WHO IS PRESENTLY "ACTING ' 7 1

||
IN THE COLOMBO FAMILY OF LA COSA NOSTRA, INASMUCH

y>HN ODDO IS ILL. PANARELLA AT THAT TIME ASKED HIM
$

PJ§EN INFORMANT’S "CRE,W COULD BE TRUSTED ALL THE WAY",
!§K

*

m

pICH TIME, INFORMANT FURNISHED THE NAMES OF THREE
£
jjfl DUALS. PANARELLA THEN ADVISED HE HAD A DEFINITE b2 -2
£

^ON IN ASKING THIS QUESTION, WIUCH SIGNIFIED TO
^

Dormant that he might be CAL^^fN the not too distant

FUTURE TO "MAKE A HIT".’ INFORMANT AD„VISEi)^Si^§N

THREE EIGHT LAST, PANARELLA AGAIN VISITED HIM AT WHICH

TIME PANARELLA DISCUSSED

A FRIEND OF INFORMANT’S.

WHO IS® 16 1972

FOR TliE D5REC



page two

INFORMANT IS AWARE THAT AFTER JOSEPH COLOMBO

WAS SHOT AND IT APPEARED THAT CARMINE PERSICO WAS RUNNING

THINGS ,
|~

|

wWENT WITH JOSEPH GALLO" BECAUSE OF

PAST ANOMOSITY. INFORMANT NOW OF 'OPINION THE GALLOS

WILL BE "HIT", AS HE PREVIOUSLY ADVISED.

INFORMANT ALSO OPINED IT IS CONCEIVABLE HE

MIGHT BE CALLED UPON TO "HIT

I
INFORMANT DURING THIS MEET REMINDED PANARELLA

HIS PENDING CASES AND OF EXTREME HEAT BEING PLACED

ON; HIM BY BOTH "LOCALS AND FEDS". INFORMANT SAID THIS

MAY ENABLE HIM TO TACTFULLY DECLINE A "CONTRACT" AND

,.h| WILL THEN BE IN A POSITION TO NOTIFY BUREAU WITH

SUFFICIENT ADVANCE NOTICE TO ALLOW BUREAU TO UTILIZE

THIS INFORMATION TO FULLEST ADVANTAGE.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

DEB FBI WASH DC CLR "

b6 -2

b7C -



b7C -1

SAC< Hew rork
1— -/&/ 8/1/72

Acting Director, FBI
| V^p/

’

} ~|

Mr * Cleveland

'
1 - Mr. M. F. Row

TECIF (6221, IB)

*0
;

1 - Mr. Kelly

R^^our letter 7/25/72. b2

Approval granted to continue payments to captioned
source

| I
on a C.O.D. basis for a six-

month period errective 7/11/72. This authorization includes
a»neys to pay for services rendered, as well as
incurred by the informant at the specific request of your
office.

Submit progress letters by 9/11/72 and 11/11/72
containing a concise summary of significant data furnished
by the informant. Forward recommendations concerning
continued payments two weeks prior to the expiration of this
authority* Maintain an appropriate administrative device
to insure future recommendations are forwarded on a timely
Dctsis#

Acting Director, FBI
REC-32

8/1/72

Felt

Bates

Bishop

Callahan

Campbell

Cleveland L
Conrad
Dalbey

Jenkins

Marshall

Miller, E.S.

Ponder
Soy are

Walters

Tele. Room
Mr. Kinley

Mr. Armstrong

_

Ms. Herwig
Mrs. Neenan

“'"'MAILED 21

AUG 1 - 197

pons: r ^3sr rruscno
|

' eoc^s2r--

JEK: s

(7)

1-T fr*-
J^^YPE UNIT I I
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
3MY 1902 EDITION
GSJ^PMR (41 CFR) I0I-U.6

UNITED STATES GOvIrNMENT

Memorandum
date:

7/25/72

b2 -1,2

-ReBulet, 1/13/72.

Informant was paia[

b2

jfor information and expenses
incurred by him during the periods: 3/11 - ij./10; if/11 - 5/10; t j5/11 - 6/10. Informant will be paid a like sum for informatiom*J
and expenses for the period 6/11 - 7/10/72.

Informant is considered to be emotionally stable and
reliable and has not furnished any information known to be false .|

As reflected in instant letter and from various communications
to the Bureau sent during recent months, it is apparent this
informant has been furnishing timely and accuratej information
regarding top level activities occurring in the NY LON. Source
during this period also was directed to travel to/ Miami, Florida,!
and there contact JOHN "BATHBEACH 11 ODDO in an effort to determine*
if a high-level LCN meeting was planned in Miami during Easter *

weekend. Informant handled this assigment with dispatch and
determined that if such a meeting were planned, ODDO, a highly
respected elder statesman for the LCN, was not aware of it.

This informant has also furnished information on
numerous substantive cases pending in the NY0, many of which have
resulted in arrests.

Jptyt
xarIt is recommended informant be continued as a regu

paid informant by the NY0, to be paid on a C.O.D. basis of up to
for services as well as expenses incurred.

7T“^ .

/'P9-/996- /&/
Informant was con&&€ed on three occasions by the

alternate agent during this "period.

b2 -3

It is noted that muc
w- b2 -2

ie information furnished by
source which would justify a re.-authorization of continued payments
has already been furnished the Bureau in the form of teletypes
and airtels ." Ths?e follows however, a concise summary of the
information.

ureau
-New York

b6 -

b7C
ARV:lm
(if)

CLEMENTE-825
Buy U.S. Savings Bends Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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b2 -2

JOSEPH GREGORY GALLO
AR
NY 92-4123

On 3/10/72, source learned from CHARLES MOOSE
PANARELLA, acting Cap6 in the COLOMBO family, that it is

apparent that some "hits" had been planned and at that time
informant felt the GALLOs would be murdered. It is noted,
on 4/10/72, JOSEPH GALLO was murdered by the COLOMBOs

.

TTR

NY 92-

b6 -2

b7C -2

On a/22/72, source learned that|
['scratching for money" and that the IACRL was

It is noted, subsequent to this, the IACRL was"dead broke".
indicted by the EDNY for fraudulent bank loan application.

JOSEPH DA MENICO aka
AR; TFIS
NY 92-6665

On 3/23/72, source advised he learned on that date
captioned subject and a confederate were traveling to Los Angeles
to "case" a jewelry salesman who was carrying a large quantity
of diamonds. Source advised of the individual who was setting up
this job and stated he would learn of the results. It is noted
subsequent surveillances conducted by the Los Angeles Office
confirmed informant • s information but that no stick up ever
occurred since DA MENICO was unable to pull off this "score".

JOSEPH GREGORY GALLO
AR
NY 92-4123

On 4/7/72, source advised that the murder of GALLO was
engineered- by the PERSICO crew as a retaliation for shooting JOE
COLOMBO and incidents created by GALLOs. Source said he learned
that the PERSICO people met with representatives of other LC1L
families the previous-^week and conclusions reached were tha'ff^
people had to be killed including two or three informants.

- 2 -
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It Is noted that subsequent to the murder <*'

GALLO, JERRY CIPRIO as well as RICHARD GROSSMAN were both
murdered and were suspected of being Federal informants. be -2

b7C -2

On 4/12/72, source said he met CHARLES "MOOSE"
PANARELLA, Acting COLOMBO Captain, the previous night and was
advised that COLOMBO family was "going back to the old days".
He said all GALLO people are to be "exterminated" and all loyal
CQLOMBOs are to "hit" anyone connected with them. No "permissicn"
or "clearance" needed, but after "hit", he was to be personally
advised. Source said he volunteered to "take out” l I

I l or "MOONEY" CUTRONE, although source confided
he had no intention in participating in killings. PANARELLA
also advised that after elimination of the GALLOs "selected kids"
who participated in "hits" would be eligible for "membership in
Brugad" (PANARELLA' s words). PANARELLA also said ALPHONSE
"ALLIE BOY" PERSICO had been secretly "made" and was acting capo
for his brother CARMINE PERSICO.

On 4/18/72, source advised early that day he had been
summoned by CHARLIE "MOOSE" PANARELLA to a "sit". PANARELLA
advised he should hold back any proposed "hits" which source
advised were planned against the GALLOs until further instructions
from him. PANARELLA then said "tha?e appears to be doves on the
horizon". Source stated based on PANARELLA's comments he feels
that the GALLOs are attempting to make peace.

- On k/22/72. source advised that PANARELLA mentioned that

| |
Source stated he doubted very much if the

uui»umnu people would "hit" this woman over her knowledge, stating
it would not be proper. b6 _ 3

b7C -3
PANARELLA expressed total disgust with the manner in

which the killing of GALLO was handled, stating it was a very
sloppy job and not very well planned.

PANARELLA also mentioned to the group that JERRY CIPRIO
(slain 4/10/72) was a "stool pigeon" and even had a post office box
number to which he reported information.

ALPHONSE PERSICO aka
AR
NY 92-6703

-3-
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On 4/21/72, source advised that a few days
previously he met with ALPHONSE PERSICO in Brooklyn, concerning
a problem one of his, informant's, men had with a friend of
PERSICO' s. Source said this was an amiable meeting and the
problem was resolved. Source observed, however, that on this
occasion he noted that PERSICO was carrying a gun.

Source continued he also learned that ALPHONSE had
taken over his brother CARMINE'S horse farm in Saugerties , NY.
Source said he heard the PERSICOs had always used this farm
as a "hideout" and an "arsenal".

It is noted that based on the foregoing, a fisur
was instituted on 4/22/72 at the Blue Mountain Horse Manor,
Saugerties, NY, which is owned by CARMINE PERSICO. Fisur
continued and on 14/23/72 agents observed AL PERSICO and JERRY
LANGELLA shooting rifles on the far end of the property. b6 -2,3

b7C -2,3

Surveillance continued and on I4./2I4/72 at 11 a.m.
ALLIE BOY PERSICO and JERRY LANGELLA observed entering 1972 Buick
Skylark, and exiting property with 1972 Buick Electra clcBBly
following, containing 3 individuals previously observed. Agents
stopped vehicles approximately l?g miles from property and PERSICO
immediately taken into custody without incident. Agents following
1972 Buck Electra observed driver of this vehicle reach over rear
of seat and throw object down and also observed white male in the
rear of the car shoveling with hands object underneath right front
seat which was occupied by a white female. Subjects removed from
vehicle and two weapons described as follows observed by Buagents
partially under the right front passenger seat: .32 caliber
Harrington and Richardson, 5 shot revolver, SN {4JL6OO and 38 Special
Colt Cobra, SN A89204. Driver identified as CHARLES "MOOSE"
* w CLL

1 TnrH virtual Ln.

vehicle identified as

rear cf

b6 -2

b7C -2
NYS Police Senior Investigator on scene and observed

fireworks in vehicle driven by ALLIE BOY PERSICO and JERRY LANGELLA.

NY S Police charging LANGELLA with unlawful possession
of fireworks, a class B misdemeanor, and possibly driving without
a license. NYS Police also charging PANARELLA,

f

with possession of arms, a Class D Felony.

On 4/26/72 source advised he met with PANARELLA who
advised that he (PANARELLA) is in a very despondent mood over his

r ecent arrest by Buagents. He complained that the "FBI came out of
nowhere" and before we knew what happened we were surrounded by
agents. MOOSE complained that he attempted to "stash" his "iron"
under the seat but this was observed by the agents. Source s tated
PANARELLA blames the GALLOs for his misfortune and he has renewed his
dedication to kill all of them, Source observed PANARELLA was carry
ing a gun and will be staying

|

CLEMENTE-828
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On 5/19/72, source advised he learned that JOHN
BATHBEACH" ODDO, COLOMBO Captain, had come to NYC and a
big sit was held concerning the present war with the GALLOs.
It was agreed by all that the only ones benefiting frnm mh— - —

%/ ——— —- uuvw i^guox
situation was the FBI and the poli ce, namely

"

H In addition. It was
Ens

-

b6 -

b7C

I
vxvu f x w n ao

meniiioneu cnai cne war aeraanded that both sides be armed at all
times giving the FBI the option of "picking us off at will,
namely the arrests of PERSICO, PANARELLA, etc. It was further
agreed that now everyone is in trouble with the law and that
JOSEPH YACOVELLI himself is "on the lam". It was further agreed
that since VINNIE ALOI was acting boss when the war was declared
it would be impossible for him to have any part in trying to make
peace with the GALLOs. Consequently, it was decided that ODDO
and JOE BRANCATO, acting captain for SONNY FRANZESE, would both be
named as acting bosses of the COLOMBO family which might facilitate
a peaceful agreement. ODDO confessed to source he "wanted no part
of it but would be forced to make an effort and then try to "step
down . Source is certain that ODDO will only make a token effort
and would try to return to Miami, Florida as soon as possible.

Source continued that subsequent to above meeting with
ODDO, he learned from PANARELLA that the peace negotiations had
little choice of success, but that they would be forced to abide
by it until it was resolved. PANARELLA continued that he also
learned that GREGORY SCARPA is on "top of the GALLO hit paiade"
because the GALLOs learned thatSCARPA's brother, SALVATORE, is
the owner. of the Circus Bar, Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, NY, and that
occasionally they hang out there. In addition, source learned
that the GALLOs also had 2 garages on Bay St. in S.I. that they were
working from since they knew SCARPA resided on S.I. PANARELLA

pointed out that he feared that SCARPA would learn of these efforts
of the &ALLOS and react by "betting" some GALLOs which might further
prevent a peaceful settlement and for the reason had "ordered him off
n£fb^reet * Source advised based on above he is certain that the
COLOMBOs have a spy within the GALLO crew who is telling them of allGALLO stragegies.

TTTTT .
0n 5/9/72, source advised that on 5/8/72, he learned fromJULIA BATHBEACH ODDO, COLOMBO Captain, that he was prevailed upon

to continue his efforts to arrange for a sit with the GALLOs for
at least another week. ODDO noted the GALLOs seem unwilling to
attend any meetings for fear they will be double crossed.

-5 -
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$

On 5/10/72, source advised he had been in
conversation with ERNEST LA PONZINA, acting captain for
RICHARD FUACO, who advised they were hopeful that peace could
be made with the GALLOs and that "this stupid war" should be
ended.

_0n 5/17/72 source advised he had learned
has been aliened with the GALLOs but is staving 4i

b6 -

b7C

had recently con
that he should tellclose and trusted friend, and advised|

TONY THE CHIEF BONASERA, a COLOMBO soldier, that the GALLOs intend
to make hits on GREGORY and SALVATORE SCARPA. Source opined that

I I is trying to stay close to long time friends who are in
the COLOMBO family but who are not openly at war with the GALLOs.

Source continued he heard on the previous Tuesday
that JOHNNY "BATHBEACH" ODDO had returned to Florida but that
peace efforts were still being made by JOSEPH BRANCATO who remains
one of the acting bosses of the COLOMBO family.

On 5/23/72, source advised he heard VINCENT ALOI has been
made the boss of the COLOMBO family and is no longer considered an
acting boss. Source said that ALOI in company with ROCCO MIRAGLIA

a nd NICHOLAS BIANCO have been meeting regularly with FUNZIE TIERI,
acting boss of the GENOVESE family, and CARLO GAMBINO , in an
effort to make peace with the GALLOs. Source said that JGHNNY
"BATHBEACH" ODDO and JOSEPH BRANCATO have been named as the official
mediators in the war. Informant continued that the entire GALLO
crew has been granted amnesty and have the option that they
could go to any LCN family they felt they would be comfortable
with and "turn themselves in" and no harm will befall them. Source
stated the only exception to this peace offer was MOONEY CUTRONE who
must go to his own family and his fate would be decided by them.
Source pointed out that the above holds true because so far the
war that has been going on has not been turned into the Commission
as a complaint. Source stated it is felt so far that the
Commission feels what hasv been done was right. Source continued tat
if the COLOMBOs at this point violate the peace, the whole COLOMBO
family would be brought before the Commission and that they would
lose their family independence. The GALLOs in the meantime have
been told that if they don't come in soon, not only will the
COLOMBOs be looking to kill them but the entire country will have
an open contract. Source stated so far no response has been made
by the GALLOs since it is felt that they are attempting to kill at
least 2 reputable COLOMBOs so that they can go in with dignity.

-6-
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Source continued that 3n to the above,
he learned that, renenflvl .

|
me t with BUSTER ALOI,

b6 -2

b7C -2

b7D -6

|anc
QDDO, in Miami, at which timef

and nnsa^Mv JOHNNY "BATHBEACH"
advised he was aware

3 source also advised that JOHN
"•BAXtiiAEAUH" would soon be returning to NY from Miami.

Source continued he also learned through a meeting with
JOSEPH BRANGATO, MIMI SCIALO and CHARLES PANARELLA that
after GENNARO CIPRIO was murdered, the police in searching his
body found a 10 Box number in his possession which was checkedout
and found to go directly to the Feds. Source said for this
reason they are now certain that CIPRIO was an informant and that
at present the Feds are trying to find out how the COLOMBOs
learned that CIPRIO was an informant. Source said that the
Feds now fear they have a leak in their outfit.

Source stated many of the active COLOMBO family members
have been assured that after the new peace has been accomplished
there will be a major re-organization of the hierarchy in the
COLOMBO family and that consideration will be given to making
new members.

b6 -2

b7C -2

On 6/19/72, source advised he learned on the previcu s
Saturday J ~l was home and received $300,000 in either—,
stolen or counterfeit bearer bonds vhlch were supplied by one|

|

LNU who resides on L.I.—Source continued that this delivery was
arranged through |LNU who lives in Brooklyn and who 3s
big in stolen securities.

Source said thi s deal allegedly involves 2 million in
securities and that after l bays for. the $300,000 he will
receive the reminder of the package. Source sa id ha imt before
hand when the securities are to be delivered to 1 Und will
advise the writer. ' '

irn

NY 92-508k

-7 -
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On 7/10/72, source advised he had been told by CHARLIE
PANARELLA that the war with the GALLOs was just about ended.
PANARELLA explained that the only thing tomake it official was
to have MOONEY CUTRONE attend a sit down but that CUTRONE
had been acting like a 'bashful bride" and has been avoiding
and finding excuses not to make such an appearance. b6 -2

b7C -2

Source also learned that during the pas t weekend,
I I had asked permission from JOE BRANCATO tomake
an unknown unrelated hit but that BRANCATO had inf ormed|
that if he did this hit he could not allow the victim to be
found and that he would have to "bury the stool" . BRANCATO
explained that "sam e of our friends are away" (probably referring
to JOSEPH YACOVELLI I ~l and that any obvious
rub outs would be attributed to the GALL0-C0L0MB0 war and that
they were trying to avoid publicity at all costa

JOSEPH DA MENICO;
ET AL
BR
NY 91-11576

It is to be noted that the NYO after an intensive
investigation of a Brooklyn Bank robbery, identified subject and
numerous others involved in same and planned to make mass arrests
on 7/19/72. It is noted however, that the exact location where
DA MENICO was staying was not known. Therefore, on 7/18/72,
source was contacted at which time he advised that DA MENICO was
residing in an attic apartment at 1348 77th Street, Brooklyn.
Source continued that he had recently learned that DA MENICO was
involved in a recent bank burglary wherein DA MENICO with the
Holmes employee entered the bank and shut the alarm off. The bank
was subsequently burglarized and DA MENICO received a substantial
portion of the loot. Source further learned that sometime nre-
viously the same Holmes guard. DA MENICO,

1 |

as well as l I had, burglarized Markels Jewelry Stare
in Brooklyn. Source said he also learned that the

| |

the building where DA MENICO lived also participated in this
burglary as a lookout and was known to informant as

| |

b6 -2

b7C -2 .

- 8-
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No .

/

£
u

u iTES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
July 3, 1972

b2 -1,2

o,

a:

jeiljxlsk^ symbol numberI
NEW YORK EILE NUMB!
BUREAU FILE NUMBER

The shove individual is a regularly paid Top
Echelon Criminal Informant of the New York Office. This
informant is considered to be emotionally stable and
reliable. He has not furnished any information known to
be false.

/7?-/97&
i* -

» JUL 5 1972

: i>?JUL 13 19721^ CLEMENTE-833
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FROM

SUBJECT.

optional form fjo 10 juiv-
MAY t ««2 EDITIOC*
GSA ^*N REG NO 27

United states®vernme

Memorandum
United statesBBvernment

Mr. Cleveland

nipt'

DATE 7/31/72

TOP ECHELON CRIMINAL INFORMANT PROGRAM

Felt

Ba^es „

Bishop

Callahan _

Campbell^

Cleveland
Conrad
Dalbey

Jenkins

Marshall _
-1,

3

3r
* E *S

-i
Jer

“"1 ers

Tele. Room
Mr. Km ley

Mr. Armstrong _
Ms. Herwig
Mrs. Neenan

SAC, New York, recommends authority be grani-pH t-n

continue payments to captioned source
on a C.O.D. basis. Special Investigative Division concurs
with this request.

The informant is a highly-placed member of the
Joe Colombo "family" of Jia_£asa_Nasf.ra who has been an
informant since 1962. He has established that he is an
exceptional informant who has made a most substantial contri-
bution to our drive against organized crime. During the past
six-month period, he continued to be a prolific source of
valuable data.

The informant has kept the New York office supplied
with timely information relating to the gangland feud between
the Gallos and Colombos. Prior to the slaying of Joe Gallo,
he advised Gallo had been scheduled for a "hit" by the
Colombo "family." In addition, he reported the murders of
Jerry Ciprio and Richard Grossman resulting from the fact iL
that they were suspected of being informants. fu m

With respect to the Gallo murder, the informant
noted Carmine Persico was behind this action and had discussed
it with representatives of fcfte other LCN "families" in
New York. ANV nrr n\ I . „

Enc.

1 Mr. Cleveland

1 - Mr. M. F. Row, 6221 IB
1 - Mr. Kelly '

> ;

JEK: sd&it. ^ s / .

CONTINUED - OVER’

( 5 ) fr is fdhy
e0AUG 7

8 1972

CLEMENTE-834



b2 -1Memorandum
Re:

Cleveland

Source determined that Alphonse Persico,
brother of Carmine, had a horse farm in Saugerties, New York,
which he utilized as a hide-out and an arsenal. Based on
this information, surveillances by Bureau Agents revealed
Alphonse Persico and Jerry Langella were shooting rifles
in an area on the horse farm. Agents of the New York office
and representatives of the New York State Police stopped
two vehicles on 4/24/72 departing from the horse farm and
took them into custody for carrying weapons. Among those
arrested were Alphonse Persico, Jerry Langella, and
Charles Panarella, leading members of the Colombo "family."

The informant further advised that as a result
of pressure from the FBI and other investigative agencies,
vigorous efforts are underway to settle the Gallo - Colombo
feud.

The informant continues to be of assistance in
other racket activities in the New York area. As a result
of his information, which was disseminated to Secret Service,
an unknown subject involved in an extensive counterfeiting
operation was identified and thereafter arrested by Secret
Service.

ACTION:

In view of the proven capability of the informant
to supply extremely valuable information relating to
organized crime activity which is not available from other
sources, it is recommended authority be granted to continue
to pay hin£
six-month period,
appropriate letter.

Jon a C.O.D. basis for a
Attached for your approval is an b2 -3

- 2 -
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SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISIONi8r

August 11, 1972

Attached teletype reports that a
New York informant recently met with
Salvatore Profaci, son of former La Cosa
Nostra (LCN) "boss" Joseph Profaci.
Profaci said he recently attended funeral
in Detroit (probably William Tocco -
prominent LCN member, buried 6/1/72).
Profaci. received $14,500 from ’'boss*'
of St. Louis (Joseph Giardano) LCN "family"
to be given to Joseph Colombo . "family .

"

This payment was said to be one of two annual
payments given to Colombo as .his share of
junket activity to Las Vegas Dunes Hotel.
Profaci requested informant to arrange
meeting between him and Vincent Aloi,
acting "boss" of Colombo "family." Informant
contacted capo Charles Panarella who will
arrange meeting between Joseph Yacovelli and
Profaci. Panarella said that while Aloi
is "boss," Yacovelli "calls the shots."

:rar







FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

10/10/72

( Type m plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEW YORK

^CONF. INFT.

TECIP
NY DIVISION b7C -1

On 10/6/72. informant advised he had recently been in
centact with

| |
LGN Member in the ^OLftMRO ”fnmll y

n
,

who advised- -source In strictest confidence that he had recently
met with CARLO GAMBINO who claimed he was "sick to death” over
word he had received that an unnamed LCR member was "making a
deal” with, the "Feds” that would make "VALACHI look like a choir
boy". GAMBINO said not only could this person "spell out the
LCN" -hut could "put a lot of good people away". Informant said—

7

/ For information, the NYO is in receipt or highly
confidential information which reflects that for the past
Several weeks. Chief Attorney EDWARD M. SHAW. Strike Force

<

b/C -5
1 b7D -5

b2 -2

b6 -1

b7C -]

C^a/ / -

1-New Yohk /,
/

ARV:lm\ YiHi -
’

(s), “1/ /
tJ

.

eoocx
Approved;

Speqiai Agent im Charge CLEMENTE-835 197I-4)3- ,3
f
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SAC, New York

Acting Director, FBI [

/7p/?9k'/&6

\V>

Beurlet 4/5/73.

/

b2 -1,2
'

4/16/73

b2 -3

Bureau approval is granted to make a lump
sum payment to above-*captioned source for bis efforts in
the return of Jewels stolen from the shrine of Regina Facis
Church in Brooklyn, New York.

1 - M. F. Row (6221 IB)

Mr Felt

Mr Baker

Callahan

Cleveland

Conrad

Gebhardt

Jenkins

Marshall

Miller, E S

Soyars

Thompson

Walters

Tele. Room
Mr Kmley
Mr Armstrong

Mr. Bowers

Mr Henngton

Ms. Herwig

Mr Mintz

Mrs. Neenan

3$

mt*

u



TO

FROM

OPTIONAL F©RM NO. 10

MAY 1982 EDITION
GSAFPMR (4! CFR) 101-11.8

'united states g<

Memoramum
ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI

NMENT

subject:

date: 4/5'/73

b2 -1,2

SAC, NEW YORK

Conf. Infk

(P)

TECIP

"V

A

ReNYtel to Bureau, 1/21/73, in case entitled, "UNSUBS;
Theft of Jewelry Value $350,000 from Votive Shrine of Regina
Pacis RC Church, Brooklyn, NY; ITSP-MT", NYfile 87-69576.

The following summary of informant’s exceptional
services under extremely sensitive circumstances is set forth:

b2 -1

b6 -1

b7C -1

On 1/11/73,1 advised SA
that CHARLES "MOOSE" PANARELLA, a Capo in the COLOMBO LCN family,'
met with him on 1/11/73, and indicated to source that two young
individuals had stolen the Regina Pacis jewels and that he (source)
was to "handle the disposition" of the jewels.

On 1/12/73, source advised thatl

both young Italians who reside in Brooklyn^ NY, were the individuals
who stole the jewelry. He said that both are "hopheads" (addicted
to pills). Source said that the jewels consisted of two crowns,
four stars and one earring. b6 -2

b7C -2

He said that he felt the thieves did not know the
significance of the theft and bad voluntarily surrendered the jewels
to PANARELLA. Source said that PANARELLA had scheduled a meeting
with him to discuss the jewels.

On 1/14/73, source advised that on 1/13/73, CHARLES
PANARELLA contacted him’ and gave him the jewelry. PANARELLA in-
structed souree to determine the "breakdown" value of the jewelry
since he was in need of money and was considering turning them
into cash

-

/j79'/?%'
Informant, although physically in control of the treasure

for the time being was nevertheless in no position to "give up" the
jewels without appearing to be cooperating with the law and in
particular with the FBI since the Bureau's interest was not readily
known in view of the intense local "heat" brought to haar hv the

&Bure au
1-New York
ARV :im
( 4 )

1

/ d ' 1

£, e

CLEMENTE-841
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



b2 -2

NYCPD. There was the remote chance also that the informant's
trustworthiness and judgment in a delicate matter was being
tested by certain elements in the family namely the PERSICO b7E -1
crew with whom there has been little love lost in the past.

Source
prbv i ou s±y advised that AbRilON 8E PERSICO, Acting Capo,,

COLOMBO L.CN family, is an extremely egotistical person who is
easily conned and is fond of the idea of being considered a "boss".

b2 -

b6 -

b7C
b7D

When PERSiCO was^arrested bv Bnap-ant-.g on 4/24/72, he told
the arresting supervisor, SA[

"T' —r' ’ — 7

J that he was frankly
- .mpressed with the FBI's handling of the arrest. He said that ift ever were necessary to confront him again that all that would be

Jto call him and he would follow^ecessary would be for SA[
any instructions. Accordingly when PERSICO was to be arraigned on
8/15/72 on federal Charges, in the SONY, SA| instructed him
to report, which he did. At that time, PERSICO 's bail was raised
from $5,000 to $100,000.

°n the basis of this background information, it was
decided that SA

| \ would call PER3IC0 advising him of the
Bureau’s interest in this matter and noting that he could not
understand how even LCN could sanction or condone such an "unholy
act . PERSICO replied that he would make inquiries and attempt to
reach out .

This was done because it was felt that PERSICO would con-
tact PANARELLA which would enable the source to return the jewels to
the FBI on PANARELLA 's orders thereby gaining recovery of the jewels
and providing full protection to this valuable informant.

-2 -

CLEMENTE-842



On 1/16/73 , source was told by PANARELLA to be
available for a "sit down" on 1/17/73

•

On 1/18/73 » source advised that a meeting the
previous night had included PANARELLA, PERSICO, BENJAMIN LO CICERO,
ANTHONY LA PONZINA and SAL FUSCO. At this meeting, PANARELLA
repeated many of the points which had been made by the informant
on instructions from the NYO

.

PERSICO asked if the informant would object if the
jewels were returned. Informant replied that he would do anything
to help the "family". At this point, both PANARELLA and PERSICO
hugged and kissed the informant. PERSICO said that he desired
to contact a priest who would then "go to MALONE, the boss of the
FBI" (ADIC JOHN F. MALONE) and arrange for the return of the jewels.

Source said that PERSICO indicated his reasons for
wanting to make the return to the FBI was that the NYO supervisor
had threatened an , intensified investigation of the COLOMBO "family"
if the jewels were not recovered. He said this authority had cone
from Washington D.C. It is noted that no such threats were made
and source feels this was PERSICO' s justification for the return
of the jewels through the FBI.

In the interim, police pressure intensified in the case
as the three drug addicts who brought the gems to the source were
arrested and apparently were cooperating inasmuch as the source was
now under constant surveillance.

Informant then reminded PANARELLA that the jewels should
be surrendered to the FBI as soon as possible. PANARELLA quickly
agreed and said the jewels would be returned to the FBI early in
the next week. , , .b6 -4

b7C -4

On 1/20/73 , PANARELLA contacted the source in a highly
excited state and advised that

| | a former NYCPD
Officer, had determined that if the jewels were not returned
immediately both PANARELLA and the source would be indicted and
arrested. PANARELLA instructed source to turn the jewels over to
him in a luncheonette in Brooklyn.

On 1/20/73, source met with PANARELLA to return the jewels.
Source emphasized to PANARELLA again the advisability of returning
the gems to the FBI rather than the NYCPD. Source suggested they be
left in public lockers such as are available at Grand Central Station
NYC, and an anonymous call be made to the FBI. PANARELLA agreed
with the informant and said he would contact ALPHONSE PERSICO
accordingly.

~£tEMENTE-843



b2 -1,2
This suggestion was finally followed at 11:59 AM

on funday , 1/21/73) and the captioned jewels were recovered
by Buagents led by ADIC MALONE.

I
,

Idemons brated a sustained coolness and
ability to follow Bureau instructions precisely, even while
maintaining a difficult posture. The concomitants of this case
could hardly have been greater inasmuch as (l) the Bureau
received extensive favorable publicity; (2) the recovery of
$350,000 of gems with great religious significance was achieved,
and (3) the informant's timely suggestions and action under
pressure enhanced his position with the PERSICO faction of the
COLOMBO family

.

In lighjL_a£—the

—

a hove -nutlined sequence of events and
4

Jloyal and valuable services toin recognition of[
the Bureau, it is requested that a lump sum payment to him of

be authorized at this time

.

b2
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JvWlCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
November 1, 1972

OONF.JNFli

NEW YORK SYMBOL NUM
NEW YORK FILE NUMBE,
BUREAU FILE NUMEERf

This individual is a regularly paid informant
of the New York Office. He is believed to be emotionally
stable and reliable and has never furnished any
information known to be false.

_ I*

137

5 8 NOV 2 1197?

-rii
\ , «i^

CLEMENTE-845



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York

March 1, 1973

This individual is a regularly paid informant

of the New York Office. He is believed to be emotionally

stable and reliable. He has never furnished any

information known to be false.

nesuoblsymbol numbm

NEW YORK FILE NUMBERf
BUREAU FILE NUMBERr~
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%
NR 035 NY CpCE

925PM NLm. 4-9-73 KPR

TO AGHNG DIRECTOR

FCCt'RM BUREAU OR SNVES1 ICWiON

COMMUNICATIONS SECT !OAf

FROM NEW YORK

^ELnLJaft
2l. Jj. iu. L

TECIP.

Ml, ©It

Mr, Bak

-onrad
Mi. ^e'^hardt _
Mr. Jenkms

Mr. Marshall

Mr. Miller, E.S.

Mr Soydrs _
Mr. Thompson*.
Mr. Wallers

Tele, Hoorn .

,

Mr. Kinl£v

Mr. Armstrong _
Mr. Bouers

Mr. Hexmgtcn
Ms. Herwig

Mr. Mintz
,

Mrs. Neenan

ON INSTANT DATE,

ADVISED DURING PREVIOUS WEEKEND

CLANDESTINELY MET WITH SOURCE, WHOM HE SWORE TO SECRECY,

AND ADVISED HE HAD POSSESSION OF PAINTING

EXPLAINED WAS STOLEN

SEVEN DASH EIGHT MONTHS AGO FROM PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM.

INQUIRED OF SOURCE IF HE HAD OUTLET FOR THIS PAINTING, AND IF SO

WOULD FURNISH SAME TO SOURCE FOR DISPOSAL. INFORMANT ADVISED

HE WOULD "REACH OUT".

SA

b2 -1

b6 -2

b7C -2

b7D -1

r
NYO ART EXPERT CONTACTED AND ADVISED

b6 -1

END PAGE ONE

*»APRm
CLEMENTE-847



PAGE TWO

A NUMBER OF SIMILAR REPORTS RECEIVED. SA ADVISED HE

IS ROT AWARE OF ANY REMBRANDT STOLEN FROM A PHILADELPHIA

b6 -1

"b7C -1

MUSEUM RECENTLY.

INFORMANT ADVISED AND STATED HE WOULD INFORM
[j

THAT HE WAS TOO "HOT" TO HANDLE ABOVE PAINTING.

NYO CONDUCTING NO FURTHER INVESTIGATION DUE TO

SENSITIVE SOURCE.

END

b6 -2

b7C -2

** *

CLEMENTE-848



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11,6

UNITED STATES GO^LNMENT

Memorandum
TO : ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI

from SAC, NEW YORK I

fffconf. In ft.

subject: I 1

date: 4/11/73

On 4/6/73, federal charges against source were b6 _

fh(\f dropped in EDNY based on the factf
I b 7 c

y!

/

M Iin PO case, was writted to EDNY at which time he
(/' ^ steadfastly refused to testify.

''2-Bureau
'T-New York

ARVrmmg
(3)

REC-103

I APR 13 1973

b6 -1

b7C -]

WY 2 tgry CL^NTE-^kg
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payrm Savings Plan
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FROM

SUBJECT

Optional form No r 10

.MAYlflAa WIJION^
GSA Gift FSG NC ~*27

UNITED STATES G<»:RNMENT<^KF

Memorandum

4f

t

Mr. Clevelan date April 12, 1973

Uk
_< .

fur

b2 -1

b6 -1

b7C -1

SAC, New York, requests authority to make
a lump sum payment off | in connection with the
recovery of $350,000 in stolen gems from the Shrine of
Regina Pacis Catholic Church in Brooklyn, New York.

Mr. Felt

Mr. Baker

Mr. Callahan __

Mr. Cleveland _

Mr. Conrad

Mr Gebhardt

Mr. Jenkins

Mr. Marshall

Mr. Miller, E.S

Mr. Soyars

Mr. Thompson __

Mr. Walters

Tele. Room
Mr". Kinley

Armstrong _
I^Mr. Bowers

Mr. Hermgton _
Ms Herwig

Mr Mintz

Mrs. Neenan

b2

Above noted theft occurred in January, 1973, and
received wide-spread publicity in the New York area. These
are the same jewels that were stolen several years ago and
returned to the church through the intervention of noted
La Cosa Nostra (LCN) chief, Joseph Colombo. C\

fShortly after this theft, captioned source was
contacted by LCN member Charles Panarella, who advised that
he was in contact with two narcotics addicts who wer#*responsible
for the theft, and it was desired that source handle the
disposition of the jewels. Source immediately discussed this
situation with contacting Agent and a plan was advised whereby
these jewels could be returned to the church without jeopardizing
the security of the informant. New York advises that contact
was made with Acting Capo Alphonse Persico concerning the theft
of these jewels and his assistance requested in having them
returned. Persico met with several LCN leaders and then
prevailed upon the source to have the jewels returned to the
satisfaction of all LCN people involved. The jewels were
placed in a public locker, atsd the New York Office advised. Fol-
lowing recovery, they were turned over to local authorities.
The FBI received wide acclaim for the recovery of these jewels,

/??- /996- /6S'
Captioned source is a highly placed member of the

Colombo "family" of LCN who has been a top echelon informant b2 -

since 1962. He is£ Umost outstanding member b7D -2

informants and has furnished throughout the years outstanding
information relating to organized crime matters.

Enclosure

1 - Mr. Cleveland
\

1

b2 -2

b6 -1

b7C -1

CLEMENTE-850

^ * APP 201973



#
Memorandum to Mr. C leveland b2 -1

OBSERVATIONS :

Although this investigation was not a substantive
violation directly under the jurisdiction of the Bureau, our
efforts in the recovery received widespread publicity and
certainly did enhance the reputation of the Bureau as to its
widespread sources and abilities to handle major matters of
a diverse nature. There can be little doubt that without the
assistance of captioned source, we would not have been in a
position to recover the jewels both from the standpoint of
knowledge of their whereabouts nor to the manner in which the
recovery was brought about. It is, therefore, felt that some
remuneration should be made to captioned source for his efforts
in this investigation. Informant has not been paid to date for
this particular information (per New York phone call 4/12/73)

,

however, he received I as a regularly paid informant.
However, inasmuch as this was not a Bureau violation, nor any
arrests made, it is felt thal lirould be sufficient remuneration
for the efforts of the source in this matter.

b2 -3

ACTION:

If approved, SAC, New York, will be advised of the
foregoing.

- 2
CLEMENTE-851



- FORM NO. 10

i EDiTiorU,

PMR (41 CFFi) 101 -Nr*

ITED- RNMENT
FFi) 101-Ntflf

^StatSs g^l

Memorandum
.TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

jf
) from^JL^^T NEW y0RK

^CONF.INrBt
subject:

NY DIVISION

date: 7/26/73

b2 -1,2

ReNY LHM, dated 7/2/73.

The following summary of information is being set
forth to reflect that the captioned source, a member of the
COLOMBO "family" of LCN, has again begun furnishing valuable
and detailed intelligence information as well as other infor-
mation of a substantive nature re high level LCN activities*
This informant has been contacted since 6/14/73 by the /farmer
alternate agent, & it is felt that his revitalization wi.ll
shortly reflect, once again, the invaluable nature of his"T
information. //

On 5/28 & 6/1/73, source furnished the following
information:

THOMAS DI BELLA
AR
NY 92-2723

Source advised DI BELLA continues to be Acting COLOMBO
Boss and his medical condition has stabilized. Source knows of
no specific meetings that DI BELLA has called or attended in past
several weeks although DI BELLA complained to AL PERSICQi recently
about recent Grand Jury inquiries by the Feds. Ea-IvO

CHARLES "MOOSE" PANARELLA
AR
NY 92-3171

REC-aa

/?<?-/

9

b2

Informant related approximately 5/22/73, PANARELLA had
met with his "crew" at which time he proposed that the group begin
a shylock business with all the members of his crew making voluntary
contributions and that this business would be operated by GREGORY
SCARPA. Informant continued that PANARELLA stated that no shvlock.
loans should be extended to "dead beats" but that the leuu Operation
attempt to attract legitimate businesses as customers so that in the
event payments were not made it would be an excellent qg^o&tuhSI&y for
(he PANARELLA crew to get its foot in this, /door ^rind have a >l

1rpi*'
,,~

ew
RJT:dja

CLEMENTE-852
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\
b2

front. PANARELLA again instructed that the COLOMBO "family"
should not engage in prostitution, narcotics, counterfeiting
or securities and should also avoid becoming involved in hi-
jackings. PANARELLA stated that in the absence of legitimate
business interests about the best illegal enterprise at present
for them to engage in would be gambling, since the FBI has
apparently lost interest in gambling investigations. PANARELLA
was perplexed as to why the Government dropped their gun case
against him. In a way he was annoyed he did not go to trial
because he feels he would have beaten the case and now there
may be whispers that he is an informant especially since his
"rap" partner, ALLEY BOY PERSICO, is still facing charges.

TOT
NY 92-3196 b6 -2

b7C -2

Informant advised that on approximately 5/12/73,[
.

jhad been seen in the Mulberry Street area of NYC
1 ~~l Informant
heard that shortly after this, the word was out that the COLOMBOs
would try to "gt the GALLOs" especially in view of the fact that

I

.
.1 had killed a COLOMBO sympathizer. Informant said this

infonn ation had not been put out officially and that apparently
Jdesires that they "cop a sneak" and avoid an open- type

wartare with the GALLOs.

ALPHONSE PERSICO
AR
NY 92-6703

Informant advised he recently learned that PERSICO
has become enraged over the fact that MIMI SCIALO apparently
has recruited four young "tough guys" who SCIALO has been
using for his "dirty work". Allegedly, SCIALO has refused to
reveal the identities of these individuals to the "family"
and PERSICO suspects that possibly SCIALO, after PERSICO1

s
conviction and return to prison, may attempt to take over the
COLOMBO "family". Informant said that PERSICO continues to
operate his gambling interests from Downtown Brooklyn but had
apparently suffered a financial setback when a number hit that
has been heavily bet upon.

JOSEPH COLOMBO
AR
NY 92-1965

b6 -2

b7C -2

COLOMBO remains in semi-comatose state and unable to
function or communicate.

! have been actively
investing in the Upstate NX area and possibly in land in the
Caribbean.

! ISAMMY DAVIS
telethon supposedly donating $500 on behalf of the IACRL.

CLEMENTE-853
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bl -2

'BFe
NY 29-10360

Informant heard thatl I

^

two or three months and thatl | is so concerned that the FBI
is going to get him on phony bank, loans he made the past three be -2
years that he is talking about taking it "on the lam" after his b 7 c -2

release.
| lhas noted to certain associates that the

bank cases are locks" and that many wiseguys are "making deals"
on all their loans and doing a year or two in jail rather than
take a chance on getting indicted half a dozen times.

NICHOLAS BIANCO
AR
NY 92-3407

Source advised BIANCO has been cut off from any
confidence within the PERSICO faction and was going broke before
his "transfer" to the PATRIARCA New England "family".

AR

Informant advised that
GAMBINO "family", had an i nt-grest~

|

I Brnnkl vrt

in the

b6 -2

b7C -2

during the night of 5/23/717
described as \

Informant- continued that
Jwho informant

with two confederates,
,

.social club with sawed off shotguns and took
money ana jewelry. Informant continued that land his
confederates did not utilize any efforts to conceal their identities
and that the word is out to hit|

I

Informant said he
waid attempt to determine the identities of the other individuals.

FRANK TIERI
AR
NY 92-3553

Informant advised on 7/11/73, that he heard that the
GENOVESE Boss E17NF7V TTEPT p

Source also advised that ALLIE GIANNATASIO has been
designated Acting Captain of the PERSICO crew now that ALPHONSE
PERSICO has been made Consiglieri of the COLOMBO "family".

- 3-
CLEMENTE-854



NY 92-3596
b(

Informant advised on 7/9/73. that the card game bai

n

£
b

'

run by GEORGE TROPIANO, GREGORY SCARPAl Lr.

65th Street, went broke the week of 6/28/73. Source advised that
the group had no plans to relocate the game or reactivate it since
it was not making money. The informant characterized the game as
small with a $60 limit and stated that the main factor of the games
demise was that GEORGE TROPIANO one of the bankrollers and operators
of the game became very ill and had to have a gall bladder operation.
TROPIANO was in the hospital for a week or two due to complications
arising from his heait condition.

COLOMBO "family";
ET AL
NY 92- 1965-SUB A

"

" b6

Informant was contacted on 7/12/73 and furnished the * b7c

following information:

Informant advised thatl

.

have been taken away from under the control of ERNIE LA PONZINA
and JOE LANE and h^v% been put in MIMI SCIALO's crew.

ii^°VrCM state<* that the official position taken by the
COLOMBO family now is to have nothing whatever to do with the
Italian American Civil Rights League. ALPHONSE PERSICO told the
source that this was in the way of a peace offering to the Bureau
so as to make amends for the outrages of JOE COLOMBO.

Source heard that JOE JOE BRANCATO controls a large book-
making operation of which source will attempt to secure more details.
He also heard that JOE YACOVELLI is definitely around the NYC area
lxving as a hippie in the Little Italy area and not venturing out
to attend any meetings

, weddings or wakes

•

BLACK SAM NASTASIA recently was in the hospital and had
an operation.

Source characterized DUKE SANTORO as a one shot swindler
who did not really have any illegal operations currently going
but was always waiting for that one big score like in the Mobil
Oil situation.

Source heard that R0CC0 MIRAGLIA and JOE IANNACI have
been placed under the control of CHARLIE M00$ PANARELLA. Informant
further heard that ERNIE and TONY LA PONZINA have been trying to
move into several areas of activity with the backing of PANARELLA.
MIRAGLIA is supposedly working in construction somewhere in Staten

CLEMENTE-855
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Island and enjoys very little respect or status in the COLOMBO
’'family" as now constituted.

Informant characterized the following crew captains or
members as the most active in the COLOMBO "family"

:

CHARLIE PANARELLA
DOMINICK "MIMI" SCIALO
JOSEPH BRANCATO
ALLIE BOY PERSICO
FRANK LO CICERO

Source stated that SALVATORE LOMBARDINO has taken over
the New Jersey crew of the COLOMBO "family" and the remnants of
S?w?i™XA(;0V£LLI in NJ * Source stated that SALVATORE PROFACI, JR.
SALVATORE J. PROFACI and the other LOMBARDINO brothers are COLOMBO
members in this crew.

f

Informant advised that CHARLIE MOOSE PANARELLA has a hidden
ownership m a beauty parlor located next door to the Continental
Men s Harstyling Shop on Manor Road, Staten Island.

Source also advised that NICKY BIANCO has been officially
transferred to the New England "family" and is operating out of the
Providence, Rhode Island area.

With regard to the GALLO - PERSICO feud, source noted that
a definite peace has been established and that there is to be no more
S^S§Sni™2iSplayed on the street toward the gALLOs including
MQONEY CUTRONL. Source advised that AL GALLO was never made a member
and he was of the opinion that CUTRONE would be killed in spite of
the above, eventually.

.
_ Source stated that there have been no formal captains

meetings in the family" recently although there have been several
informal' get togethers where "family" business has -been discussed at

LA
C
P0NZINA

inSS and WakeS SUch aS the wake for COLOMBO member RALPH

On 7/20/73, source was contacted specifically with regard
to providing a thorough and current hierarchy in the "family" as well
as an exhaustive breddown of all active LCN members and their respective
associates in the various regimes of the COLOMBO "family". In a
lengthy session, source identified photographs of surveillances in
the past year and commented on current illegal activities of virtually
all the active members and associates which he had earlier delineated.

In addition, this source has furnished information with
regard to hoodlum figures in SI, NY, who have been bilking the Small

-5- CLEMENTE-856
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Business Administration of tne Federal Government through fraudulent
loans made available as a result of recent storm and flood disasters.
This information corroborated by information from bther sources las
formed the basis of a new project which, to date, has identified
approximately 30 LCN conncted loans, including loans with good pro-
secutive potential on 17 LCN members of the various NY "families".

This informant has furnished no information known to be
false, and he has shown no indication of emotional instability.

It is felt that he will continue to b£ an extremely valuable
source of the NYO.

CLEMENTE-857
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
July 2, 1973

NEW YORK SYMBOL NUMBER
NEW YORK FILE NUMBER T

BUREAU FILE NUMBERf

„ b2 -1,2

OOWF. dux

OUTCOME OF CASES NOT COMPLETED

Not applicable.

SUCCINCT SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED

ALPHONSE PERSICO
IGB
NY 182-138

Source furnished substantial details regarding
principals, times, type action and the like in the PERSICO
gambling operation. This data formed primary basis for
Title III coverage of subject's residence.

JOSEPH COLOMBO
AR
NY 92-1965

/y^/99^ -

From March through June, 1973 » informant outlined
changes in the COLOMBO family hierarchy including identifying
new Boss THOMAS DI BELLA and UnderboSs ANTHONY ABBATEMARCO.
Source characterized current active COLOMBO Captains, members
and their current illegal activities. ^ ...

s JULTTR

NY 92-2660

JED

1973

Information furnished by source on March 20. 1973 .

thatl T was
later corroborated by the New York Of’fitee and was referred to
the New York State Board of Parole for revocation proceedings.

b2 -2

b6 -2

b7C -2



TECIP
b2
b7D -1,2,6

Source furnished information corroborated bv Miami.

Florida Strike Force [ I

—7TB bo -2TR b6 ~ 2

NY 92-1x123
b7c 2

Source advised in May, 1973* and confirmed this
information on June 21, 1973» that the new COLOMBO leadership
was absolutely going out of their way to dispel any factionalism
or ill feelings between the COLOMBO group and the GALLO clan.
A series of sitdowns has culminated in a pact in which even
JOHN "MOONEY" CUTRONE, who was marked for sure death for his
defection to the GALLOs, has been seen again in the company of

COLOMBO people in the Bay Ridge Section of Brooklyn.

This informant was contacted on three occasions
by the alternate agent. He is. believed to be emotionally stable
and reliable, having never furnished any information known to be

false. Informant's information has been corroborated through
independent investigation and through other top echelon informants
of the New York Office.

-2*--
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iCOJMMUNICATTONS SECTION’ \

} (« 13/ 3 i

NR002 NY CODE

3i7 am Xitel g-is-73 jmc

TO DIRECTOR
[

FROM NEWJTORK

Assoc. Dir. ___

Asst, Dir.: *

Admin.
.

Comp. Syst. _
Files & Com.

Gen. Inv.

Ident.

Inspection

Intell.

Laboratory

Plan. & tylif.

TECIP.

Legal Coun.

Cong. Serv.

Corr. & Crm,
Research

Press Off

Telephone Rm.

Director Sec'y _

REFERENCE NEW YORK LETTER TO BUREAU SEVEN TWENTY SIX LAST#

SINCE REFERENCED LETTER, SOURCE CONTINUED TO FURNISH

TIMELY HIGH LEVEL LCN INTELLIGENCE AND APPEARED COMPLETELY b2

ADJUSTED TO NEW CONTACTING AGENT AND REDIRECTED ASSIGNMENTS.

ON EIGHT TWELVE LAST, SOURCE ADVISED HE WAS CONFRONTED BY (

COLOMBO CAPOREGIME CHARLES "MOOSE" PANARELLA WITH INFORMATION

THAT HE WAS "BAD", THAT IS, WAS "COOPERATING WITH THE LAW.",^ .THAT HE WAS "BAD", THAT IS, WAS "COOPERATING WITH THE LA^^y
PANARELLA EXPLAINED THIS IN^f^ION DATg? ffiCK

|

™ tmr rm nMPn»c

TIME AND HAS BEEN THOROUGHLY INVESTIG^TEy -firY THE FAMILY IN RECENT
T?o

MONTHS WITH NO FINAL DETERMINATION MADE AS YET. PANARELLA,

HOWEVER, EXPRESSED COMPLETE CONFIDENCE IN SOURCE AND ECHOED TH^'

COMPLEMENTS AND CONFIDENCE OF OTHER IMPORTANT FAMILY MEMBERS^^

END PAGE ONE

\JJ

*?4AUG2i 19/3

b6 ”1
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PAGE TWO

PANARELLA MADE REFERENCE TO ADDITIONAL "RECENT" INFORMATION

REGARDING SOURCE BUT TO DATE HAS NOT IDENTIFIED HIS SOURCE OR NATURE

OF ALLEGATION.

ON EIGHT THIRTEEN LAST* SOURCE WAS SUMMONED TO A "COURT"

OR SITDOWN AT A BROOKLYN FUNERAL HOME. AFTER WAITING ALONE

FOR ONE HOUR, MEETING WAS CANCELLED TELEPHONICALLY AND SOURCE

ADVISED TO REMAIN ON STANDBY.
b2

SOURCE DIRECTED BY NYO TO CONTACT NYq
|

b7

AND TO BE EXTREMELY CIRCUMSPECT IN HIS ACTIVITIES ; TO PLACE HIS OWN

CREW ON ALERT AND TO TAKE A POSITIVE AND AGGRESSIVE STANCE IN ANY

CONFRONTATION WITH A FAMILY "COURT". INFORMANT FEELS THIS ISSUE HAS

BEEN RAISED AGAIN BY THE CONTROLLING PERSICO FACTION AS THERE

HAS ALWAYS BEEN BAD BLOOD BETWEEN CARMINE PERSICO AND THE SOURCE.

NYO WILL FOLLOW SITUATION CAREFULLY BUT IT IS FELT ANY DIRECT

ACTION OR COUNTER ACTION ON BEHALF OF SOURCE MIGHT CONFIRM SUSPICIONS

OF PERSICO CREW. IN ADDITION, THE POSSIBLE ITSP CASE IN NEWARK

END PAGE TWO
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PAGE THREE

OFFICE INVOLVING THE SOURCE TAKES ON GREATER IMPORTANCE. SHOULD

SOURCE BE INDICTED AGAIN IJU THIS MATTER HE WOULD AS A MATTER

OF COURSE HAVE TO SUBMIT TO A SUBSTANTIAL PRISON TERM RATHER THAN

COMPOUND THE CURRENT SUSPICIONS BY "BEATING" ANOTHER CASE.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

m
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b7C -1
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from director fbi|
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b2 -1,2
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INSTANT.

wpiMAL hot granted to wif captioned source «m a

transmitter as ost&imso in limits authorization

REQUIRED FOR MSN OF THIS TKCSMXQUS. RETKL BOSS NOT CONTAIN

SUFFICIENT JUSTIFICATION TO CONTACT DEPARTMENT IN TMIS MATTER*
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ftotm BUREAU OF INVESTlrtATi/m

* <«m»Km6StSS“
NOV 26 1973

/ "
(,/.

^ ‘TEtETYjpg

NROJO NY CODE

633 PM NITEL U -26-73 CJR

TO direc^orI I

|

Assoc. Dir.

Asst Dir.:

Admin.
Comp. Syst .

FxL Affairs
Files & Com,
Gen. Inv,

Ident

Inspection

Intell.

Laboratory
Flan. &
vSnec lnv/gp
Training1

j
tWjL

Legal
p f, phoA?T Km.
Hivector Sec'y „

ATT RADIO ENGINEERIRQ SECTION FBI LABORATORY

FROM NEW YORld I 2P

TECIP

b6 -1

b7C -]

RENYNITEL TO BtJ# 3/16/73.

AS BUREAU IS AWARE# SOURCE IN VERY TENUOUS POSITION WITH

HIS HOODLUM ASSOCIATES RE POSSIBLE COOPERATION WITH LAV ENFORCEMENT

AUTHORITIES*

SOURCE INDICATES THAT SEVERAL SITDOVNS OR MEETINGS WILL

BE HELD IN NEAR FUTURE RE HIS STATUS* IT IS FELT THAT THE REAL

POSSIBILITY EXISTS THAT PERSONAL SAFETY OF SOURCE WILL BE IN

JEOPARDY A ACCORDINGLY IT IS FELT A SOPHISTICATED TRANSMITTER

SHOULD BE WORN# MONITORED BY NYO AGENTS. SUCH MEETINGS WILL NOT

BE RECORDED. THIS MATTER HAS BEEN THOROUGHLY EXPLRED WITH THE SOURCE

WHO IS COMPLETELY AMENABLE & FEELS THERE IS NO ADDITIONAL b

H.mtr ormiBtTu n ,bu t

u

u.% . u ~
"N^E^Al

'——7~—UNDUE SECURITY RISK IN USING A PROPERLY CONCEALED DEVICE OF

THIS NATURE.

<

/V EX-111!
4 «0\, Ŵ3

END PAGE ONE



PAGE TWO n

THE RADIO ENGINEERING SECTION OF THE FBI LABORATORY

FIVE WEEK PERIOD WITHIN COLOMBO FAMILY ALTHOUGH INFORMANT WILL

HAVE VERY LITTLE ADVANCED KNOWLEDGE AS TO DATES AND PLACES

INVOLVED.

NYO WILL PROCEED WITH THIS PROJECT UACB.

END

HOLD



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
November 1, 1973

UcQipiJlilX-

NEW YORK.SYMBOL NUMBER CZ
mH§RK FILE NUMBERI
BUREAU FILE NUMBERI

OUTCOME OF CASES NOT COMPLETED b7c “ 3

None.

SUCCINCT SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED

FRANK TIERI
AR
NY 92-2476

Informant advised on July 11, 1973* that he heard
that the GENOVESE boss. FUNZY TIERI. controls the bus drivers*
uninn I I

I Source also advised that ALLIE GIANNATASIO has been
designated Acting Captain of the PERSICO crew now that ALPHONSE
PERSICO has been made Consiglieri of the COLOMBO "family".

GEORGE TROPIANO;
,

/7?'
~

ET AL
IGB

„
I

NY 182-1705
*5 NOV 5 1973

Informant advised on July 9, 1973* that Ihe card game
being run by GEORGE TROPIANO. GREGORY SCARPAl 1

Ion 65th Street, went broke the week of June 28, 1973.
Source advised that the group had no plans to relocate the game
or reactivitate it since,, it was not making money. The informant
characterized the game as small with a $60,00 limit and stated
that the main factor of the games demise was that GEORGE TROPIANO
one of the bankrollers and operators of the game, became very
ill and had to have a gall bladder operation. TROPIANO was
in the hospital for a week or two d&e' to 'complications arising be
from his heart condition. >• 1 : n a- b7

S8N0V 161973

t!

fl'S Dthi' di irJ2ilCt b6 -1

L8i b7C -1
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THOMAS DI BELLA j ET AL
AR
NY 92-2723

On August 24, 1973* source furnished a seven page
summary of illegal activities of over 30 active members of the
COLOMBO La Cosa Nostra (LCN) group now headed by DI BELLA*.'

AS
NY 92-2724

IGB
NY 182-1705

Source advised on September 12, 1973* that I

Jjulled a swindle in which they made $6^000.
PANARELLA roundout through the former two
in for a sitdown, demanding a cut himself ,[

piece but told MOOSE he no longe;
to him - they were reassigned to

b6 -

b7C

it

wanted

r

ledt
gave MOOSE a

was held at Basilico*s Restaurant on Staten Island
gotten extremely close to PANARELLA and handles a lot of
MOOSE* s daily errands;

1 This sit

d

own
U "has

1 assigned
itdown

Source describesl
to probation violation,!

- as "very weak and vulnerable"

J Source feels also thatE
is in touch with JOE YACOVELLI since he was always very close be -2

to YAC* b7C -2

The above information proved accurate and formed the
basis for Parole Violator warrant regarding

l |

~RR
NY 92- 2684

Source stated on September 13, 1973, tha-j

is apparently' back in circulation again arter oeing

bo -2

b7C -2

out of sight for four or five years
seen around CHARLIE MOOSE PANARELLA^

Recently has been

JOSEPH GENTILE
IGB
NY 182-9

Source advised on September 13, 1973, that JOE LANE
had been proposed for membership in LCN by ERNIE LA PONZINA and

- 2 -
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heard ERNIE LAP and JOE LANE were going to go hack in business
again with the sports action. CHARLIE MOOSE PANARELLA will
be getting a piece of this action. Source explained that when a
partner in such an illegal enterprise dies (such as RSLPH
LA PONZINA in this case) the Caporegime automatically assumes
his share as an inheritance.

CARLO GAMBINO is currently the stumbling block
to the books being opened to take in new members.

ANTHONY CARILLO, aka
Tony the Sheik
AR
NY 92-1122

Source advised on September 15* 1973, that TONY THE
SHEIK. I~ brew is apparently in trouble
with the "family" and is on the lam in California. b6 ~ 2

^ b7C -2

CHARLES BNABELLA
AR
NY 92-3171

Source advised on September 12, 1973, that CHARLIE
MOOSE is employed as an Operating Engineer at PKS Corporation
located at Bay Street and Jersey Street in Staten Island.
TONY LA PONZINA and BENNY LO CICERO probably go there regularly
and could be followed in order to serve any subpoena on MOOSE
and for PKS records.

DOMINICK SCIALO
AR
NY 92-3107

:

,
Source advised on September 13# 1973#. that I

[LAST NAME UNKNOWN) (LNU) and LEFTY SAN GIORGIO were
planning a bank burglary in the near future and, in fact, had
purchased a meter which shunts the Holmes alarm wiring system
without* disturbing the reading, thereby allowing the burglars to
operates undisturbed since the Holmes alarm shows no current
changes l.

- 3 -
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JOSEPH COLOMBO "FAMILY”
LCN
AR
NY 92-1965

On September 13 j 1973, source stated leading COLOMBO
figures are holding meetings among themselves and with GENOVESE
members at DUTCHIE TUZIO»s Villa 60, on l4th Avenue in Brooklyn.

The above information was incorporated into an
affidavit for New York Office Title III surveillance,
which is pending.

This source has been contacted on three occasions by
the alternate agent and his information has been corroborated
through other reliable top echelon informants of the New York
Office, He is believed to be emotionally stable and reliable,
having never furnished information known to be false.

- 4* -
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(Rev. '5-22-64)

10/9/73

Transmit the following in i_

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (87-125749)

SAC, NEWARK (87-24845)

b6 -2

b7C

GREGORY SCARPA, aka.:

ITSP

ReNewark telcall to New York 10/9/73,

An Individual who identified himself as GREGORY SCARPA
telephoned the SAC, Newark, 10/9/73 and spoke to the SAC, calling
him by name. SCARPA in a very belligerent attitude said he
wanted to put me on notice that what had appeared in the paper
pertaining to the FBI would be nothing compared to what he is
going to do to embarrass the Bureau. SCARPA said he is going
to reveal everything, scheme and technique, imaginable pertaining
to the FBI because of what was being done to him. SCARPA was
asked who he is and the purpose of his call, and he replied that
"I damn well know who he is," n

With further conversation it was established he was
calling from Brooklyn pertaining to a fraudulent bond case which
is apparently identical with captioned matter. SCARPA said he
understood it is my responsibility that he is involved in this
matter and said he felt that there should be a sitdown to talk
over the situation as to what can be done since he is innocent.

j

His attitude was most demanding and bordering on being threatening,
I specifically asked if Intimidate me by making

2/- Bureau . . L
2 - New York (87-67825) «1

1 - Newark
|

1 - New
jwuiFMS
(5) .

ADoroved: r

5 5 NOV <

NOT RECORDED

183 NOV 1 1973

ai ^yeru in



I« _

» #

NK 87-24845

threatening remarks. His replies were profane and insisting he
was innocent bat was not making any threat, except to reveal all
he knows.

It appears SCARPA called relating to possible indictment
and he referred to the fact the New York Office should be contacted.
He was informed that the reason for his contact was not entirely
clear, but if it was for the purpose of evading the law, it would
not be successful.

New York is requested to evaluate call received at Newark
and advise.

• 2 *
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FD-36 {Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 10/12/73

Transmit the following in

Via AIR TEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

I

Le^al Conn.

Telephone Rm. _
Di recto:* Sec'y

.L. ~rz;

<y

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (87-125749)

SAC, NEW YORK (87-24845)
Q

ET AL
ITSP

b6 -1,2
hlC -1,2

ReNKairte.1 to Bu, 10/9/73, and NYte!£type to Bu, 8/16/73,

0 /77'/99&>-
GREGORY SCARPA was contacted on 10/9/73, and was

4dvised that^the pending^TT'SP investigation of which he was aware
could result^in an indictment in the near future, and that know
would be^an Opportune time to provide any further facts or eviderice
ifyknown. SCARPA became extremely upset and stormed away from l

contacting agents. The following morning, 10/10/73 SCARPA \

contacted, the jNYO advising of his call to SAC NK (noted in re airSe!').-
whose -name hekhad seen previousl}' in a newspaper. SCARPA explained/
that/he load lost his composure following the revelation that he
woul&be d^dicJted for a crime he claims he did not commit, particular!}.
in 'r'.y vrdw of his relationship with the Bu for many years. SCARPA

apologized, asked that this apology be conveyed to SAC NK and
stated that ha would continue .his prior relationship with the Bu
[regardless of the outcome of this prosecutive proceeding. / // a /

SCARPA reiterated, however, that the ig
in within the COLOMBO Family as related in reNYteltxP&wpuld \sJ$nd
[credence to his fellow I-lariosi that he is cooperating with the law
should he ’’beat" any case. SCARPA suggested his only alternatJLs®5

b6 -

b7C

are a guilty plea with jail time or a pre- indietment^’p'STygraph.

<?:
Bureau
Newark

2 - New York

b2 -2
M *

u

7

ossa*®**'

oh

f>5N0V5;tWr

Approved*/ H I

/V
r*/v

CLEMENTE-872
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NY 87-67825

This source has been and continues to be one of the
Bureau* s most highly placed Cosa Nostra sources, who since
October, 1961, has been responsible for dozens of arrests and
convictions of leading racketeer figures including JOSEPH COLOMBO

„

He has resumed furnishing a volume of high level intelligence
data since contacts were initiated by new contacting agent
in June, 1973. The source strongly maintains his innocence in
captioned matter and plans to request the Strike Force, Newark to
consider the feasibility of a polygraphic examination,, Die
source will continue to be contacted and case will be kept
open by the NYO until he is the subject of legal proceedings.

- 2 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1682 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11,8

K^ll"UNITED STATES GC^ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK

(f) CONF. IN-FT.

date: 3/12/74

b2 -1,2

*
ReNY LHM's, 3/1/74, 11/1/73.

Captioned source was a regularly paid informant
of the NYO for several years until January, 1973. Following
a transition in contacting agents, source in mid 1973 again
began furnishing a high volume of top level criminal
intelligence information. He is a member of the JOSEPH
COLOMBO LCN Family and has kept the NYO abreast of the recent
turmoil and month to month changes in the COLOMBO Family.

In addition, his information including that reflected
in referenced communications have provided the basis for six
new AR cases and two new substantive cases. Moreover, his
information has provided the main thrust of probable cause for
two current NYO Title III affidavits, ANTHONY ABBATEMARCO, IGB,
NY 182-903 (submitted) and ANTHONY "DUTCHY" TUZIO, AR, NY 92-
3804. (being corroborated).

It is requested that authority be
Bureau to pay this source f I on SAC
to the provisions of M of I, Section 108 <£,

granted by the
authority according

t ^ **v ' - if
REC-47 /7/- /99<i -



SAC, New York

Director, FBI

TECIP

3/18/74

Jrv CTO

IS oo

ssoc. Dir.

Dep. AD Adm.

Dep. AD Inv.

sst. Dir.*

Admin. _

Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs

Files & Com.

Gen. (nv,

Ident.

Inspection

Intel!,

Laboratory

Plan. & Eval.

ipec. Inv.

le phone Rm.

rector Sec'y

Rearlet 3/12/74.
1

| |

Bureau authority is granted to expend an additional
I I

to the captioned source on a C.O.D. basis under SAC
authority in accordance with the provisions set forth in
Bureau airtel to SAC, Albany, and all offices, captioned
”Increase of SAC authority to Pay fop Echelon Informants

|- Top Echelon Criminal Informant Program

(6221 IB) b6 -1

b7C

NOTE: Captioned source has been a top echelon informant of
our New York Office since March, 1962. He is a highly placed
"member” of the Joseph Colombo "family" of La Cosa Nostra (LCN)
and was formerly a regularly paid informant. The information
furnished by this source has continued to be of the highest—level concerning LCN in New York City. This source has identified
hn individual involved in the theft of some crown jewels and

_/the fact that he is suspected of doing a lot of talking to
iSrthe New York City Police Department . Source indicated that
•/New York hoodlum Charles Panarella may have this individual
/killed if and when he is released from jail. Source advised
/that Dominick Scialo was "hit" because he had become a liability
I to the "family." Source stated the "family" became aware that

-J Scialo was undergoing psychiatric treatment. Source identified
an individual attempting to sell 200 revolvers. Source advised
that the Persico people have moved in and now control all private
carting into the Navy Yard since the City of New York had taken
over this Navy Yard. Source indicated that the Persico faction is
now in control of the Colombo "family" and has aligned itself
closely with the Genovese "family.” This has led to speculation
on the part of some that the two "families" would be merged. This
source has provided voluminous information concerning other LCN
activities and it is recommended that request of SAC, New York,
be approved. / ^

MAIL ROOM
CLEMENTE-875
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

STIIPR STATES DEPARTMENT OF JCWK
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
March 1, 1974

NEW YORK? SYMBOL NUMBERl
NEW YORK FILE NUMBER
BUREAU FILE NUMBER

b2 -1,2

OUTCOME OF CASES NOT COMPLETED

None.

SUCCINCT SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED b6 " 2

b7c _ 2

CHARLES PANARELLA
AR
NY 92-3171

On November 7* and 14, 1973* source advised that JOHN
"JACKIE" DE ROSS sold Mill Wavs Tavern in Staten Island, which

PANARELLA exercises control I I

On January 15* 1974, source advised that one of the two
junkies arrested in the crown jewels caper by the police one
year ago,

| I
has been doing a lot of

talking at the Brooklyn House of Detention and that CHARLIE
"MOOSE" PANARELLA may have him killed if and when the kid is
released from jail.

DOMINICK SCIALO
AR b6

NY 92-2107 b7c

On November 7. ar

individual namedl
FONTANAs is with MIMI SCIAI

;e advised that an
|
the

1

On January 15* 1974* source mentioned that|_
"botched upYl

a burglary several weeks ago for
MIMI SCIALd 1

1
5GMAR14

i RECORDED,-

14 MAR 4 \<${
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On January 29,
tt
1974, source advised that the word on

the street is that "MIMI" SCIALO was "hit" because he had
become a liability to the "family".

Source advised on January 29, 1974, that the older men
of the family were aware that SCIALO was undergoing psychiatric
treatment and they felt that he was too unpredictable. In
addition, SCIALO personally killed an individual named MIGUEL
COSMOS, one of LARKY LAMPASI's bookmakers, whom LAMPASI was to
kill himself. When LAMPASI complained, SCIALO shot him. After
LAMPASI's shooting, HARRY FONT 1ANA put a contract out to the
PERSICO crew to "hit" SCIALO.

DUTCHIE TUZIO
AR
NY 92-3864

On October 29, 1973, source advised that shylocking
is handled right on the premises of the Villa 66. on 14th Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York, that the rear left table is often used
for sit-downs or negotiations regarding shvlock loans or th at,

paymentsl f a ri oaa
friend o'f DUTCHIE TUZIO inside the restaurant.

On November 5, 1973, source advised that the Villa 66,
6602 - 14th Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, is a hang-out of leading
members of the GENOVESE and COLOMBO organized crime "families"

.

Source stated DUTCHIE TUZIO is the operator of this restaurant.
Source advised he was present at one of a series of meetings the
week of October 29, 1973, in the front restaurant area when
several of the GENOVESE people, including TIERI, RUSSO and
FRASCA, discussed a previous take over by the GENOVESE oeoDle
of a garbage carting firml

\The PERSICO crew was looking to take this firm Over and TIERI
convened a sit-down at the Villa 66.

FRANK TIERI
AR
NY 92-658

b6 -2

b7C -2

, On1 October 29, 1973, source advised that he observed"
|Ln contact with FRANK TIERI at the Villa 66 on x

On October 29, 1973, L Iwac tolHnnr n-nrlmrir

66T
October 2d, 1973.
for guns and elgarnttpR at. t.hp VI Ha

]was offering
two hundred stolen .3d caliber snubnose Colt revolvers for
sale for $125 each toanyone with the money to buy them. He was
scheduled to take further orders the following day, according to
what the source heard, at FRANK TIERI' s new residence on
d5th Street.

b6 -2

b7C -2
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On November 5* 1973* source advised that he was
told personally by FRANK TIERI on October 31. 1373. that he had
an 11 in ,; in the Bus Drivers Union

|

|and that he had a "piece of a bus
company" . Source had heard previously that TIERI may have had
an interest in Varsity Transit,, a private bus firm thathas a
great deal of official City of New York business.

ALPHONSE PERSICO
!

hfi

AR '

• b7C
NY 92-6703

On November 5* 1973 » source advised that he heard that
since the City of New York had taken over the Brooklyn Navy
Yard from the Federal Government, that the PERSICO
people had moved in. The PERSICOs control all t

t
he nrivat.p

carting into the Navy Yard and are very close td
(phonetic) (ph),

| I Source
advised further that the City runs this as a job opportunity or
equal employment center for ’’under privileged minorities” and
source believes there is some Federal overseer or Federal funding
involved. Source heard the terms "click’’ and "EDA" used in
this regard. In fact, the hoodlums have padded the payrolls with
their own people, using fititious Spanish surnames, for
example,'

On January 15, 197^ , source stated that PERSICO is
s elling his house on Bath Avenue and has bragged that he plans to
take the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) microphones
and bugs with him when he leaves.

m
NY 92-2724

On December 17* 1973* source advised that
| |

PHARLIE MOOSE during the latter's hospitalization.
During this time J I became embroiled in several disputes
with other "families" and was severely reprimanded by PANARELLA
subsequently. I Talso plans to make a motion to vacate his
probation on the grounds that the FBI was directed by the
sentencing judge not to harass the subj ect and the FBI has caused
him to lose his "job", et cetera fetc.) r I

I 1 club for card games on 15th Avenue, between 75th
and 75th Streets.

b6 -2

b7C -2
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ORGANIZED CRIMINAL INFLUENCE
JFK AIRPORT
RICO
NY 163-166

On January 15, 197^+, source advised that the bosses
of the COLOMBO "family" have now okayed involvement in
hijacking after a four to six month prohibition. Source stated
that with regard to John F. Kennedy Airport, that this was an open
territory and not the exclusive turf of any particular crew or
"family"; that most of the crime or thefts committed at the
airport are done by individual "kids", who are employed in one
capacity or another with the airlines or freight carriers and
that they then bring the deal or the merchandise to some
connected mob guy that they may be friendly with, "related to"
or who may be a neighborhood acquaintance.

JOSEPH ANTHONY COLOMBO
AR
NY 92-1965

On January 15, 197^, informant advised that the
PERSICO faction, who is now in control of the COLOMBO "family",
has aligned itself very closely with the GENOVESE group and that
ALLIE BOY oPERSIC0 and CHARLIE "MOOSE" PANARELLA often use
SALVATORE FUSCO as an intermediary in setting up meetings
with FUNZY TIERI through his intermediary, DUTCHIE TUZIO, owner
of the Villa 66.

Source advised that ERNIE LA PONZINA's sports betting
office in Brooklyn was raided by local police last week and
ERNIE is trying to make a deal to buy back the work.

Source advised that the GAMBINO influenced
hliainegamon aw/3 ryH-ta-no m»a o/rn3r» nnelrlniY Knw/3 4-r\ CEA±L

in Brooklyn.
| |

Source feels
further that rne ioi.iowing nrm, wmcn is a legitimate firm, may in
some way be connected with CARLO GAMBINO, although he cannot
recall why this connotation is in his mind; Sava Food Service,
Incorporated, Rural Delivery fRD

1

) 1. Rumson Lane, Upper
This firm caters toBrookville, New YorkJ

numerous hospitals in the Long Island area and has been in contact
With Virt.orv Memorial in Brooklyn t.o secure new business.

J „ has interceded on behalf
in an attempt to have this firm given favorable

uunsxae ration by Victory Memorial Hospital. b6 -2

b7C -2
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On January 31> and February 6, 1974, source was
contacted regarding the recent turmoil and possible new
developments in the COLOMBO "family"with regard to leadership
changes. Source stated that MIMI SCIALO was definitely killed on
a contract given by HARRY FONTANA and the okay was given by
CARMINE PERSICO. Details were furnished in a prior contact
with source reported earlier. Informant commented that the
LAMPASI incident was merely the straw which broke the camel’s
back* that other "families" notably, CARLO GAMBINO and FUNZY TIERI,
had complained about SCIALO’ s attitude and past activities also.

Source stated that PAUL D’ AMICO is Acting Captain of b 7 c -

MIMI ' s crew. I ~l but that D’AMICO is
not a threat to the leadership. He is not a "heavy" and
relatively in poor health. He is retired and well along in years.
He stated that the members who are assigned to the SCIALO crew
will remain under D’AMICO but that the other significant
associates such as|

|
would be temporarily assigned to

CHARLIE PANARELLA's crew, informant noted thatl I at
one time prior to SCIALO ’s elevation to CaptainJl |

I HARRY FONTANA when FONTANA was still an active Capo
in the "family". Source advised further that PANARELLA is
extremely ambitious and sees this as an opportunity to eventually
became the Underboss or Consiglieri of the "family".

Informant noted that MOOSE is already "talking like a
Consiglieri" and mediating disputes when before he would say
"go whack that guy around" or take some other drastic action.

Source stated that SALLY ALBANESE is definitely not
acting or- sitting in for ALLIE BOY PERSICO, but has been
assigned to ABBY ABBATEMARCO since ABBY is now the Underboss
and should have somebody to do his bidding as source characterized.

Source stated that the "famHy" will not be taken over
or broken up into other "families" but that with the PERSICOs
facing possible undetermined jail sentences, DIBELLA and
ABBATEMARCQ under the wirg of CARLO GAMBINO and FUNZY TIERI, see
this as an opportunity to firmly seize control of the "family"
and keep it together.

JOE BRANCATO is not interested in a position of
leadership other than Captain with the Long Island crew but
that JOE is no "pushover" having been the orty remaining
Captain from the old COLOMBO lineup who took a stand against
the PERSICO and ALOI crowd when he was asked to resign his
position along with ROCKY MIRAGLIA and NICK BIANCO.

5 -
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Informant stated that PANARELLA through JACKIE DE ROSS
is getting more involved in unions* particularly the Bartenders
and Restaurant Employees Unions* and periodically makes a
trip to Washington* D.C.* to contact someone unknown to source.
PANARELLA is leaving on a trip to Washington within the next
several days* and is currently employed onthe construction
site where ROCKY MIRAGLIA "works” in Staten Island.

Informant is. of the opinion that DI BELLA and
ABBATEMARCO went to consolidate the "family" and will probably
put more old timers in positions of authority, but that they do
not want there to be any "challengers" such as MIMI or
ALLIE BOY around.

TONY PERAINO remains very close to TOMMY DI BELLA
and spends a great deal of time in Brooklyn and Staten Island,
although still maintaining a residence in Florida. PERAINO
is having considerable marital problems with his wife* who
remains at the Florida residence.

Source stated that last wee!

Street,

lad a meeting at
Brooklyn around 85th

GREGORY SCARPA
AR
NY 92-2657

On February 6, 1974, source stated he had heard that a

load of 7*200 professional style hairdryers was being peddled
in Brooklyn and that people under GREGORY SCARPA had purchased
one-sixth of the load or 1,200 pieces for $5.00 each and were
selling them for $10.00 each.

Source advised that three individuals, whom he
characterized as very big swag movers had corfrol of this load
and had broken it up in five or six parcels. He identified
these individuals asl lLAST NAME UNKNOWN (LNU) . I

I IFIRST NAME UNKNOWN (ENUj
|
and a third

individual whose name was unknown to source. b6 -2

- 6 -
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Source stated these individuals work out of Kellv'sBar at 69th Street and New Utrecht Avenue in Brooklyn
y

and a
r
?n«!J

r^ntly
^

0:fferi
^f

tW° °*her loads: a load of cigarettesand a load of sewing machines. Source is of the opinionthatone of these individuals may be an informant for the
Police Department (NYCPD) Safe and Loft Squad sincetney both had several arrests by the locals and seem to continueto operate with impunity especially considering the fact thatthey are not connected with any La Cosa Nostra (LCN) figure or§roup » ,

ANTHONY ABBATEMARCO
AR
NY 92-2588

urce ad
y
is

f
d on Februa*y 7, 1974, that ANTHONY

ABBATEMARCO currently is engaged in overseeing a large numbers
and sports, gambling operation involving primarily black and
Puerto Rican areas of South Brooklyn. ABBATEMARCO has
been in this business for approximately 15 years and is
assisted in coordinating the administration of this operation
by SALVATORE ALBANESE^

. a close associate of his, and of
ALPHONSE PERSICO. ABBATEMARCO handles much ,qf his business
of meeting and directing principals in his operation,
including ALBANESE and his major black controllers in
his own personal vehicle. ABBATEMARCO conducts this business
while moving around in his personal auto so as,, to circumvent
efforts by law enforcement to overhear his conversations or
effectively surveil him.

This source has been contacted on two occasions by
the alternate agent and his information has been corroborated
through other reliable top echelon informants of the New York
Office. He is believed to be emotionally stable and
reliable, having never furnished information known to be false.
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UNITED STATES GOV^^TMENT

Memorandum,
TO

FROM

subject:

•>(!r

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK

O r.r.NF. TNFT.

date: 4/16/74

b2 -1,2

"TECTF*

ReBulet to NY, 2/18/74; NY LHM*s, 3/1/74 and 11/1/73.

Captioned source continues to be productive
regarding high level intelligence and substantive matters
being handled by the NYO, UACB, within seven calendar days,
informant will be paid l I on SAC authority on a COD
basis according to the provisions of the Manual of Instructions,
Section 108 (J) 2.

_ t

On 3/22/74,

[

]was paid for
information furnished over the period 4/16/73 to 2/7/74. A
synopsis of this information was contained in reference&vLHM*s

,

Source, during the months of January and February, 1974,
provided current specific information relative to the gambit
enterprise of COLOMBO Underboss, ANTHONY ABBATEMARCO, et al
(Bufile l82«1265). This information was instrumental in the
obtaining of Title III authorization of what should prove to
a uniquely successful automobile misur. Additionally, sourc
on 4/1/74, described labor racketeering activities of COLOMBO
Captain, CHARLES PANARELLA, and soldier, JAMES CLEMENZA, in
attempts to take over a bartenders* union, and a construction
firm. Source identified victims, firms, unions and restaurants
involved, providing the basis of two new RICO cases. b6 -2

b7C -2

On 3/7/74, source furnished new changes in Captains
of COLOMBO Family and described two casinO"type gambling operations

I I and COLOMBO
Soldier, JAMES CLEMENZA, out of

EX-m
feC-4 3 b2

{ 2^Bureau
-New York

RJTslm
(4) cr

Ai -i 181974
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Airtel

To: SAC, New York

Prom: Director, FBI

RFC-47

vrm
TECtP

335

4/19/74

b2 -1,2

Reurlets 3/12/74 and 4/16/74.
b2

Bureau approval t;o expend an additional to
this source under SAC authority is being held in abeyance
pending submission by you of additional information.

A review of your letter dated 3/12/74 referenced
above indicates you cited the information furnished by this
source as contained in your letterhead memoranda dated 11/1/73
and 3/1/74 as a basis for requesting additional payment autho-
rity at that time. Your letter dated 4/16/74, referenced
above, also refers to these same letterhead memoranda.

Inasmuch as this source has already received
payment from you for the information set forth in the above
letterhead memoranda, you should submit additional details
concerning information furnished by this source since 2/7/74.
Upon receipt of this information, prompt consideration will be
given to your request for additional payment authority.

Assoc. Dir.

Dep. AD Adm. _
Dep. AD Inv.

Asst. Dir,*

Admm.

Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs

Files & Com.

Gen. |nv,
(

Ident.

Inspection

Intell.

Laboratory

Plan. & Eval,

RTB: dsl
(4)

Spec. Inv.

rraimng _

“".M APk
MAIL

MAILED 7

APR 191974

’'-FBI

TELETYPE UNIT
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No .

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
November 1, 1974

NEW—YQRK—SYMB.D.L..j.N.UMBEEJ
NEW YORK FILE NUMBERl
BUREAU FILE NUMBER I

OUTCOME OF CASES NOT COMPLETED

None

SUCCINCT SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED

BLACK MAFIA
NEW YORK CITY AREA
AR
NY 92-New

On July 9, 1974, source advised that to his knowledge
there is no organized black mob in New York, and that if there
is any semblance of an organization, that the Colombo family
has had no problems with the blacks interfering with any of
their rackets and that the Colombos are not even using blacks
to his knowledge with the exception of the Gallo crew. The
Gallo crew is also tight with the Cubans and South Americans
in the narcotics trade, source also heard.

NY 92-2681
K

On July 9, 1974, source heard that| |has
become one of Tommy DiBella’s closest confidants and reports
directly to the boss. I

according to source,

in ji

WSJ Id

rsiO i

u$ r;a/ 4 u-74

^3
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[

Li'ips away rrom niq base* he is alw^y.ci iri
company of
of no specixxo ±±±undi±

1 Source knows
atiiivicipc rml Itn-iW- k,,4~ i

jis involved with one or more^ofj]. v i i
w wj.cu une or more i

activities, possibly the porno films business';

- CARBINE PERSICO
AR • •

.

NY, 92t 2895

AR •

..

.

NY 9,2-3192

b6 -2

b7C -2

. . ,

• 0n Jx*ly 9 ) 1974, source explained that
,is identical to the made Colpmbn nipmhprl
of Junior Persico.
the Gallo-Profaci Jars in the early 1960's;

Iduring

7

NY 92-7904

. , .
On July 9 j 197,4, source heard thati

his linle h« didp-
at arms by fpiw agsosidteh of

AR ,

NY 92-2724

7
b6 -2

b7C -2

9n 9, 1974, source heard that I isreally crying and has been shelved by Moose Panarella as beinevery weak, always complaining and exhibiting poor, judgment.



CHARLEY PANARELLA
AR

' MY- 92-3171 .

' 0n J^ly 9, 1974, source advised that' Jackie DeRoss
,-is Charlie Moose’s contact and bag man for the Bartenders

. and Restaurant Union, 'according to what source /heard from
several other individuals . Source is of the opinion that
DeRoss would be very weak if brought before a -Federal Grand
Jury.(FGJ) with regard to his occupation and this would be
a good entre for the FBI to get into the union activities of
Panarella .

-
'

On September 12, 1974, source advised that Black
Sam Nastasa has been made Acting Captain in .the Brancato crew
now .that the latter has been designated Acting -Boss of the
Colombo Family.

Rrmrtnfl hoanH fnm-Hi nyi that Sal Scarpa named Acting
hfi«5—nnt haan-ffiuan—£*VL1 authorityCapo of

i

that is, he must check with] [the old
Mimi Scialo crew, regarding any decisions or^moves. Source
heard that Sal’s brother, Gregory Scarpa, is -mairitairiing a
very low. profile following his indictment and. arrest by the
FBI two months

.
ago,.

,,
Scarpa supposedly is taking a vacationm Las Vegas with his girlfriend, in the next"week or two.

b6 -2

b7C -2

has not beent
Informant stated that|

seen in Brooklyn in recent davs perhaps because of hi* r»Bpen+
arrest by the Bureau

Charles Moose Panarella is playing
. yefy close to

the vest himself showing up on a daily basis at the' job site
maintaining very loose contact with his crew members.

b6 -2

b7C -2

Source advised he took part in a dinner at the
Blueprint 100 Restaurant early this week at which all the other
Colombo Captains arid close associates attended including Jqe
Brancato. Anthony Abbatemarco, Teddy Persicp, Andrew Russo,

|
Tutti Franzese, and others. Bill paid by Joe t

Brancato came to over $1,000. ./
fc

CLEMENTE-887
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-THOMAS DI BELLA
AR
NY 92-2723

. .
On August 12, 1974, source advised .that Tony Peraino

,

1
!?o

co^act
. Vlth incarcerated Colombo Boss, Thomas DiBellaa”d i s

ti

a^'temP‘t ing to secure approval to "whack out" Charlesoose Panarella. Source advised that Peraino has what heterms all the evidence necessary to show that Panarella is

o^^hT^mlly?"
^ COmmitted acts against the best interests

Source advised that \_
1 has designatec Salvatore Scarpa as acting

-an lnd<v^n;y^- learned °" a verr °°n«dential basis that

tinns »ith 4-v q ^ i .
/who allegedly has very high connec-tions Wjth the Political establishment in Washington, D.C.

_-j a
1 individual's true name, according to source^an_d described! las a white male, in his-, late 50's? Itel^h~

—J
?

j

—-—— 1 has a home telephone of h

, .
®-n August 29, 1974, source advised- that there has

w!?£ Ihe^oSSiiSg^aSges:
6 C°lon,bo La Cosa Nostra (LCN) family,

R
r°L

CS^agli
?

i® acti
?g captain for Charley Moose;Joseph Brancata is acting boss for Thomas DiBella;An

persico
bbatemarC° iS aCting caPtain for Alphonse

JOSEPH COLOMBO
AR ...

NY 92-1965
‘

On October 7, 1974, source advised that the following

CLEMENTE-888



individuals were known to him at one time or another as being
associates in the Joe Brancato crew: '

Source advised that at one time, Tony Peraino was
a very close friend of the Jury Commissioner, .Federal Court,
Brooklyn, but he does not know if the same .individual has
that same position currently.

‘

nt advised Charles Panarella id very close
(NY J32-2640 ). Source statedf"^ His a

made guy in.another family who frequents the- Hard Street-New
Utrecht Avenue area..

Nicholine Sprrentino, an old time Captain in the
Profaci Family who spends most of his time iri Florida,
occasionally visits :

the New York City area.- When he does, he
visits the Arrow Linen Supply Company, owned by Ambrose'
Magliocco or the Fine Grade Fuel Oil Company./

Source stated he has not seen Nidk/Bi&nco in the
Brooklyn area for many months. He heard Bianco "was made a
Captain in the Providence area,, One of Bianco*

s

i i

|
also known as (aka)T~ l

,
,

i Brooklyn
, | |

I in the delivery or porno materials
!m the Boston—Providence area.

|
|nade 'weekly trips

according to the informant but has since
.

gone; . to jail himself.

b6 -2

b7C -2



occasions
ha

f
been contacted on at* least threeoccasions by the alternate agent. Informants information h*«=been corroborated by other top echelon sources -of thTheS Y^rkOffice and/or through independent investigation



SSTv

/« Reply\ Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSWCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York
July 1, 1974

^
Coftf. lftft.

NEW YORK SYMBOL NUMBE1
NEW YORK FILE NUMBER f
BUREAU FILE NUMBEBT^

b2 -1,

OUTCOME OF CASES NOT COMPLETED

None.

SUCCINCT SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED

JERRY LANGELLA
AR
NY 92-5085

Informant advised on March 4, 1974, the details of a number:
operation coordinated by subject as well as the modus operand! of
tne runners and locations of pickups.

NY 92-NEW

Informant advised on March 5, 1974, the identity of
individual sticking up LCN card games and that "open contract"
has been put out on this guy by several COLOMBO Captains.

"XK
NY 92-5954

Informant advised on March 7, 1974 that
attempting to establish contact with CAMBINO crew
individual whose protection he seeks.

NY 92-3200

Informant advl&edH oiflMi§r%h*ffi.
individual designated as
Coney Island.

v

, \ 0'.* DEU’Ql !, »8itC i

jwas
entity of

JUL 3 167-

L974 the identity o
ISCIALO crew on '

56 JUL 181974 ENTE-891



CHARLES PANARELLA
AR
NY 92-3171

Informant advised on April 10, 1974, the identity
of those attending a "heavy meet", the location as well as the
purpose of same. Source also provided details of a Las Vegas
night and percentage of profits being skimmed by subject and
other individual*

ALPHONSE PERSICO
AR
NY 92-6703

Informant advised on April 17. 1974 the identity of
attendees at A meet as well as the location and date of same*
Source also furnished the identity of fcdividual and details of
a stickup of card games and mob figures in broad daylight*

TDC
NY 92*7899

On 5/8/74, informant identified subject as a member
of the COLOMBO LCN Family, also furnishing details of his activity
and contacts within the family*

TOMMY DI BELLA
AR
NY 92-2723

Informant advised on May 13, 1974 the details of a
requested sitdown possibly related to a disppte*

|
b6 -2

AS ' b7C -2

NY 92-2597

On May 15, 1974, source furnlahad infmmation
concerning the designation of subject] [the identity
of some of those in his crew, and the details of other changes
within the COLOMBO Family.

SALVATORE LOMBARDINO
AR
NY 92-4701

_ Informant advised on May 29, 1974 the identity of LCN
figure meeting with subject regarding reaching out for political
or police connection to fix burglary charges lodged against
six members of subject*s crew*

JLEMENTE-892



JOSEPH COLOMBO, SR.
AR
NY 92-1965

On May 30, 1974, source furnished complete breakdown
of COLOMBO Family members, Captains, bosses, and associates
as well as the breakdown of crews.

NY 92-3196

Informant advised on June 5, 1974 thatidentitv of
an individual attempting to Mget a line” on I I in a
possible attempt to hit him. 1 1

This source has been contacted on at least three
occasions by the alternate agent. Informant's information
has been corroborated by other top echelon sources of the
New York Office and/or through independent investigation.

.•3^*
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UNITED STATES G^JERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

subject:

date:
k/2$/7k

b2 -1,2

l
)

O

ReBuairtel, 4/19/74; NYlet, 4/16/74.

The following additional information is being
furnished in order to justify authorization to expend an
additional ! |

under SAC authority as noted in referenced
communications.

ANTHONY ABBATEMARCO;
b2 ” 3

ET AL
IGB
NY 182-903

Between 4/1 and 4/8/74# captioned source furnished
specific current details regarding the gambling operation of
COLOMBO Underboss, ABBATEMARCO, and other subjects in
^captioned case. This information was instrumental in the NYO
[obtaining an extension for a current Title III installation
which was signed on 4/15/74*

ALPHONSE PERSICO nf
ar //'

;

NY 92-6703 '

i

On 4/17/74# informant advised that ALLIE PERSICO and /
his two brothers, TEDDY and SALVATORE PERSICO, met at the /

Sorrento Restaurant, 85th Street and 5th Avenue, Brooklyn, /
at which time PERSICO discussed the fact that he may have to be/b2 -2
"on the lam" for at least 6 months in order to avoid going to \l b 6 -1
jail for contempt of court. / b7c -1

Bureau
1-New York

,
>\

!
r

1

I
/l fl i-

RJTtlm b 'T r/
(4) $

As

It * t

V
&

Buy U.S. Savings
108



aR
NY 92-7881

Later on 4/17/74» source advised is again
sticking up hoodlum controlled card games in Brooklyn and
ripping off ranking racket figures as he spots them in
broad daylight. Recently, COLOMBO Captain, PRANK RICHARD
FTIftCO and Soldier, ERNIE LA PONZINA, were held up by

for whom a contract is still outstanding. b

GATEWAY CASINO
b

IGB
NY 182-1230

On several occasions in April, 197 if.* source
furnished information regarding floating "Las Vegas Nights"
min at various clubs and churches in the Brooklyn area by
known^ hoodlum figures including

| |
JIMMY CLEMENZA

and CHARLES PANARELLA. Source was neipiui in providing facts
regarding the Gateway Cabana Club operation which was
subsequently raided by the NYO on k/10/7l±.

CHARLES PANARELLA
AR
NY 92-3171

On k/l/7k and ij/10/74* informant provided details
regarding the activities of PANARELLA, Consigliere of the
COLOMBO Family, specifically noting his attempts to take over
a local Restaurant B#£loyees and Bartenders Union and
subsequently obtain "ins" for this union at Manhattan supper
clubs.

DOMINICK SCIALO
AR
NY 92~2107

Source advised as to the identity of three SCIALO
underlings who pulled major burglaries including a silver load
and a gold load approximately three months ago. These individuals
named by the source are now reporting to MOOSE PANARELLA and
SCIALO »s crew has been divided up following the latter »s dis-

l appearance and presumed execution.

CLEMENTE-895



t
Airtel

To: SAC, New York^L

Prom: Director, M T7ZT?m-/7fyJ
d

/ n

TECIP

f

4/30/74

b2 -1,2

Reurlets 4/16/74 and 4/25/74 and Bureau airtel
4/18/74.

. Bureau authority is granted to expend an additional
I
to the captioned source on a C.Q.D. basis under SAC

authority in accordance with the provisions set forth in
Bureau airtel to SAC, Albany, and all offices, dated 2/6/74, b2 _ 3
captioned "Increase of SAC Authority to Pay Top Echelon
Informants Frora| |- Top Echelon Criminal
Informant Program."

v
In order for the new "UACB within seven calendar

days” basis to work as designed, all requests for additional
payment authority should be self-sufficient and provide
enough summary information upon which to base a decision at
the Bureau concerning it without additional communications
being sent to the field. Insure that all future requests
concerning this informant contain the required information.

1 (6221 IB)

b6 -1

b7C -1

NOTE: Captioned source has been a top echelon informant of
our New York Office since March, 1962. He is a highly placed
'’member” of the Joseph Colombo "family" of La Cosa Nostra (LCN)
and was formerly a regularly paid informant. By ^letter dated
3/18/74, SAC, New York, was granted an additional

! Twith b2

which to pay this source. This source has furnished specific
details concerning the gambling operation of Ahthorfy Abbatemarco.
underboss in the Colombo LCN "family." This information was
instrumental in New York obtaining an extension, qn

F a current
Title III installation. This source has furnished^ information
concerning a discussion between three Persico brothers concernin*

fart
RTB : ds 1 <#

a,:/-'- MAILED 8

APR SO 1974

FBI

(Continued - Over)

'V



1

( #
(Note - Continued)

I

the necessity for Allie Persico to go "on the lam" for at least
six months to avoid going to jail for contempt. Source
identified an individual committing armed robbery of hoodlum
controlled card games in Brooklyn and source furnished informa-
tion which assisted in a raid conducted by our New York Office;
on a gambling operation in early April, 197,4. This source has
furnished other information of value and it is recommended that
request of SAC, New tfork, be approved.

- 2 -
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/»

< */

F B I

Date: 11/6/74

Transmit the following in

AIRTELVia

( Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK
(J flONF. IN FT.

'tECrr
NY DIVISION

Re NY LHM's dated 7/1/74 and 11/1/74.

Assoc, "bfr.' f
Dep. AD Adm. _

Dep. AD Inv.

Asst, Dir.:

Admin.

Comp. Syst. _

Ext. Affairs _

Files & Com.

Gen, Inv. |L_

Identj*

Inspection

Intel!.
j.

Laboratory

Plan. & |vaj^Z

Spec. lnv^J^L.

Training

Legal Coufa.

Telephone Rm.

Director Sec'y

\rw
Captioned source will be paid an additional

| 1 UACB,
within seven calendar days, on a COD basis under SAC authority
in accordance with the provisions of Section 108J, M of I. b2 -3

On 5/17/74, source was paid| |for information
furnished in the following cases:

CHARLES PANARELLA
AR
NY 92-3171

Source reviewed photographs taken at a meeting of the
CHARLES PANARELLA crew in Staten Island recently and identified
nine individuals on six photographs.

Source advised CHARLIE MOOSE recently met with TUTTI from]
Jersey (SALVATORE "Tutti" L0MBARDIN0) regarding TUTTI reaching out
for a political or police connection to fix the burglary charges
lodged against six members of PANARELLA' s crew.

"SR
NY92-

/??•/»- /7S~

1^95
b2 ~2

b6 -2

b7C -2

Informant stated that an individual named
very familiar as being an active hijacker a$ra courrier tor the

is

He describedPERSICO ' crew.

^Ckireau
\New York



b2 -2

and his wife is also very active and trusted as a money
handler. Source stated he is quite certain thatl |is

*

a made guy in the COLOMBO Family but would need to review a
photograph concerning him.

| [identified as K
a member and a new 92 case was opened .

)

!

JOHN CUTRONE
AR t b6 -2
NY 92-3187 b7c -2

Source advised also of a recent split among members
)

of the GALLO faction of the COLOMBO family. Apparently,
i MOONEY CUTRONE and KID BLAST had an argument and several members

; of the faction have aligned themselves with each individual.
i Source stated he heard that I

I

was attempting to "get a line” on JOE YACOVELLI in a possible
attempt to hit him.

ALPHONSE PERSICO
AR
NY 92-6703

\

Informant advised on 4/17/74 the identity of attendees
at a meet as well as the location and date of same. Source
also furnished the identity of individual and details of a
stickup of card games and mob figures in broad daylight.

|
b6 -2

M b7C -2

NY 92-7899

On 5/8/74, source identified subject as a member of
i

!
the COLOMBO LCN Family, also furnishing details of his activity

j i
and contacts within the family.

' TOMMY DI BELLA
AR
NY 92-2723

Ihformant advised on 5/13/74 the details of a
requested sitdown possibly related to a dispute.

JOSEPH COLOMBO
AR
NY 92-1965

Source has on a weekly basis kept the NYO apprised
\ ot changes in hierarchy and policy of the entire COLOMBO Family.

\ - 2-

CLEMENTE-900



'4

i b2

, j x

This data has: been extremely valtiA$levjjartfcul&rly in
view of constant realignment of the Family "due "to

"

murders and incarceration.
’’fl, - f

1

'

Source has been contacted 6h- three occasions by
tjhe alternate agent. He continues to be reliable and
emotionally stable.

. if
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
JULY 1973 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES G' RNMENT<4
Memorandum

TO

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORKo
—GanLJolt

TECTF"
' “ •

NYO

#

date: 5/5/75

b2 -1,2

(C) (56)

ReNYlet to Bu, dated 3/1/75.

/ Above captioned source is presently being closed by
- New York Office.

/

mr-.y, /7?- /??«£-/%>

b2 -2

Bureau
New York

WLF.-dnil

(3)

5010-1 10

3 MAY 7 1975



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICEfUST
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
March 1, 1975

SPOFFCME;

NEW YORK SYMBOL NUMBER I

NET*YORK FILE NUMBER I I

BUREAU FILE NUMBER

|

b2 -

SPECIFIC DATES OF CONTACT

Source contacted on October 31* 1974, December 20,
1974, and January 2, 1975. Source was not contacted every
30 days as source was travelling and was not available.

OUTCOME OF CASES NOT COMPLETED

None

SUCCINCT SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED

DOMINICK SCIALO aka:;

AR
NY 92-2107

JOSEPH COLOMBO aka;
AR
NY 92-1965

JOSEPH BRANCATO aka;
AR
-NY 92-3189

On October 31* 1974, source advised regarding the
body found buried alongside DOMINICK SCIALO last month by the
FBI that he heard the following story from very reliable
sources

:

N°r rISorded
a MAR 6 1975

LUA j K. f

CLEMENTE-903



4

The individual murdered was named (First Name
Unknown) (FNU) COCCHIO, a kid who was murdered about 10 years
ago at the request of JUNIOR PERSICO to JOE COLOMBO who
ordered the hit. Source heard that COCCHIO apparently had
killed a relative of PERSICO in a bar fight. COCCHIO was
.grabbed off the street in Bay Ridge by NICK BIANCO and
GREGORY SCARPA who administered a severe beating to COCCHIO.
COCCHIO was then taken, to the garage adjacent to JOE IANNACI's
residence on Bay 10th Street, Brooklyn, where source heard
he, was killed by DUKE SANTORO with one bullet in the head.
The body was put back in BIANCO' s car and delivered to
PERSICO' s crew downtown, who in turn apparently buried the
body in the basement of the social club. (New York City Police
Department (NYCPD) advised of identity of body.)

* ’ b6 -2

b7C -2

Source heard thatE ^recently released
from Danbury Prison is the subject of a sit down between
CHARLIE MOOSE PANARELLA, hi s Captain, and' JIMMY

j
ROWN FAILLA,

representing CARLO GAMBINO. operation had
been taken over by GAMBINO's people while he' was in prison
ancj and PANARELLA feel that it shnul d hp rp-^ iimpri to

'amily. Source also heard thaithe COLOMBO FamiJLy. source aiso neara zna,]
I
was

called in by PANARELLA to explain his part in the re cent
securities indictment which the FBI obtained againstl
and others. *

Source heard that TONY LA PONZINA is dealin in
swag and that MOOSE PANARELLA is pretty much staying on his
own in and around his work site in Staten Island after having
put out the word for everybody to stay away from him because
of the FBI's investigative pressure.

The word on the street is that the PERSICO faction
is . "out" in COLOMBO power circles and that JOE BRANCATO
appears to be the low key figure the Family has' been seeking
as a leader for several years. MOONEY CUTRONE is back in the
fold and is assigned unde£

_
Source heard

also that ANDREW RUSSO is "moving very big on Long Island in
many legitimate ventures and that RUSSO is 'quite close to JOE
BRANCATO also.

b6 -2

b7C -2

CLEMENTE-904



b6 -2

b7C -2

SniirpR spri that a ymmg hood nicknamed I

I B , [has been handling counterfeit
$100 bills out of the Starlight Bar and Grill at 13th Avenue
between 69th and 70th Streets, Brooklyn. Source stated this
was a bar|

|
Source

knows of no iuruner speeirics wn:n regard to tnis operation.

(Above was disseminated to United States Secret
Service, November 4, 1974, by the writer.)

On January 2, 1975* source stated that ALLIE BOY
PERSICO spends quiet drinking evenings in the Regis Room of
the St. Regis Hotel in Manhattan where he claims no one
"knows" him.

Source stated several COLOMBO membe s "have the
feeling" that JOE YACOVELLI is definitely influencing family
policies although remaining in the background. It is an
La Cosa Nostra (LCN) axiom, according to source, that a member
retires or gives up' his position as Consigliere he cannot be
reinstated

.

Source advised further that GEORGE TROPIANO was
attempting to get approval from Acting Boss JOE BRANCATO to
have a "witness" hit.

b6 -2

Informant advised he heard that CHARLIE "MOOSE" b7c ~ 2

PANARELLA had a Christmas party for his entire crew one night
the week of December 15, 1974, between 6-10 PM at the Casa
Storta Restaurant in Brooklyn. ALPHONSE PERSICO attended
with some of his crew. Both "goodfellos" and associates
attended this almost purely social gathering. JOE GENTILE,
ERNIE and TONY LA PONZINA were not present citing the ongoing
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) trial in Federal Court. PAPA
DICK FUSCO did not attend. Two former underlings of MIMI
SCIALO who are now with PANARELLA attended bv the names of

I (phonetic) (ph) ancj a bookmaker
^ wnu was involved in the COLOMBO numbers case 132-120 according
to source)

.

- 3-
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.,On ’December ;20, l$Jk', source advised'vt'hat
are still active in Narking Y--rated ,411ms. source

and-
;

JOE' ' LANE ' are'stated __
'actively xiivujLveu ±n promoting a lllm caileS. —w . ar
Source - advised that CHARLES "MOOSE" PANARELLA is getting an

:
end from. any profits that . the GENTILE, group 'may derive. in-
formant -heard -the, above, three are attempting to force , the
.legitimate owners Or producers , bf' the above --film' to- sell' part
°*7

.

t
1

heir .interfist . Thpv fpei thPv can persuade -other
COLOMBO members J

I to- back their venture
,and£ tQVuqe their, influence in the business Asdwell- as -their
distributiori, system.. Source heard - further that, these COLOMBO,'
hoods- have their "in" 'through -. JOE LANE who

V
is7very close to

'

a, wealthy widow ^involved ih- this firm. -7 i777'-7’’ -7
.

. GEORGE -TROPIAN0 '7 -
-

' '
.

- 7'- ;-7’'

;
_ny 92-2656 ;

- 7 -

..v, 7 77 > 7 7 .7 7V
"

‘

1

7. - 7 7 ^
1

x -

b6 -2

‘b7C -2

'.•
'-s-

-
0r^ December;-'.

;20t ^1974., source, Pas, dbnta&ted also '

regaling GEORGE JTROPIANO and '.his
. rblatibhship 7d CHARLES

PANARELLA-.- i/ .Source stated IROPIANO- is vfer^^&itly rek^ded--^ :

'

:

and has .no creti and is really • in' -the-' wor'ds.':6f7sO,Ur'ce ' a'' "nothin?
.guy who is not capable of. directing any • heavy -work such as
.major thefts or: contract, killings, 1

..

'

7

- Source has- been contacted on two occ-asions bv '

the alternate Agent,.: -He, .continues to beVr^iab'lV and emo- •

’

tionally stable.
,
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p r
AOE TV’O HN1 CL A P » F T 0

COh'C^RMI “If IMF *1W LC M FAMILIES IN THE MYO aEFA.

I. ON J !INE ?5, 19B", SOURCE PKOVIDFD J NFORMATTOM CONCERN! ng

THF nPFA 1/r'0’’N OF THE COLOMBO F*MtLY f,OTI MG THAT THE

BOSS IF FULL CONFIDFRcrr) JO BF THOMAS HI FELLA ALTHOUGH

THF CRRENT U HD FEB OFF
,

CaH'-U NJ-; PEPSICO IS ACTUALLY

JO CO NTH 01. OF Tl-F FAMILY.

FOUECH ALSO T*yr '1T JFTFD EIGHT *EMBERS OF THE COLOMBO

FAMILY unT INC THAT FT V r ' OF THEF^ AT:" CURRENT CAPOS,

A H!) CQNFIRMFD THE IDENTITIES OF T ,,TQ RECENTLY M ADF '
MFf(>n rTiO

OF THF COLOMBO FAMILY,

SOURCE PROVIDED INFORMATION, CONCERNING CAPO ANDREW ERFSO

AND A COLOMBO MMILY ASSOCIATE, HUGH MO I NTOF H A/HO ARE
)

!;0U I " HID TWO T'CAUSE OF A CURRENT IFF INVESTIGATION.

SOURCE ADVISED THAT TO CONNECTION UT TH THIS IRF J N VEST TG AT.TON,

(A S P.FFH

b7D ~5

HTT” BY TH" COLOMBO Fa Ml l, Y,

S OU :1 CF '•’*$ FOR M EP A "D mas Cl.OFFD BY COMMUNICATION

dated may 5 , 1975. it if noted that approximately fix months have

b2 -r

CLEMENTE-908



* PARE T«RE?' U'W CL as' to ^
i *

,
i

‘been REQUIRED TO OtSCPTCTLY RF- CONTACT TH‘" SOURCE AMD TO PURSU^DF

HJM TO RESUME FUP-VTSHJUC INFORMATION VHTCH IT OF EXTREMELY HIGH

QUALITY AND UNOBTAINABLE FLOY A NY OTHER CULi^NT MYO SOURCE.

"H AS THIS SOIFPC 7 IS •" i'Hr
MR FP of T!!v COLOMBO FAMILY, A MO '.’AS

FORMERLY DESIGNATED AS A TOP FCH^N SOURCv « UACB, THIS cnPRCf UIL1

BE DESIGNATED AS A TE.

TH^rSOURCE HAS BEEN AD VIS TO OS TH” CO HF T B TUT! AL PEL ATJ OMSHI

P

ujrrH th4: bureau; that he if unx an fyploydt of the bureau; that

*
• fftr-IS TO FURNISH INFORMATION ONLY in "THF CONTACTING AGENT; AND

WAS ADVISED OF THE POL I CY O r TUT BUH r AU R^O aPDT NO DEFENSE PLANS

tratfry.

BUREAU flUT HOP TTY REOUFSTEP TO OPERATE CAPTIONED SOURCE, MACS.

#

CLEMENTE-909
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’ 1

b2 -1,2, 3,

5

b7E -1

ROUTINE- \

'

,,
iV,,'* ’*

, t

ir .

BUREAU AUTHORIZATION IS REQUESTED TO. PAY CAPTIONED SOURCE AN ,

ADDITIONAL
|

~> R INFORMATION FURNISHED ON A COD BASIS AND

FOR EXPENSES INCURREP IN SEEKING INFORMATION AT THE REQUEST OF
/

THE CONTACTING AGENT. ALL PAYMENTS WILL BE MADE UPON SAC AUTHORITY

IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN SECTION 137-8* (5) MIOG

,

UACB. THIS INFORMANT HAS NOT^ EXHIBITED ANY TENDENCIES TOWARD

EMOTIONAL INSTABILITY AND HAS FURNISHED NO INFORMATION KNQWN

be false, the information has been corroborated where possible

IT IS NOTED .THAT ON NOVEMBER 12, 1974, AUTHORITY WAS GRANTED FOR

AN ADD ITIONAf-l IFOR SERVICES AND EXPENSES,! OF

THIS WAS USED FOR EXPENSES INCURRED IN) SEEKING A SECURE MEETING

FLACE, AND

b2

WAS PAID TO THE INFORMANT FOR INFORMATION FURNISHED

\C ’J?
/' V

'/{.
j ^ -

*
T (y l



PA^E'TWO UNCLAS e

WHICH FOLLOWS. IT IS NOTED THAT| REMAINS. If!

FSA account.
1

. \
. ON JUNE 2S, 1980. SOURCE ADVISED THAT THOMAS' DT.BELLa IS ME^ .

A FIGUREHEAD IN THE COLOMBO FAMILY AND THE ACTUAL BOSS IS CARMINE \
PERSICO,. THE SOURCE ALSO IDENTIFIED FIVE INDIVIDUALS AS CAPOS IN *

THE COLOMBO FAMILY. THE SOURCE ALSO PROVIDED .INFORMATION ON :

I

AN INDIVIDUAL WHO WAS
J SUPPOSE 7 TO BE A GOVERNMENT WITNESS IN AN IRS

i / i

INVESTIGATION WHO HAS IN FACT BEEN KILLED.
1

]

V

ON AUGUST 5, 19.80, SOURCE PROVIDED INFORMATION -CONCERNING
|

~| NOTING. THAT HE HAS

BEEN INVOLVED IN A NUMBER OF BURGLARIES WITH, HIS BROTHER ALTHOUGH MOT
1

i .

1
i

A MEMBER OF THE COLOMBO FAMILY. SOURCE ALSO ADVISED ON THIS DATE T|Ja

JERRY LANGELLA WIJ-L BECOME THE CONSIGLIERE. OF THE COLOMBO FAMILY IN

THE NEAR FUTURE TO REPLACE THE VACANCY' LEFT £Y ALPHONSE PERSICO.

ON AUGUST 12, 198(3, SOURCE ADVISED THAT THE '’HITS" ON RALPH

AND SHORT IE SPERO WERE
,
CARRIED OUT BY GENOVESE MEMBER, JERRY PAPPA,

'

'

,

'

'

'
'

' )
-

'

AS A RESULT OF EXTENSIVE JUNK DEALS WITH RALPH SPERO. SOURCE ADVISED

THAT CARMINE PERSICO, UPON LEARNING OF THIS, REQUESTED THAT THE

GENOVESE FAMILY TAKE CARE OF PAPPA, -WHO HAS H?T APPROXIMATELY ONE

b6 -2

b7C -2



'PAeE’I'HREE UNCLAS ^F T,0 — J

MQ'NTH #30. * ^ >
’

‘j *

™
, .

<

SOURCE ADVISED- THAT CHARLES PANARELLA’S CREW HAS BEEN DISBANDED

AND THE MEMBERS HAVE BEEN POSITIONED IN OTHER CREWS. :

SOURCE IDENTIFIED JOE TOMASELLO AS A RECENTLY MADE CAPO IN THE

COLOMBO FAMILY. '

,

'ON AUGUST 26, p80, SOURCE ADVISED THAT DOMINIC SOMMA, A

Colombo family member, was recently hit'On a contract approved by

CARMINE PER SI CO.
\ i

v v
\ .

'•

SOURCE ADVISED THAT JERRY LANG ELLA, IN THE ABSENCE OF ALPHONSE

PEPSICO, HAS BEEN MEETING WITH LUCHESE CAPO, CHRIS FURNARI , AT TRE
1 ^ i

'

\

19TH HOLE., 86TH STREET AND J4TH AVENUE, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, - NOTING.

THAT THERE HAS BEEN A LOt^G TIME ASSOCIATION BETWEEN THE TWO FAMILIES

WITH RESPECT TO THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION. ‘

,

’

. /
SOURCE ADVISED THAT JACKIE DI ROSS, A COLOMBO FAMILY MEMBER,

-

HAS BECOME VERY CLOSE TO JUNIOR PERSICO AND IS BEING USED BY HIM AS

AN OUTSIDE CONTACT MAN.
7

/
'

1 ^

SOURCE FURNISHED A COMPLETE UP-TO-DaTE COLOMBO STRUCTUAL BREAK-
\

'

!

'

,
\

1

( ,

DOWN, PLACING ALL THE HEWERS UNDER THE APPROPRIATE CREW CAPOS.
i

. ,
>

'
‘

ON SEPTEMBER 1,2, 1930, SOURCE FURNISHED INFORMATION CONCERNING

,
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